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The race to reduce pollutant emissions from hydrocarbon combustion while simulta-

neously increasing fuel efficiency and optimizing engine performance calls for the use

of numerical simulations in parallel with, or in lieu of, expensive and time-consuming

experiments. To explore the efficacy of emerging alternative fuels and additives in

numerical simulations and to predict the effects of the fuel description on emissions,

the fuel should be treated as one of the optimization parameters. This necessitates

an accurate and detailed description of the fuel and its breakdown, as combustion

kinetics are exceedingly dependent on fuel constituents. However, the combustion of

even a single fuel component can involve hundreds of species and thousands of re-

actions, requiring prohibitively high CPU times for realistic simulations of complex

fuels with detailed chemistry. An advantageous strategy to combat this difficulty is

to employ reduced-order modeling by replacing the realistic fuel blend with a sim-

plified description called a surrogate, in tandem with reducing the chemical kinetic

mechanism. In recent years, a component library framework has been proposed to

facilitate the creation of reduced-order models for practical applications. The idea is

that chemical models for single-component fuels can be reduced separately and com-

bined at-will to represent any surrogate blend of interest. However, this approach

fails when individual fuel molecules have significant non-linear interactions with one



another during combustion, or when the prediction of pollutant formation is of inter-

est, since the kinetics involved strongly depend on the details of the multi-component

fuel mixture.

In this work, two new strategies are presented to automatically facilitate the

generation of compact, reduced-order models for multi-component fuels. The first

addresses the drawbacks of the component library framework by efficiently allowing

for the automatic creation of reduced fuel component oxidation mechanisms and the

addition of secondary pathways of interest onto existing component library modules,

directly at the reduced level. The second generates a compact description of multi-

component fuel decomposition chemistry, significantly reducing the computational

cost of simulating fuels with numerous constituents. Reduced-order models created

with these techniques are shown to reproduce the behavior of detailed kinetic models

reasonably well. Subsequent studies leverage the strategies presented here to pro-

duce reduced kinetic mechanisms for multi-component fuel chemistry. A preliminary

analysis highlights relevant combustion regimes and useful canonical problems to

consider when reducing models for turbulent combustion applications. Results from

this analysis are used to guide the creation of a compact reduced-order model for jet

fuel.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation and Background

Energy has long played a pivotal role in the development of human society, with a

drastic increase in global energy demand since the Industrial Revolution [22]. In 2018

alone, energy use increased globally by 2.3% compared to the previous year, yielding

a net 74% increase in consumption from 2011 [23]. Industrial sectors dependent on

continued access to energy include agriculture, information technology, health care,

transportation, and many more. Currently, 80% of these global energy needs are met

with fossil fuel combustion [23].

However, the by-products of fossil fuel combustion include a myriad of pollutants

and greenhouse gases (GHGs), which have been found to have significant detrimental

effects on the environment, climate, and health [24–30]. Key pollutants produced

from fossil fuel combustion include:

• Sulfur dioxide (SO2), which is a toxic gas and a precursor to sulfate aerosols.

SO2 is primarily produced through the combustion of fossil fuels that contain

trace amounts of sulfur, primarily coal and heavy oils [31]. In the atmosphere,

sulfur dioxide can easily react to form sulfuric acid, H2SO4, which falls as acid

rain [32]. Inhalation of this gas, even over periods as short as 5 minutes, has

been linked to adverse respiratory effects [33], with longer exposure linked to
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increased pulmonary disease and mortality [34, 35]. SO2 emission levels are

typically a function of the amount of sulfur in the fuel.

• Oxides of nitrogen (NOx), a classification of chemical compounds which com-

monly refer to the gaseous pollutants NO and NO2. NOx are primarily created

when molecules containing nitrogen and oxygen react at high temperature con-

ditions. Nitrogen oxides react with volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and

sunlight to create photo-chemical smog, create toxic ground-level ozone, are

precursors to fine particle matter, and can be oxidized to form nitric acid,

HNO3, which can cause acid rain [36]. Human exposure to NOx has been

linked to damage of lung tissues and an increased susceptibility to respiratory

infections such as bronchitis and pneumonia [37]. One study found that in

2015, NOx emissions from diesel vehicles were associated with almost 40,000

premature deaths on a global scale [38].

• Particle matter (PM), a general term for all air-born microscopic solid or liq-

uid combustion particulates. PM includes unburnt hydrocarbons and soot,

which forms when certain products of fuel decomposition and combustion such

as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) condense into nuclei, then collide

and agglomerate into particles. PM with a diameter below 2.5µm (PM2.5)

is classified as fine, and PM with a diameter below 10µm (PM10) is classi-

fied as heavy. Both classifications of particle matter can be inhaled and are

detrimental to human health, but fine particle matter is an especially signifi-

cant hazard as it can travel long distances and penetrate deep into the lungs,

thereby leading to cardiovascular disease, heart attacks, respiratory problems,
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and lung cancer [39]. In 2013 alone, PM2.5 was estimated to cause premature

mortality in over 1.3 million adults in China [40]. An extended investigation

of six cities in the United States found that life expectancy was reduced by

2 years on average in people who lived in cities with elevated levels of inhal-

able particle matter (46.5µg/m3), compared to people who lived in cities with

a lower level of inhalable PM (18.2µg/m3) [24]. For comparison, eradication

of all cancer in the United States would result in a similar 2-year change in

average life expectancy [41]. As of 2003, over 50% of the global emissions of

PM2.5 are due to anthropogenic activity, most of which is derived from fossil

fuel combustion [42].

• Carbon Monoxide (CO), an extremely toxic gas created during incomplete

combustion of hydrocarbon fuels. To provide more context regarding its toxic-

ity, CO causes the largest number of fatal poisonings annually in the U.S. [43].

Currently, half of the carbon monoxide in the atmosphere has been produced

by fossil fuel and biomass combustion [44].

• Carbon dioxide (CO2). Considering the total mass of carbon dioxide emis-

sions, this is possibly the most important waste product of this era, with

anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions adding 228GtC, or giga-tons of car-

bon, to the atmosphere and 304GtC to the oceans between the pre-industrial

times of the 1750s and 2011. Over 65% of these emissions were a direct result

of fossil fuel combustion (the remainder are primarily attributed to deforesta-

tion) [44]. As of 2017, the atmospheric concentration of CO2 exceeded 405ppm,

35% higher than the concentration at any point in the past 800,000 years, and
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over 45% higher than pre-industrial levels [45, 46]. Because carbon dioxide is

a greenhouse gas, increases in CO2 are linked with increases in average global

temperatures. According to the 5th IPCC report [47], even with an aggres-

sive CO2 mitigation strategy where emissions peak by 2020, an approximate

1◦C increase in temperature by 2100 is likely compared to late-20th century

averages. Without reductions in CO2 emissions during the 21st century, av-

erage temperatures could increase by 4.8◦C by 2100. Other potential effects

of increasing CO2 include permafrost and glacier melt, sea level rise, ocean

acidification, increases in extreme conditions such as flooding and drought,

and an increased intensity of hurricanes [48, 49]. Furthermore, increasing tem-

peratures and climactic fluctuations have been strongly linked to decreases in

social stability and decreasing levels of food security, particularly in developing

countries [50–52].

To mitigate the detrimental effects caused by these fossil fuel by-products, mul-

tiple standards have been set in place to curb emissions. For instance, in the United

States, the Clean Air Act of 1990 led to a substantial reduction in the production

of PM, which the U.S. EPA estimates will have prevented over 230,000 premature

deaths between 1990 and 2020. In 2012, increasingly stringent corporate average fuel

economy (CAFE) standards were set to push the fuel economy of light-duty vehicles

towards 54.5mpg by 2025.

Due in large part to state and federal incentives and the aforementioned increas-

ingly stringent emissions standards, renewable energy usage has more than doubled
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between 2000 and 2017 in the U.S., as can be seen in Figure 1.1. However, much

of the increased usage of renewables has been concentrated in the electrical power

generation industry, to displace coal combustion. As of 2017, the transportation

industry contributes to approximately 29% of the total energy consumption in the

U.S., and 72% of the total petroleum usage, as shown in Figure 1.2. While there

have been efforts to transition toward lower-emissions hybrid and electric vehicles

in the light duty fleet, heavy duty freight vehicles and aircraft remain dependent

on hydrocarbon combustion due to the high energy density of these fuels, which

facilitates long-distance travel. As a result, current predictions place the internal

combustion engine at the center of the transportation industry for at least the next

30-50 years [53].

An analysis performed for the Transportation Energy Futures (TEF) project in

2013 revealed that there is no single solution for reducing transportation energy

consumption and emissions [54]. Instead, a multi-dimensional approach is needed,

targeting reduced vehicle use and service demand, new engine technologies, and new

alternative fuel blends. These three strategies will be expanded on in the following

paragraphs.

Reducing vehicle use (service demand). Service demand can be reduced

through infrastructural changes and smarter land use to decrease vehicle trip length

while encouraging walking, biking, and increased transit use, and by shifting the

type (mode) of vehicles utilized for freight. This strategy will not be addressed in

this work.
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Figure 1.1: Relative U.S. Energy Consumption by source between 1776 and 2017.
Reproduced from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) [8].

Developing more efficient and cleaner engine technologies. With respect

to reducing fossil fuel consumption and limiting emissions, the future of gasoline-

powered automotives looks bright. Emerging technologies such as variable intake

and exhaust valve actuation in internal combustion engines have demonstrated sig-

nificant potential to further improve fuel economy and thermal efficiency, compared

to existing engines [55]. Shifts in operating regimes can additionally offer improve-

ments in efficiency and reduction of emissions. For instance, homogeneous charge

compression ignition (HCCI) engines inject fuel during the intake stroke, then com-
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Figure 1.2: 2017 U.S. Energy consumption, by source and sector. Reproduced from
the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) [8].

press the pre-mixed fuel and air mixture until it ignites. These engines typically

operate at fuel-lean conditions, leading to high efficiency and diesel-like compression

ratios compared to conventional spark ignition (SI) engines, and decreased soot pro-

duction compared to typical diesel engines. Temperatures are also lower than typical

SI engines, leading to lower thermal losses and decreased NOx production. As an

additional benefit, HCCI engines can work with a variety of fuels such as gasoline and

diesel. Unfortunately, such technologies are not yet ready for full deployment as they
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still face significant challenges. For example, auto-ignition during the compression

stroke is difficult to control, as is ensuring complete combustion so that pollutants

such as CO are not produced, especially as new fuel blends enter the market

Developing new alternative fuel blends. Typically, transportation fuels are

derived from fossil fuels, which have a finite and ever-diminishing supply, and also

produce significant pollution. Electrification is seen as as a potential future for the

automotive industry, but current infrastructure is not immediately suited to a large

fleet of electric vehicles, and electrification is not easily achievable for heavy-duty

vehicles and aircraft. In the interim, diversification of fuels to include renewable

alternatives such as bio-fuels is seen as one of the best paths forward. Dozens of

alternative fuels for use in diesel, jet, and gasoline engines have been proposed [56–

58], and additives such as bio-diesel and ethanol have already been integrated into

commercial fuel blends.

As we explore and assess the behavior of these emerging fuel blends, new engine

technologies, and evolving operating regimes, an accurate and detailed description of

fuel breakdown and combustion is vital, because phenomena of interest (e.g., ignition,

engine knocking, pollutant formation) are often the results of complex interactions

between chemical kinetics, heat transfer, and complex fluid dynamics. Furthermore,

because experiments are often time-intensive and costly, industry increasingly relies

on numerical simulations of combustion systems to provide a predictive computa-

tional design framework to complement and accelerate experimental campaigns.
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1.2 Challenges in Simulating Realistic Fuel Combustion

A clear trend is emerging towards the use of detailed chemistry in predictive com-

putational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations of practical combustion devices such

as internal combustion (IC) engines, boilers, and turbines [59]. Simulations with

detailed chemistry can offer unique insights into the effects of fuel composition on

engine efficiency and pollutant formation for conditions spanning the range of com-

bustion regimes found in industrial settings.

However, using detailed chemistry in CFD is associated with prohibitively high

CPU costs due to the large number of coupled, stiff conservation equations that

need to be solved, one for each species involved in the corresponding kinetic mecha-

nism. That number of species and reactions in a detailed kinetic mechanism increases

dramatically with the molecule size and number of components included in the hy-

drocarbon fuel description, as shown in Figure 1.3, with a recently constructed com-

prehensive mechanism for 2-methyl alkanes containing approximately 7200 species

and 31400 reactions [60]. Furthermore, because fossil fuels often consist of a large

assortment of molecular components, and feed-stocks can vary greatly in composi-

tion, an exact description of realistic fossil fuel chemistry in a detailed mechanism is

currently unattainable.

Despite advances in computational power in the past few decades, a significant

disparity still exists between the size of detailed models and those that can be used in

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) applications. Chemistry reduction techniques
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Figure 1.3: Number of species and reactions in kinetic mechanisms for various fuels,
along with the years in which the mechanisms were compiled. Reproduced from
Egolfopoulos et al. [9]

and simplifying assumptions are therefore essential in generating accurate, yet com-

putationally affordable reduced-order kinetic models for realistic fuels that can be

used in practical CFD applications.

1.3 Traditional Approaches for Generating Reduced-Order

Models for Realistic, Multi-Component Fuels

Typical transportation fuels such as kerosene, gasoline, and diesel are composite

mixtures of hundreds or thousands of components, typically with a wide range of
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carbon numbers and varying chemical structures. However, representing oxidation

of that many components in a series of reaction steps within a detailed kinetic mech-

anism is rather difficult. Therefore, a significant amount of previous research has

focused on single-component fuel combustion, substituting fuels such as n-heptane

or methane in place of realistic fuel blends. With the introduction of surrogate fuels,

simple mixtures containing a limited number of fuel components which are formu-

lated to have physical or chemical properties similar to those of a realistic fuel, we are

able to emulate the behaviors and combustion performance of real multi-component

transportation fuels in previously unattainable ways.

Another well-known technique to lessen the computational cost associated with

the chemistry description is to reduce the complexity of detailed kinetic mechanisms

by reducing the number of species and reactions involved. This is typically an effi-

cient solution because detailed mechanisms are assembled to be comprehensive and

applicable over wide ranges of conditions [61], and often contain pathways that are

overall negligible or that do not influence the dynamics of the chemical system in

any significant way for the conditions of interest of the end-user. Reduced models

can then, in theory, be used in lieu of detailed mechanisms to reduce CFD simulation

run-time without sacrificing accuracy.

The following sections provide more detailed information about both of these

strategies, as well as a straightforward approach for generating reduced-order mod-

els for multi-component fuels,the so-called component library framework. With this

approach, fuel surrogates of various compositions can be proposed and reduced ki-
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netic mechanisms for them can be constructed efficiently using pre-reduced kinetic

mechanisms contained in a component library.

1.3.1 Simplified Fuel Description

Transportation fuels such as gasoline, diesel, and jet fuel are formulated specifically

for use in internal combustion spark ignition engines, internal combustion compres-

sion ignition (diesel) engines, and gas turbines (jet engines), respectively, and it is

generally inadvisable to use a fuel formulated for a certain type of engine for an alter-

nate type of engine. For instance, using diesel in a spark-ignition engine can cause

undesirable ignition of the fuel mixture prior to the main spark ignition, yielding

potentially damaging pressure increases, a process known as knocking. Therefore,

simplified fuel descriptions, or surrogates, should be devised to reproduce the be-

havior of the transportation fuel tied to the specific combustor and application of

interest.

Surrogates are formulated by choosing a finite number of fuel components, and

evaluating the relative amounts of each of these components to match desired prop-

erties of the transportation fuel. Violi et. al. [62] outlined several important consid-

erations for formulating a surrogate to employ in combustion simulations:

• Availability. A well-validated kinetic mechanism should be available for each

component.
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• Simplicity. The surrogate should have a limited number of simple compo-

nents, so that the combined kinetic mechanism containing every component is

not overly large.

• Similarity to the fuel of interest. The surrogate should be formulated to

match target properties of the real fuel that represent important combustion

phenomena.

• Cost. To validate the surrogate mixture experimentally, the components

should be available at a reasonable cost.

While the choice of surrogate components can be highly subjective, components

that adhere to these considerations are often chosen so as to match molecular classes

of the fuel of interest [4, 20, 63]. By doing so, the surrogate fuel has a similar

chemical makeup and likely has similar combustion behavior compared to the real

fuel. Furthermore, if components are selected based on molecular class, the surrogate

composition can be altered to explore the effects of varied compositions in the real

fuel [62].

An overview of the dominant hydrocarbon classes and the amount of each class

by volume in gasoline, diesel, and Jet-A (a jet fuel commonly used in commercial

applications) is provided in Table 1.1. The notable variations in the relative ratios

of molecular classes are due to a myriad of factors influencing feed-stocks, including

where the fuel is extracted from, refining processes, and the age of the fuel.

Summaries of frequently selected components for transportation fuel surrogates
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Hydrocarbon class Gasoline (vol %) Jet-A (vol %) Diesel (wt %)
Linear and branched alkanes (paraffins) 33 - 79 55.2 25 - 50

Cyclic alkanes (naphthenes) 2 - 10 25.6 20 - 40
Alkenes (olefins) 1 - 18 - -

Aromatics (arenes) 10 - 45 <19.2 15 - 40

Table 1.1: Approximate values and ranges for hydrocarbon classes by volume and
weight % in transportation fuels. Gasoline data is taken from [1], data for an “aver-
age" jet-A blend is from [2], and diesel from [3].

are provided in [1–3]. Common selections for gasoline include n-heptane, iso-octane,

and toluene. n-decane or n-dodecane are often selected to represent linear alkanes

for jet fuels, while components selected to match other classes have varied widely [6,

62, 64]. A summary of recent diesel surrogates is available in [65], but there is no

clear consensus regarding optimal components to represent diesel. One reason for

this is because diesel has species with larger carbon numbers (between C10 and C22)

compared to gasoline and jet fuel, and progress is still needed in developing and

validating kinetic mechanisms for higher-carbon-number species.

As mentioned above, once surrogate components are selected, the relative

amounts of each of the components are evaluated so that the surrogate matches

certain target properties of the real fuel as closely as possible. These properties

are commonly classified as physical properties, which represent physical attributes

such as density, viscosity, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and surface tension,

or as chemical properties, such as ignition delay time, flame speed, extinction, and

pollutant formation [66].

Frequently selected combustion target properties include the H/C ratio, the av-
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erage ratio of hydrogen to carbon atoms in the fuel and a good indicator of the fuel

energy content, the threshold sooting index (TSI), a common measure of the sooting

tendency of the fuel, and the fuel molecular weight [20]. An additional target often

used to represent the ability of diesel fuel to auto-ignite upon compression is the

cetane number, while the octane number is typically used as a target for gasoline

surrogates as it represents the ability of the fuel to resist unwanted auto-ignition. The

distillation curve, a measure of fuel volatility, has also been employed as a target for

modeling fuel sprays and evaporation behavior [4].

Several different approaches for computing surrogate compositions have been de-

vised. Perhaps the most common method is to use linear combinations of neat

surrogate component target properties to compute target values for the bulk mix-

ture, and apply constrained optimization to identify the composition which results

in the smallest error between the mixture target values and the properties of the real

fuel [4, 67]. A more recent approach suggested in [66] is to select the surrogate com-

position by matching functional groups of atoms in the fuel, rather than explicitly

matching physical or chemical targets. Another method proposed in [7] formulates

surrogates by minimizing the error between results obtained from canonical combus-

tion simulations using prospective surrogate compositions and predictions made in

experiments.

As a final note, recent years have seen increased use of bio-derived fuels as trans-

portation fuel additives to both reduce emissions and decrease our dependency on

declining reserves of fossil fuels. For instance, ethanol is often added to commercial
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gasoline blends to reduce CO emissions and knocking [68], and bio-diesel has shown

significant potential as a diesel additive or replacement, although it has been found

to increase NOx emissions [69]. To test the behavior of bio-fuels in combustion sys-

tems, surrogates should be formulated with components to represent these additives

as well as the base petroleum-derived fuel.

1.3.2 Mechanism Reduction Techniques

Detailed kinetic mechanisms contain the chemical information necessary to accu-

rately model a reacting system: a list of elementary reactions along with their

rate constants, and thermochemical and transportation parameters for the chemical

species involved in the reactions. These mechanisms are constructed to be compre-

hensive, in other words, able to describe combustion phenomena in as complete a

manner as possible [70].

Because CFD simulations of realistic engines encounter a range of physical condi-

tions, a comprehensive detailed mechanism should be able to simulate the oxidation

of a fuel at various temperatures, pressures, and chemical compositions. To do so,

all relevant reaction pathways for these conditions must be present [10], as dominant

pathways are highly dependent on the local thermochemical state, and competing

pathways can have a significant influence on combustion phenomena.

For instance, consider oxidation of a simple n-alkane fuel, which we will label

RH, with dominant pathways shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: Dominant oxidation pathways of an n-alkane fuel, RH. Reproduced from
Curran et al. [10]

RH initially decomposes through uni-molecular and H-abstraction reactions to

form an alkyl radical, Ṙ [10, 67]. At high temperatures (typically above 1200K),

RH and Ṙ break apart through β-scission reactions to form small molecules and

radicals (H2/O2, C1-C2 species), which drive ignition. At lower temperatures, the

energy barrier of these β-scission pathways is too high to be favored. Instead, the

lower energy path of O2 addition to Ṙ is preferred, to form RȮ2, alkyl-peroxy rad-

icals which isomerize to form hydroperoxyl-alkyl radicals, Q̇OOH. Q̇OOH under-

goes oxygen addition, and several steps later, chain-branching pathways from the

decomposition of HO2Q̇OOH form radicals responsible for two-stage auto-ignition.
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At intermediate temperatures, competition between the low-temperature pathways

which consume Q̇OOH and β-scission of alkyl radicals result in non-monotonic ig-

nition behavior known as the negative temperature coefficient (NTC) regime [71].

Over this intermediate temperature range, ignition delay times computed for ho-

mogeneous mixtures increase when the temperature increases, in direct contrast to

ignition delay behavior at low and high temperatures.

Detailed kinetic mechanisms contain reactions deemed to be thermo-chemically

reasonable, and are often quite general. As a result, detailed mechanisms often

contain a significant number of redundant, or unnecessary, species and reactions for

a given application, particularly if a user only needs the mechanism to be valid for a

limited set of conditions [72]. Because detailed mechanisms can contain up to tens

of thousands of species, identifying and removing redundant species and reactions

manually is very challenging. Automatic tools therefore provide a simple, efficient

means of reducing mechanisms to be small enough for use in CFD simulations.

Summaries of existing automatic mechanism reduction methods are available

in [70] and [73]. This work will focus on two specific classes of reduction tech-

niques. The first is skeletal reduction, which eliminates unimportant species and

reactions. Examples include sensitivity analysis (SA) [74], principle component anal-

ysis (PCA) [75], path flux analysis [76], simulation error minimization connectivity

method (SEM-CM) [72], optimization [77, 78], genetic algorithm [79], and graph re-

lation methods such as DRG [80], DRG-EP [81], and DRGASA [82]. The second

grouping of reduction techniques that will be emphasized here is lumping, which
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can be applied to species or reactions. Species lumping involves replacing groups of

isomers or species with similar functional groups with a single representative species,

thereby reducing the number of species in the mechanism. Reaction lumping can

serve to both eliminate reactions and to remove fast timescales from the system,

decreasing stiffness and accelerating calculations. A comprehensive review of lump-

ing strategies is available in [73]. Often, several mechanism reduction techniques are

applied in tandem to exploit the benefits of each [67].

Automatic reduction is typically governed by pre-identified target features that

the reduced mechanism should reproduce within some allowable error level. These

target features can include chemical species concentration profiles or global combus-

tion observables such as flame speeds, ignition delay times, and flame extinction,

and can be obtained from carefully designed experiments or from simulations per-

formed with the detailed mechanism. As one might expect, target features and

conditions used to inform mechanism reduction can have a significant influence on

the contents of a reduced model. For instance, in Niemeyer et al. [83], reduction of

a detailed mechanism was performed for a three-component gasoline surrogate con-

taining toluene, n-heptane, and iso-octane. It was found that reduced mechanisms

derived for the fuel mixture could not universally predict the combustion behavior of

the neat surrogate components, whereas reduced mechanisms derived for neat com-

ponents predicted the combustion behavior of the mixture poorly when they were

re-combined. Therefore, variables used to inform reduction should be judiciously

selected when generating a reduced model for a given application.
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1.3.3 Component Library Framework

With the introduction of the component library approach in [67] and [64], the selec-

tion of surrogate components and the generation of reduced models are merged into

an efficient, streamlined process. Using this approach, a user can mix and match

pre-reduced mechanisms for neat fuel components, contained in the so-called com-

ponent library, into a single skeletal mechanism for a desired surrogate, allowing the

combustion behavior of newly proposed fuel blends to be easily assessed. Previous

applications of this strategy have resulted in reduced kinetic mechanisms for jet fuel,

gasoline, and diesel surrogates [64, 81, 84], which have been validated extensively

against experimental data.

However, in order to easily combine pre-reduced mechanisms for neat fuel compo-

nents, this approach assumes that fuel molecules interact exclusively at the level of

small hydrocarbons and radicals contained in a common base mechanism, an assump-

tion that mostly relies on steric factors. This is not always the case: for instance,

simple zero-dimensional simulations can show that iso-octane and n-heptane interact

in a non-negligible manner through cross reactions between the fuel components and

directly related radicals. Elimination of these reactions has been found to signifi-

cantly alter the reactivity of the simulated fuel mixture at temperatures within the

NTC region [83]. Similarly, it is difficult to construct versatile reduced component

library modules for pollutants such as nitrogen oxides (NOx) where emissions levels

are dependent on the composition of the radicals produced by the fuel [85].
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1.4 Contributions of this Work

The primary contributions of this work are two new algorithms proposed to comple-

ment the component library framework, and provide automatic and efficient means

of generating increasingly compact reduced kinetic mechanisms for a realistic, multi-

component fuel description.

As previously mentioned, the component library approach fails when individual

fuel molecules have significant non-linear interactions with one another during com-

bustion, or when the prediction of pollutant formation is of interest, since the kinetics

involved strongly depend on the details of the multi-component fuel mixture. Adding

these kinetics or extending existing pre-reduced component library mechanisms to

be valid at different combustion regimes requires the entire reduction process to be

performed anew, starting from a detailed model. This defeats the idea behind the

component library: that previously developed reduced models should be re-used to

rapidly assess the efficacy of new fuel blends. The first new algorithm is therefore

proposed to enhance the flexibility of the component library framework by allowing

for the automatic addition, directly at the reduced level, of supplemental fuel com-

ponent oxidation models or secondary pathways of interest. A key strength of the

methodology is the fact that it relies on, but never directly solves for, the detailed

kinetic description of the processes of interest.

If a reduced mechanism is generated for a multi-component fuel surrogate using

the component library approach, the combined mechanism contains distinct oxida-
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tion pathways for each fuel component, with additive pathways to describe interac-

tions between components. For fuel surrogates with a large number of components,

this means that the combined mechanism can become quite large [86]. Therefore,

simplification of the fuel decomposition chemistry becomes an advantageous reduc-

tion strategy. The objective of the second algorithm is to replace fuel breakdown

reactions by a small set of automatically defined lumped reactions that still provide

an accurate prediction of small species mass fractions and combustion dynamics. As

presented here, this strategy is automatic, fully self-contained, and requires no ex-

pert knowledge regarding fuel decomposition pathways or information beyond what

is available in a detailed kinetic mechanism.

1.5 Outline

This thesis is divided into 5 chapters. The introduction is presented in Chapter 1,

and the conclusion in Chapter 5. Chapters 2-4 contain the following material:

• A full description of the first algorithm is available in Chapter 2, with case

studies to demonstrate the applicability of the method to the component li-

brary approach. Application of the algorithm is found to yield similar results

compared to reduction techniques informed by detailed mechanisms, while pro-

viding increased efficiency and flexibility to the end-user.

• The second algorithm is outlined and demonstrated in Chapter 3, where it

is used to automatically lump single- and multi-component high temperature
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decomposition reactions in a detailed kinetic mechanism. The accuracy of the

assumptions made to decouple and lump reactions are assessed, and simulation

timing results and mechanism sizes are displayed for mechanisms before and

after lumping and additional stages of reduction.

• Additional applications are presented in Chapter 4. These include an investi-

gation of the influence of the canonical configuration used to generating multi-

component reduced-order models for turbulent combustion simulations and the

generation of a compact reduced-order model for a jet fuel surrogate.

The algorithms outlined in this work have been fully implemented in separate code

frameworks and have been written for easy integration with the modular reduction

software Arcane [87]. Brief user-guides for each code are featured in Appendix A.

Extended methodology for the lumping algorithm and additional results generated

with lumped models are available in Appendices B and C, respectively.
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CHAPTER 2

EFFICIENT CONSTRUCTION OF REDUCED KINETIC

MECHANISMS FOR A COMPONENT LIBRARY FRAMEWORK

Multiple reviews [70, 73, 88] provide summaries of state-of-the-art kinetic mech-

anism reduction approaches, showing that almost ubiquitously, reduction algorithms

take a top-down approach to generating reduced mechanisms. This type of approach

is characterized by the use of detailed simulation data to identify the least important

species and reactions, which are then progressively removed until a user-defined level

of error is reached. This error is evaluated by comparing the reduced mechanism pre-

dictions to those of the detailed one. Three key drawbacks to a standard top-down

mechanism reduction approach, where reduction is informed by a detailed kinetic

mechanism, can be identified.

The first, and most apparent, disadvantage to a top-down algorithm is linked to

the very nature of the detailed mechanisms, which often contain an extremely large

number of non-important reactions and species, and thus often yield unnecessarily

expensive simulations. For example, simply by discarding reactions with a negligible

rate of progress, the number of reactions in a kinetic mechanism for iso-octane can

be decreased by a factor of 3 (from 3606 reactions), and the number of species

reduced by a factor of 2 (from 858 species), with minimal loss in accuracy [89]. In

contrast, a bottom-up algorithm identifying themost important, rather than the least

important, species and reactions would likely not have to consider those unimportant

kinetic pathways in their entirety, potentially increasing significantly the efficiency
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of the process.

A second concern stems from the fact that reduced models, whichever way they

are generated, are strictly valid only for the conditions and configurations considered

in the reduction. To extend the range of validity of an existing reduced model

using a top-down approach, the detailed model must be reduced anew, considering

the original reduction targets as well as new targets capturing the desired extended

conditions. For instance, if a model is generated to capture only fuel oxidation,

nitrogen oxide (NOx) chemistry will not be present in the reduced model. To predict

NOx formation, a new reduced model would need to be created that include both fuel

oxidation and nitrogen oxide formation pathways. No automatic technique could be

found in the literature that would circumvent this requirement by directly identifying

and adding to the existing reduced mechanism the set of reduced pathways pertaining

to the new targets.

The third drawback is the non-negligible amount of user expertise and sometimes

manual labor that is often needed in top-down reduction procedures. Indeed, the

majority of such algorithms require multiple stages of reduction to achieve acceptable

results. Species are often removed in a primary stage and reactions are eliminated in a

secondary stage. The near-ubiquitous focus on species reduction in existing methods

can be explained by the significant cost saving of directly reducing the dimensionality

of the system of equations. Reaction reduction, in contrast, accelerates calculations

mostly through faster chemical source term evaluations and potential fast timescale

removal. However, the decision to switch between species and reaction reduction
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techniques in a multi-stage approach remains largely empirical and driven by the

user expertise.

Among the numerous recent works in chemistry reduction, the most relevant one

may be that of Nagy and Turanyi [72], who designed a hybrid reduction algorithm

called SEM-CM, in which species were incrementally added to a reduced mechanism,

thereby emulating a bottom-up approach. However, the selection of species to include

in the reduced model still required the analysis of detailed simulations. The algorithm

produced an optimally reduced mechanism for a desired level of error, but required

nearly an order of magnitude more CPU time to complete than a typical reduction

algorithm. This is because detailed simulations only provide imperfect information

regarding the actual behavior of the reduced models, so a large database of potential

reduced mechanisms with different combinations of species and reactions had to be

created and tested before an optimal mechanism could be selected. Furthermore, an

additional, independent stage of reaction elimination was necessary after the species

identification process.

Here, a new, truly bottom-up approach to building reduced mechanisms is intro-

duced that does not rely on detailed simulations. Instead, the proposed algorithm

progressively assembles the reduced mechanism over the course of reference simula-

tions by appending to it individual reactions deemed necessary to properly capture

the instantaneous dynamics of the combustion system. The bottom-up approach by-

passes the computational cost associated with using detailed mechanisms to inform

reduction: evaluations of reaction importance, quantified using rate-based reaction
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DRG-EP coefficients [90], are indeed performed at the reduced mechanism level.

The approach also provides a convenient framework to incrementally expand exist-

ing reduced mechanisms to span wider ranges of conditions or describe new chemical

features (such as the NOx chemistry mentioned above). The approach focuses on re-

actions as the unit building block and proceeds in a single stage, thereby alleviating

the need for user expertise in switching between reduction techniques.

As previously mentioned, one practical use for this algorithm is to complement

and improve the component library framework [64]. Using the component library

framework, a user can mix and match pre-reduced mechanisms for fuel components

into a single skeletal parent mechanism for a desired fuel blend. This enables the

combustion behavior of new alternative fuels and fuel additives to be easily assessed.

However, in order to use pre-reduced mechanisms, fuels are assumed to interact

exclusively at the level of small hydrocarbons and radicals, using C0-C4 chemistry

common to all pre-reduced mechanisms. This is not always the case. For instance,

iso-octane and n-heptane interact through cross reactions between the fuel compo-

nents within the negative temperature coefficient (NTC) regime. Reduction of each

of the mechanisms independently as is done for the component library eliminates

these interactions, significantly altering the reactivity of the fuel mixture [83]. Us-

ing the algorithm presented here, cross reactions can be conveniently identified and

added to reduced component library modules as needed.

Another application for this method is to prune the size of detailed models con-

structed on-the-fly with mechanism generation tools such as RMG [91, 92]. Reducing
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memory requirements as well as the run-time of simulations to build detailed kinetic

mechanisms can lead to the construction of larger high-fidelity detailed models. In

Han et al.[93], it was found that neglecting unimportant species lowers memory re-

quirements for building a detailed kinetic mechanism by a factor of 4, increasing the

number of species able to be considered from approximately 200 to over 500 in an

n-heptane mechanism. If unimportant reactions were also identified and disregarded,

performance could be further improved.

In the following sections, this novel reduction framework is described in detail.

Definitions and notations are first outlined in Section 2.1, followed by an overview of

the algorithm in Section 2.2. Additional details on the selection of appropriate reac-

tions to add to the reduced model being assembled are provided in Section 2.3, and a

description of the data sampling approach is presented in Section 2.4. The properties

and performance of the reduced mechanism building algorithm are analyzed through

three case studies:

1. The assembly of a reduced methane oxidation mechanism.

2. The independent addition of nitrogen oxide chemistry to the reduced methane

oxidation mechanism obtained in 1.

3. The comparison between a small starting chemical mechanism (methane, tens

of species) and a larger one (heptane, hundreds of species).

The open-source chemistry solver Cantera [94] is used for all simulations. A single

canonical problem featuring a 0D isochor reactor configuration is used to generate all
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reduced models featured in this chapter, although the algorithm has also been tested

and implemented in other configurations available within the Cantera framework,

such as 1D premixed flames. Applications featuring additional configurations are

discussed in Chapter 4.

2.1 Definitions and Notations

To build and validate the reduced model, we consider a state Φ(t), which evolves

over time t according to a homogeneous isochoric reactor configuration. This state

is expressed as Φ(t) = {T, P, Y }, where T is temperature, P is pressure, and Y is

the mass fraction of species within the reactor.

A mechanism called the core model, denoted by MC , is the reduced model

output by the building procedure. MC consists of a set of core species, {SC}, and

core reactions, {RC}. Core species and reactions are constructed from the contents

of a seed mechanism, which contains all reactions and species that must be in the

core model by default, a set of target species used to calculate reaction importance,

and species (e.g. fuel and oxidizer) used to initialize the state.

We also define an edge model, δM+, a kinetic mechanism composed of a set of

‘edge’ reactions directly adjacent to the core model if a detailed kinetic network was

visualized. Every reactant or every product in an edge reaction must be in the set

of core species. Edge reactions are taken from user-provided lists such as detailed
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mechanisms or known reaction families such as those available in RMG [91].

A second reduced mechanism which we will the test model, MC+, is the ex-

tension of the core model by the edge model such thatMC+ =MC + δM+. MC+

consists of a set of test species, {SC+}, with dimensionality nC+
S , and test reactions,

{RC+}, with dimensionality nC+
R . MC+ updates the state Φ, which provides rate

information necessary to identify reactions in the edge model that will be added to

the core. These reactions are said to comprise the ‘important’ subset of the edge

model, denoted by δM.

For the canonical isochor reactor configuration, construction of the reduced core

model is a time-driven process as the state evolves in time. Over a specified time

interval, the important edge model is iteratively identified and added to the core

model asMC ←MC + δM. The edge and test models are then updated according

to the contents of the new core. After all important reactions have been added to

the core for a specified interval, the time interval is advanced, and the construction

process is repeated.

To illustrate the test and core model evolution over time, consider the following

simple example. The detailed mechanism contains three reactions, r1, r2, and r3. The

user selects species A as an important target to predict. The state Φ is initialized at

time t1 with a temperature, pressure, and composition. This example is depicted in

Figure 2.1.

At t1, r1 is an edge reaction because A is in the core model. Reactions r2 and r3
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are neither edge nor core reactions because B, C, D, and E are not core species.

The state is integrated forward in time with the test model to time t2. Edge

reaction r1 is deemed important to target A over the integrated states, and is moved

to the core model. Reactions r2 and r3 are added to edge model because reactants

A and B are in {Sc}.

The state is further integrated to time t3. Between t2 and t3, r3 is found to

be important, and is moved to the core model, whereas r2 is not. In this manner,

reactions are added to the core as they become influential.

Even in this simple example with a limited number of detailed reactions, the test

model, used to identify important reactions, is a reduced description compared to

the detailed model for at least a fraction of the simulation run-time. In this example,

the test model is a reduced description between times t1 and t2.

Increasing time  

Detailed Reactions 
A B r1 

A + B C + D r2 
B Er3 

Test	Model	

Core 
Edge 

A B 
r1 

(a) Model at t1

Test	Model	

A B 
r1 C + D 

r2 

E 
r3 

Core Edge 

(b) Model at t2

Test	Model	

A B 
r1 C + D 

r2 

B E 
r3 

Core Edge 

(c) Model at t3

Figure 2.1: A simple example illustrating the test, core, and edge model evolution
over time
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2.2 Building Algorithm

The building algorithm outlined in this section utilizes data from state Φ. Φ is

evaluated over the time interval [t, t+∆t] for the example configuration, and provides

rate information from which to select δM, which is added to the core model. A

visualization of the algorithm is presented in Figure 2.2, with details on each of the

algorithm stages as follows.

Set	targets									,	threshold					,		
(optional)	starting	mechanism		

	
Specify	initial	temperature,	
pressure,	and	composition	

	

													Construct	initial	core	model														and											
													test	model																																												
													

																		Initialize	state										at	some	time		

			Update	state	with																to	

	Any																												s.t.	
																															

✏
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ri
<latexit sha1_base64="TJ6e40+4FmCDNz5D21a3uuCY0Tc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpQfdF3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AFdsjdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TJ6e40+4FmCDNz5D21a3uuCY0Tc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpQfdF3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AFdsjdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TJ6e40+4FmCDNz5D21a3uuCY0Tc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpQfdF3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AFdsjdI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TJ6e40+4FmCDNz5D21a3uuCY0Tc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E6GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKUw6HnfTmltfWNzq7xd2dnd2z9wD49aJsk0402WyER3Qmq4FIo3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px7cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrpQfdF3616NW8Oskr8glShQKPvfvUGCctirpBJakzX91IMcqpRMMmnlV5meErZmA5511JFY26CfH7qlJxZZUCiRNtSSObq74mcxsZM4tB2xhRHZtmbif953Qyj6yAXKs2QK7ZYFGWSYEJmf5OB0JyhnFhCmRb2VsJGVFOGNp2KDcFffnmVtC5qvlfz7y+r9ZsijjKcwCmcgw9XUIc7aEATGAzhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaS04xcwx/4Hz+AFdsjdI=</latexit>

			Update	core	
	

			Update		

, MC
<latexit sha1_base64="5Rk9Tw8nJQpetIm9JBU3gOml1x4=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8FQSEfRY7MWLUMF+QBPLZjtpl242cXcjlFAv/hUvHhTx6r/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDhT2nG+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+41VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjCs5X7rAaRisbjVowT8iPQFCxkl2khd+8DTkhHR53CPvYjoASU8ux7f1bp22ak4E+BF4s5IGc1Q79pfXi+maQRCU06U6rhOov2MSM0oh3HJSxUkhA5JHzqGChKB8rPJB2N8bJQeDmNpSmg8UX9PZCRSahQFpjM/Us17ufif10l1eOFnTCSpBkGni8KUYx3jPA7cYxKo5iNDCJXM3IrpgEhCtQmtZEJw519eJM3TiutU3JuzcvVyFkcRHaIjdIJcdI6q6ArVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2FqzZzD76A+vzB54Nlvo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Rk9Tw8nJQpetIm9JBU3gOml1x4=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8FQSEfRY7MWLUMF+QBPLZjtpl242cXcjlFAv/hUvHhTx6r/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDhT2nG+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+41VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjCs5X7rAaRisbjVowT8iPQFCxkl2khd+8DTkhHR53CPvYjoASU8ux7f1bp22ak4E+BF4s5IGc1Q79pfXi+maQRCU06U6rhOov2MSM0oh3HJSxUkhA5JHzqGChKB8rPJB2N8bJQeDmNpSmg8UX9PZCRSahQFpjM/Us17ufif10l1eOFnTCSpBkGni8KUYx3jPA7cYxKo5iNDCJXM3IrpgEhCtQmtZEJw519eJM3TiutU3JuzcvVyFkcRHaIjdIJcdI6q6ArVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2FqzZzD76A+vzB54Nlvo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Rk9Tw8nJQpetIm9JBU3gOml1x4=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8FQSEfRY7MWLUMF+QBPLZjtpl242cXcjlFAv/hUvHhTx6r/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDhT2nG+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+41VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjCs5X7rAaRisbjVowT8iPQFCxkl2khd+8DTkhHR53CPvYjoASU8ux7f1bp22ak4E+BF4s5IGc1Q79pfXi+maQRCU06U6rhOov2MSM0oh3HJSxUkhA5JHzqGChKB8rPJB2N8bJQeDmNpSmg8UX9PZCRSahQFpjM/Us17ufif10l1eOFnTCSpBkGni8KUYx3jPA7cYxKo5iNDCJXM3IrpgEhCtQmtZEJw519eJM3TiutU3JuzcvVyFkcRHaIjdIJcdI6q6ArVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2FqzZzD76A+vzB54Nlvo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5Rk9Tw8nJQpetIm9JBU3gOml1x4=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ol4EL4tF8FQSEfRY7MWLUMF+QBPLZjtpl242cXcjlFAv/hUvHhTx6r/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSDhT2nG+rcLS8srqWnG9tLG5tb1j7+41VZxKCg0a81i2A6KAMwENzTSHdiKBRAGHVjCs5X7rAaRisbjVowT8iPQFCxkl2khd+8DTkhHR53CPvYjoASU8ux7f1bp22ak4E+BF4s5IGc1Q79pfXi+maQRCU06U6rhOov2MSM0oh3HJSxUkhA5JHzqGChKB8rPJB2N8bJQeDmNpSmg8UX9PZCRSahQFpjM/Us17ufif10l1eOFnTCSpBkGni8KUYx3jPA7cYxKo5iNDCJXM3IrpgEhCtQmtZEJw519eJM3TiutU3JuzcvVyFkcRHaIjdIJcdI6q6ArVUQNR9Iie0St6s56sF+vd+pi2FqzZzD76A+vzB54Nlvo=</latexit>

R̄ri
> ✏

<latexit sha1_base64="s0N67xqMHUFAS2zp3T+oyKd/l+g=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ql4EL4tF8FQSEfQkRS8eq9gPaELYbKft0s0m7G6EEuLFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu2hy09cHA470ZZuYFMWdK2/a3VVpaXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttFSWSQotGPJLdgCjgTEBLM82hG0sgYcChE4yvc7/zAFKxSNzrSQxeSIaCDRgl2kh+9cANiEzvMj+VPsvwJXYhVoznVs2u21PgReIUpIYKNP3ql9uPaBKC0JQTpXqOHWsvJVIzyiGruImCmNAxGULPUEFCUF46/SDDx0bp40EkTQmNp+rviZSESk3CwHSGRI/UvJeL/3m9RA8uvJSJONEg6GzRIOFYRziPA/eZBKr5xBBCJTO3YjoiklBtQquYEJz5lxdJ+7Tu2HXn9qzWuCriKKNDdIROkIPOUQPdoCZqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczsoz+wPn8AbLWW2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s0N67xqMHUFAS2zp3T+oyKd/l+g=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ql4EL4tF8FQSEfQkRS8eq9gPaELYbKft0s0m7G6EEuLFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu2hy09cHA470ZZuYFMWdK2/a3VVpaXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttFSWSQotGPJLdgCjgTEBLM82hG0sgYcChE4yvc7/zAFKxSNzrSQxeSIaCDRgl2kh+9cANiEzvMj+VPsvwJXYhVoznVs2u21PgReIUpIYKNP3ql9uPaBKC0JQTpXqOHWsvJVIzyiGruImCmNAxGULPUEFCUF46/SDDx0bp40EkTQmNp+rviZSESk3CwHSGRI/UvJeL/3m9RA8uvJSJONEg6GzRIOFYRziPA/eZBKr5xBBCJTO3YjoiklBtQquYEJz5lxdJ+7Tu2HXn9qzWuCriKKNDdIROkIPOUQPdoCZqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczsoz+wPn8AbLWW2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s0N67xqMHUFAS2zp3T+oyKd/l+g=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ql4EL4tF8FQSEfQkRS8eq9gPaELYbKft0s0m7G6EEuLFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu2hy09cHA470ZZuYFMWdK2/a3VVpaXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttFSWSQotGPJLdgCjgTEBLM82hG0sgYcChE4yvc7/zAFKxSNzrSQxeSIaCDRgl2kh+9cANiEzvMj+VPsvwJXYhVoznVs2u21PgReIUpIYKNP3ql9uPaBKC0JQTpXqOHWsvJVIzyiGruImCmNAxGULPUEFCUF46/SDDx0bp40EkTQmNp+rviZSESk3CwHSGRI/UvJeL/3m9RA8uvJSJONEg6GzRIOFYRziPA/eZBKr5xBBCJTO3YjoiklBtQquYEJz5lxdJ+7Tu2HXn9qzWuCriKKNDdIROkIPOUQPdoCZqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczsoz+wPn8AbLWW2w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="s0N67xqMHUFAS2zp3T+oyKd/l+g=">AAACAXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/ql4EL4tF8FQSEfQkRS8eq9gPaELYbKft0s0m7G6EEuLFv+LFgyJe/Rfe/Ddu2hy09cHA470ZZuYFMWdK2/a3VVpaXlldK69XNja3tnequ3ttFSWSQotGPJLdgCjgTEBLM82hG0sgYcChE4yvc7/zAFKxSNzrSQxeSIaCDRgl2kh+9cANiEzvMj+VPsvwJXYhVoznVs2u21PgReIUpIYKNP3ql9uPaBKC0JQTpXqOHWsvJVIzyiGruImCmNAxGULPUEFCUF46/SDDx0bp40EkTQmNp+rviZSESk3CwHSGRI/UvJeL/3m9RA8uvJSJONEg6GzRIOFYRziPA/eZBKr5xBBCJTO3YjoiklBtQquYEJz5lxdJ+7Tu2HXn9qzWuCriKKNDdIROkIPOUQPdoCZqIYoe0TN6RW/Wk/VivVsfs9aSVczsoz+wPn8AbLWW2w==</latexit>

R̄ri
> ✏?

<latexit sha1_base64="H1UgFewXoduMGJUBsCC2BHqGjBU=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBovgqiQi6EqLblxWsQ9oQphMb9qhk0mYmQglBDf+ihsXirj1K9z5N04fC209cOFwzr3ce0+Ycqa043xbC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra9s9tUSSYpNGjCE9kOiQLOBDQ00xzaqQQShxxa4eB65LceQCqWiHs9TMGPSU+wiFGijRTY+15IZH5XBLkMWIEvsAepYjwRl4FdcarOGHieuFNSQVPUA/vL6yY0i0FoyolSHddJtZ8TqRnlUJS9TEFK6ID0oGOoIDEoPx+/UOAjo3RxlEhTQuOx+nsiJ7FSwzg0nTHRfTXrjcT/vE6mo3M/ZyLNNAg6WRRlHOsEj/LAXSaBaj40hFDJzK2Y9okkVJvUyiYEd/bledI8qbpO1b09rdSupnGU0AE6RMfIRWeohm5QHTUQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9J64I1ndlDf2B9/gD6opck</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H1UgFewXoduMGJUBsCC2BHqGjBU=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBovgqiQi6EqLblxWsQ9oQphMb9qhk0mYmQglBDf+ihsXirj1K9z5N04fC209cOFwzr3ce0+Ycqa043xbC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra9s9tUSSYpNGjCE9kOiQLOBDQ00xzaqQQShxxa4eB65LceQCqWiHs9TMGPSU+wiFGijRTY+15IZH5XBLkMWIEvsAepYjwRl4FdcarOGHieuFNSQVPUA/vL6yY0i0FoyolSHddJtZ8TqRnlUJS9TEFK6ID0oGOoIDEoPx+/UOAjo3RxlEhTQuOx+nsiJ7FSwzg0nTHRfTXrjcT/vE6mo3M/ZyLNNAg6WRRlHOsEj/LAXSaBaj40hFDJzK2Y9okkVJvUyiYEd/bledI8qbpO1b09rdSupnGU0AE6RMfIRWeohm5QHTUQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9J64I1ndlDf2B9/gD6opck</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H1UgFewXoduMGJUBsCC2BHqGjBU=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBovgqiQi6EqLblxWsQ9oQphMb9qhk0mYmQglBDf+ihsXirj1K9z5N04fC209cOFwzr3ce0+Ycqa043xbC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra9s9tUSSYpNGjCE9kOiQLOBDQ00xzaqQQShxxa4eB65LceQCqWiHs9TMGPSU+wiFGijRTY+15IZH5XBLkMWIEvsAepYjwRl4FdcarOGHieuFNSQVPUA/vL6yY0i0FoyolSHddJtZ8TqRnlUJS9TEFK6ID0oGOoIDEoPx+/UOAjo3RxlEhTQuOx+nsiJ7FSwzg0nTHRfTXrjcT/vE6mo3M/ZyLNNAg6WRRlHOsEj/LAXSaBaj40hFDJzK2Y9okkVJvUyiYEd/bledI8qbpO1b09rdSupnGU0AE6RMfIRWeohm5QHTUQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9J64I1ndlDf2B9/gD6opck</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="H1UgFewXoduMGJUBsCC2BHqGjBU=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdSVuBovgqiQi6EqLblxWsQ9oQphMb9qhk0mYmQglBDf+ihsXirj1K9z5N04fC209cOFwzr3ce0+Ycqa043xbC4tLyyurpbXy+sbm1ra9s9tUSSYpNGjCE9kOiQLOBDQ00xzaqQQShxxa4eB65LceQCqWiHs9TMGPSU+wiFGijRTY+15IZH5XBLkMWIEvsAepYjwRl4FdcarOGHieuFNSQVPUA/vL6yY0i0FoyolSHddJtZ8TqRnlUJS9TEFK6ID0oGOoIDEoPx+/UOAjo3RxlEhTQuOx+nsiJ7FSwzg0nTHRfTXrjcT/vE6mo3M/ZyLNNAg6WRRlHOsEj/LAXSaBaj40hFDJzK2Y9okkVJvUyiYEd/bledI8qbpO1b09rdSupnGU0AE6RMfIRWeohm5QHTUQRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9J64I1ndlDf2B9/gD6opck</latexit>

Update	time	for	next	step	
t t + �t

<latexit sha1_base64="yJqjGjl0inB6cfuVOh6k5SY+1yE=">AAACAnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZN4GQyCIIRdEfQY1IPHCOYB2RBmJ73JkNkHM71KWIIXf8WLB0W8+hXe/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8tPpNDoON/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tW3v7NZ1nCoONR7LWDV9pkGKCGooUEIzUcBCX0LDH1yN/cY9KC3i6A6HCbRD1otEIDhDI3XsfaSehACZUvEDRXpCvWuQyCh27JJTdiag88TNSYnkqHbsL68b8zSECLlkWrdcJ8F2xhQKLmFU9FINCeMD1oOWoRELQbezyQsjemSULg1iZSpCOlF/T2Qs1HoY+qYzZNjXs95Y/M9rpRhctDMRJSlCxKeLglRSjOk4D9oVCjjKoSGMK2FupbzPFONoUiuaENzZl+dJ/bTsOmX39qxUuczjKJADckiOiUvOSYXckCqpEU4eyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsf09YFK5/ZI39gff4AnYeWRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yJqjGjl0inB6cfuVOh6k5SY+1yE=">AAACAnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZN4GQyCIIRdEfQY1IPHCOYB2RBmJ73JkNkHM71KWIIXf8WLB0W8+hXe/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8tPpNDoON/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tW3v7NZ1nCoONR7LWDV9pkGKCGooUEIzUcBCX0LDH1yN/cY9KC3i6A6HCbRD1otEIDhDI3XsfaSehACZUvEDRXpCvWuQyCh27JJTdiag88TNSYnkqHbsL68b8zSECLlkWrdcJ8F2xhQKLmFU9FINCeMD1oOWoRELQbezyQsjemSULg1iZSpCOlF/T2Qs1HoY+qYzZNjXs95Y/M9rpRhctDMRJSlCxKeLglRSjOk4D9oVCjjKoSGMK2FupbzPFONoUiuaENzZl+dJ/bTsOmX39qxUuczjKJADckiOiUvOSYXckCqpEU4eyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsf09YFK5/ZI39gff4AnYeWRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yJqjGjl0inB6cfuVOh6k5SY+1yE=">AAACAnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZN4GQyCIIRdEfQY1IPHCOYB2RBmJ73JkNkHM71KWIIXf8WLB0W8+hXe/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8tPpNDoON/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tW3v7NZ1nCoONR7LWDV9pkGKCGooUEIzUcBCX0LDH1yN/cY9KC3i6A6HCbRD1otEIDhDI3XsfaSehACZUvEDRXpCvWuQyCh27JJTdiag88TNSYnkqHbsL68b8zSECLlkWrdcJ8F2xhQKLmFU9FINCeMD1oOWoRELQbezyQsjemSULg1iZSpCOlF/T2Qs1HoY+qYzZNjXs95Y/M9rpRhctDMRJSlCxKeLglRSjOk4D9oVCjjKoSGMK2FupbzPFONoUiuaENzZl+dJ/bTsOmX39qxUuczjKJADckiOiUvOSYXckCqpEU4eyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsf09YFK5/ZI39gff4AnYeWRA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yJqjGjl0inB6cfuVOh6k5SY+1yE=">AAACAnicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNr1ZN4GQyCIIRdEfQY1IPHCOYB2RBmJ73JkNkHM71KWIIXf8WLB0W8+hXe/BsnyR40saChqOqmu8tPpNDoON/WwuLS8spqYa24vrG5tW3v7NZ1nCoONR7LWDV9pkGKCGooUEIzUcBCX0LDH1yN/cY9KC3i6A6HCbRD1otEIDhDI3XsfaSehACZUvEDRXpCvWuQyCh27JJTdiag88TNSYnkqHbsL68b8zSECLlkWrdcJ8F2xhQKLmFU9FINCeMD1oOWoRELQbezyQsjemSULg1iZSpCOlF/T2Qs1HoY+qYzZNjXs95Y/M9rpRhctDMRJSlCxKeLglRSjOk4D9oVCjjKoSGMK2FupbzPFONoUiuaENzZl+dJ/bTsOmX39qxUuczjKJADckiOiUvOSYXckCqpEU4eyTN5JW/Wk/VivVsf09YFK5/ZI39gff4AnYeWRA==</latexit>

ri 2 �M+
<latexit sha1_base64="wpmhqkdQv78TJlTuy1y4uuGO7s8=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMeFosgCCURQY9FL16ECvYDmlgm2027dLMJuxuhhF68+Fe8eFDEq//Bm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5thYWl5ZXVktr5fWNza1te2e3qeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsYXuV+64FKxWJxp0cJ9SPoCxYyAtpIXftAdhn2mMBej3IN2ItADwjw7GZ8f9K1K07VmQDPE7cgFVSg3rW/vF5M0ogKTTgo1XGdRPsZSM0Ip+OylyqaABlCn3YMFRBR5WeTL8b4yCg9HMbSlNB4ov6eyCBSahQFpjM/Us16ufif10l1eOFnTCSppoJMF4UpxzrGeSS4xyQlmo8MASKZuRWTAUgg2gRXNiG4sy/Pk+Zp1XWq7u1ZpXZZxFFC++gQHSMXnaMaukZ11EAEPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxs4f+wPr8AZUal/o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wpmhqkdQv78TJlTuy1y4uuGO7s8=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMeFosgCCURQY9FL16ECvYDmlgm2027dLMJuxuhhF68+Fe8eFDEq//Bm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5thYWl5ZXVktr5fWNza1te2e3qeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsYXuV+64FKxWJxp0cJ9SPoCxYyAtpIXftAdhn2mMBej3IN2ItADwjw7GZ8f9K1K07VmQDPE7cgFVSg3rW/vF5M0ogKTTgo1XGdRPsZSM0Ip+OylyqaABlCn3YMFRBR5WeTL8b4yCg9HMbSlNB4ov6eyCBSahQFpjM/Us16ufif10l1eOFnTCSppoJMF4UpxzrGeSS4xyQlmo8MASKZuRWTAUgg2gRXNiG4sy/Pk+Zp1XWq7u1ZpXZZxFFC++gQHSMXnaMaukZ11EAEPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxs4f+wPr8AZUal/o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wpmhqkdQv78TJlTuy1y4uuGO7s8=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMeFosgCCURQY9FL16ECvYDmlgm2027dLMJuxuhhF68+Fe8eFDEq//Bm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5thYWl5ZXVktr5fWNza1te2e3qeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsYXuV+64FKxWJxp0cJ9SPoCxYyAtpIXftAdhn2mMBej3IN2ItADwjw7GZ8f9K1K07VmQDPE7cgFVSg3rW/vF5M0ogKTTgo1XGdRPsZSM0Ip+OylyqaABlCn3YMFRBR5WeTL8b4yCg9HMbSlNB4ov6eyCBSahQFpjM/Us16ufif10l1eOFnTCSppoJMF4UpxzrGeSS4xyQlmo8MASKZuRWTAUgg2gRXNiG4sy/Pk+Zp1XWq7u1ZpXZZxFFC++gQHSMXnaMaukZ11EAEPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxs4f+wPr8AZUal/o=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wpmhqkdQv78TJlTuy1y4uuGO7s8=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KMeFosgCCURQY9FL16ECvYDmlgm2027dLMJuxuhhF68+Fe8eFDEq//Bm//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5thYWl5ZXVktr5fWNza1te2e3qeJUEtogMY9lOwBFORO0oZnmtJ1IClHAaSsYXuV+64FKxWJxp0cJ9SPoCxYyAtpIXftAdhn2mMBej3IN2ItADwjw7GZ8f9K1K07VmQDPE7cgFVSg3rW/vF5M0ogKTTgo1XGdRPsZSM0Ip+OylyqaABlCn3YMFRBR5WeTL8b4yCg9HMbSlNB4ov6eyCBSahQFpjM/Us16ufif10l1eOFnTCSppoJMF4UpxzrGeSS4xyQlmo8MASKZuRWTAUgg2gRXNiG4sy/Pk+Zp1XWq7u1ZpXZZxFFC++gQHSMXnaMaukZ11EAEPaJn9IrerCfrxXq3PqatC1Yxs4f+wPr8AZUal/o=</latexit>

MC  MC + �M
<latexit sha1_base64="iCOl3BSIDwrnXbSDw9bf+/JEbe4=">AAACJHicbVDJSgNBEO1xN25Rj14agyAIYUYEBS9BL16ECEYDmRhqOjXa2LPQXaOEIR/jxV/x4sEFD178FjvLITE+KHi8V0VVvSBV0pDrfjtT0zOzc/MLi4Wl5ZXVteL6xpVJMi2wJhKV6HoABpWMsUaSFNZTjRAFCq+D+9Oef/2A2sgkvqROis0IbmMZSgFkpVbx2I+A7gSo/Lx7c8p9hSGB1skjHzf2uN9GRTAqt4olt+z2wSeJNyQlNkS1Vfzw24nIIoxJKDCm4bkpNXPQJIXCbsHPDKYg7uEWG5bGEKFp5v0nu3zHKm0eJtpWTLyvjk7kEBnTiQLb2TvR/PV64n9eI6PwqJnLOM0IYzFYFGaKU8J7ifG21ChIdSwBoaW9lYs70CDI5lqwIXh/X54kV/tlzy17FwelyskwjgW2xbbZLvPYIauwM1ZlNSbYE3thb+zdeXZenU/na9A65QxnNtkYnJ9fF+alDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iCOl3BSIDwrnXbSDw9bf+/JEbe4=">AAACJHicbVDJSgNBEO1xN25Rj14agyAIYUYEBS9BL16ECEYDmRhqOjXa2LPQXaOEIR/jxV/x4sEFD178FjvLITE+KHi8V0VVvSBV0pDrfjtT0zOzc/MLi4Wl5ZXVteL6xpVJMi2wJhKV6HoABpWMsUaSFNZTjRAFCq+D+9Oef/2A2sgkvqROis0IbmMZSgFkpVbx2I+A7gSo/Lx7c8p9hSGB1skjHzf2uN9GRTAqt4olt+z2wSeJNyQlNkS1Vfzw24nIIoxJKDCm4bkpNXPQJIXCbsHPDKYg7uEWG5bGEKFp5v0nu3zHKm0eJtpWTLyvjk7kEBnTiQLb2TvR/PV64n9eI6PwqJnLOM0IYzFYFGaKU8J7ifG21ChIdSwBoaW9lYs70CDI5lqwIXh/X54kV/tlzy17FwelyskwjgW2xbbZLvPYIauwM1ZlNSbYE3thb+zdeXZenU/na9A65QxnNtkYnJ9fF+alDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iCOl3BSIDwrnXbSDw9bf+/JEbe4=">AAACJHicbVDJSgNBEO1xN25Rj14agyAIYUYEBS9BL16ECEYDmRhqOjXa2LPQXaOEIR/jxV/x4sEFD178FjvLITE+KHi8V0VVvSBV0pDrfjtT0zOzc/MLi4Wl5ZXVteL6xpVJMi2wJhKV6HoABpWMsUaSFNZTjRAFCq+D+9Oef/2A2sgkvqROis0IbmMZSgFkpVbx2I+A7gSo/Lx7c8p9hSGB1skjHzf2uN9GRTAqt4olt+z2wSeJNyQlNkS1Vfzw24nIIoxJKDCm4bkpNXPQJIXCbsHPDKYg7uEWG5bGEKFp5v0nu3zHKm0eJtpWTLyvjk7kEBnTiQLb2TvR/PV64n9eI6PwqJnLOM0IYzFYFGaKU8J7ifG21ChIdSwBoaW9lYs70CDI5lqwIXh/X54kV/tlzy17FwelyskwjgW2xbbZLvPYIauwM1ZlNSbYE3thb+zdeXZenU/na9A65QxnNtkYnJ9fF+alDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iCOl3BSIDwrnXbSDw9bf+/JEbe4=">AAACJHicbVDJSgNBEO1xN25Rj14agyAIYUYEBS9BL16ECEYDmRhqOjXa2LPQXaOEIR/jxV/x4sEFD178FjvLITE+KHi8V0VVvSBV0pDrfjtT0zOzc/MLi4Wl5ZXVteL6xpVJMi2wJhKV6HoABpWMsUaSFNZTjRAFCq+D+9Oef/2A2sgkvqROis0IbmMZSgFkpVbx2I+A7gSo/Lx7c8p9hSGB1skjHzf2uN9GRTAqt4olt+z2wSeJNyQlNkS1Vfzw24nIIoxJKDCm4bkpNXPQJIXCbsHPDKYg7uEWG5bGEKFp5v0nu3zHKm0eJtpWTLyvjk7kEBnTiQLb2TvR/PV64n9eI6PwqJnLOM0IYzFYFGaKU8J7ifG21ChIdSwBoaW9lYs70CDI5lqwIXh/X54kV/tlzy17FwelyskwjgW2xbbZLvPYIauwM1ZlNSbYE3thb+zdeXZenU/na9A65QxnNtkYnJ9fF+alDw==</latexit>

�M
<latexit sha1_base64="01wKpFGu6nM0nIeybhdXtTbGKao=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWpduBovgqiQi6LLoxo1QwT6gCeVmMmmHTiZhZiKWkF9x40IRt/6IO//GSZuFth4YOJxzL/fM8RPOlLbtb6uytr6xuVXdru3s7u0f1A8bPRWnktAuiXksBz4oypmgXc00p4NEUoh8Tvv+9Kbw+49UKhaLBz1LqBfBWLCQEdBGGtUbbkC5BuxGoCcEeHaXj+pNu2XPgVeJU5ImKtEZ1b/cICZpRIUmHJQaOnaivQykZoTTvOamiiZApjCmQ0MFRFR52Tx7jk+NEuAwluYJjefq740MIqVmkW8mi4hq2SvE/7xhqsMrL2MiSTUVZHEoTDnWMS6KwAGTlGg+MwSIZCYrJhOQQLSpq2ZKcJa/vEp65y3Hbjn3F832dVlHFR2jE3SGHHSJ2ugWdVAXEfSEntErerNy68V6tz4WoxWr3DlCf2B9/gD08JRg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="01wKpFGu6nM0nIeybhdXtTbGKao=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWpduBovgqiQi6LLoxo1QwT6gCeVmMmmHTiZhZiKWkF9x40IRt/6IO//GSZuFth4YOJxzL/fM8RPOlLbtb6uytr6xuVXdru3s7u0f1A8bPRWnktAuiXksBz4oypmgXc00p4NEUoh8Tvv+9Kbw+49UKhaLBz1LqBfBWLCQEdBGGtUbbkC5BuxGoCcEeHaXj+pNu2XPgVeJU5ImKtEZ1b/cICZpRIUmHJQaOnaivQykZoTTvOamiiZApjCmQ0MFRFR52Tx7jk+NEuAwluYJjefq740MIqVmkW8mi4hq2SvE/7xhqsMrL2MiSTUVZHEoTDnWMS6KwAGTlGg+MwSIZCYrJhOQQLSpq2ZKcJa/vEp65y3Hbjn3F832dVlHFR2jE3SGHHSJ2ugWdVAXEfSEntErerNy68V6tz4WoxWr3DlCf2B9/gD08JRg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="01wKpFGu6nM0nIeybhdXtTbGKao=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWpduBovgqiQi6LLoxo1QwT6gCeVmMmmHTiZhZiKWkF9x40IRt/6IO//GSZuFth4YOJxzL/fM8RPOlLbtb6uytr6xuVXdru3s7u0f1A8bPRWnktAuiXksBz4oypmgXc00p4NEUoh8Tvv+9Kbw+49UKhaLBz1LqBfBWLCQEdBGGtUbbkC5BuxGoCcEeHaXj+pNu2XPgVeJU5ImKtEZ1b/cICZpRIUmHJQaOnaivQykZoTTvOamiiZApjCmQ0MFRFR52Tx7jk+NEuAwluYJjefq740MIqVmkW8mi4hq2SvE/7xhqsMrL2MiSTUVZHEoTDnWMS6KwAGTlGg+MwSIZCYrJhOQQLSpq2ZKcJa/vEp65y3Hbjn3F832dVlHFR2jE3SGHHSJ2ugWdVAXEfSEntErerNy68V6tz4WoxWr3DlCf2B9/gD08JRg</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="01wKpFGu6nM0nIeybhdXtTbGKao=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWpduBovgqiQi6LLoxo1QwT6gCeVmMmmHTiZhZiKWkF9x40IRt/6IO//GSZuFth4YOJxzL/fM8RPOlLbtb6uytr6xuVXdru3s7u0f1A8bPRWnktAuiXksBz4oypmgXc00p4NEUoh8Tvv+9Kbw+49UKhaLBz1LqBfBWLCQEdBGGtUbbkC5BuxGoCcEeHaXj+pNu2XPgVeJU5ImKtEZ1b/cICZpRIUmHJQaOnaivQykZoTTvOamiiZApjCmQ0MFRFR52Tx7jk+NEuAwluYJjefq740MIqVmkW8mi4hq2SvE/7xhqsMrL2MiSTUVZHEoTDnWMS6KwAGTlGg+MwSIZCYrJhOQQLSpq2ZKcJa/vEp65y3Hbjn3F832dVlHFR2jE3SGHHSJ2ugWdVAXEfSEntErerNy68V6tz4WoxWr3DlCf2B9/gD08JRg</latexit>

MC+ = MC + �M+
<latexit sha1_base64="RUPu87Fcp0m2oeq7CdM8CcxV4ek=">AAACIHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARhEJJRKgbodiNG6GCvUATy2QybYdOJmFmIpSQR3Hjq7hxoYju9GmctFn04g8DP985hznn9yJGpbKsH6Owtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0fmIdHbRnGApMWDlkouh6ShFFOWooqRrqRICjwGOl440ZW7zwRIWnIH9QkIm6AhpwOKEZKo75ZcwKkRhix5C59TBqVFF7DedSAFej4hCm0gCt9s2xVrangqrFzUwa5mn3z2/FDHAeEK8yQlD3bipSbIKEoZiQtObEkEcJjNCQ9bTkKiHST6YEpPNPEh4NQ6McVnNL5iQQFUk4CT3dmS8rlWgb/q/ViNbhyE8qjWBGOZx8NYgZVCLO0oE8FwYpNtEFYUL0rxCMkEFY605IOwV4+edW0L6q2VbXvL8v1mzyOIjgBp+Ac2KAG6uAWNEELYPAMXsE7+DBejDfj0/iatRaMfOYYLMj4/QOhAqKe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUPu87Fcp0m2oeq7CdM8CcxV4ek=">AAACIHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARhEJJRKgbodiNG6GCvUATy2QybYdOJmFmIpSQR3Hjq7hxoYju9GmctFn04g8DP985hznn9yJGpbKsH6Owtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0fmIdHbRnGApMWDlkouh6ShFFOWooqRrqRICjwGOl440ZW7zwRIWnIH9QkIm6AhpwOKEZKo75ZcwKkRhix5C59TBqVFF7DedSAFej4hCm0gCt9s2xVrangqrFzUwa5mn3z2/FDHAeEK8yQlD3bipSbIKEoZiQtObEkEcJjNCQ9bTkKiHST6YEpPNPEh4NQ6McVnNL5iQQFUk4CT3dmS8rlWgb/q/ViNbhyE8qjWBGOZx8NYgZVCLO0oE8FwYpNtEFYUL0rxCMkEFY605IOwV4+edW0L6q2VbXvL8v1mzyOIjgBp+Ac2KAG6uAWNEELYPAMXsE7+DBejDfj0/iatRaMfOYYLMj4/QOhAqKe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUPu87Fcp0m2oeq7CdM8CcxV4ek=">AAACIHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARhEJJRKgbodiNG6GCvUATy2QybYdOJmFmIpSQR3Hjq7hxoYju9GmctFn04g8DP985hznn9yJGpbKsH6Owtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0fmIdHbRnGApMWDlkouh6ShFFOWooqRrqRICjwGOl440ZW7zwRIWnIH9QkIm6AhpwOKEZKo75ZcwKkRhix5C59TBqVFF7DedSAFej4hCm0gCt9s2xVrangqrFzUwa5mn3z2/FDHAeEK8yQlD3bipSbIKEoZiQtObEkEcJjNCQ9bTkKiHST6YEpPNPEh4NQ6McVnNL5iQQFUk4CT3dmS8rlWgb/q/ViNbhyE8qjWBGOZx8NYgZVCLO0oE8FwYpNtEFYUL0rxCMkEFY605IOwV4+edW0L6q2VbXvL8v1mzyOIjgBp+Ac2KAG6uAWNEELYPAMXsE7+DBejDfj0/iatRaMfOYYLMj4/QOhAqKe</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RUPu87Fcp0m2oeq7CdM8CcxV4ek=">AAACIHicbZDLSsNAFIYn9VbrLerSzWARhEJJRKgbodiNG6GCvUATy2QybYdOJmFmIpSQR3Hjq7hxoYju9GmctFn04g8DP985hznn9yJGpbKsH6Owtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0fmIdHbRnGApMWDlkouh6ShFFOWooqRrqRICjwGOl440ZW7zwRIWnIH9QkIm6AhpwOKEZKo75ZcwKkRhix5C59TBqVFF7DedSAFej4hCm0gCt9s2xVrangqrFzUwa5mn3z2/FDHAeEK8yQlD3bipSbIKEoZiQtObEkEcJjNCQ9bTkKiHST6YEpPNPEh4NQ6McVnNL5iQQFUk4CT3dmS8rlWgb/q/ViNbhyE8qjWBGOZx8NYgZVCLO0oE8FwYpNtEFYUL0rxCMkEFY605IOwV4+edW0L6q2VbXvL8v1mzyOIjgBp+Ac2KAG6uAWNEELYPAMXsE7+DBejDfj0/iatRaMfOYYLMj4/QOhAqKe</latexit>

�M+, MC+
<latexit sha1_base64="Xhm3CiENpTrGFKIWPgn7wk82kx0=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsChCpSQi6LLYjRuhgn1AE8tkMmmHTiZhZiKUkD9w46+4caGIW7fu/BsnbRa29cDAmXPu5d57vJhRqSzrx1haXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2zb39towSgUkLRywSXQ9JwignLUUVI91YEBR6jHS8USP3O49ESBrxezWOiRuiAacBxUhpqW+eOD5hCkEnRGqIEUtvs4fq2cw3bVSzvlmxatYEcJHYBamAAs2++e34EU5CwhVmSMqebcXKTZFQFDOSlZ1EkhjhERqQnqYchUS66eSeDB5rxYdBJPTjCk7Uvx0pCqUch56uzPeU814u/uf1EhVcuSnlcaIIx9NBQcKgimAeDvSpIFixsSYIC6p3hXiIBMJKR1jWIdjzJy+S9nnNtmr23UWlfl3EUQKH4AicAhtcgjq4AU3QAhg8gRfwBt6NZ+PV+DA+p6VLRtFzAGZgfP0CY42cPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xhm3CiENpTrGFKIWPgn7wk82kx0=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsChCpSQi6LLYjRuhgn1AE8tkMmmHTiZhZiKUkD9w46+4caGIW7fu/BsnbRa29cDAmXPu5d57vJhRqSzrx1haXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2zb39towSgUkLRywSXQ9JwignLUUVI91YEBR6jHS8USP3O49ESBrxezWOiRuiAacBxUhpqW+eOD5hCkEnRGqIEUtvs4fq2cw3bVSzvlmxatYEcJHYBamAAs2++e34EU5CwhVmSMqebcXKTZFQFDOSlZ1EkhjhERqQnqYchUS66eSeDB5rxYdBJPTjCk7Uvx0pCqUch56uzPeU814u/uf1EhVcuSnlcaIIx9NBQcKgimAeDvSpIFixsSYIC6p3hXiIBMJKR1jWIdjzJy+S9nnNtmr23UWlfl3EUQKH4AicAhtcgjq4AU3QAhg8gRfwBt6NZ+PV+DA+p6VLRtFzAGZgfP0CY42cPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xhm3CiENpTrGFKIWPgn7wk82kx0=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsChCpSQi6LLYjRuhgn1AE8tkMmmHTiZhZiKUkD9w46+4caGIW7fu/BsnbRa29cDAmXPu5d57vJhRqSzrx1haXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2zb39towSgUkLRywSXQ9JwignLUUVI91YEBR6jHS8USP3O49ESBrxezWOiRuiAacBxUhpqW+eOD5hCkEnRGqIEUtvs4fq2cw3bVSzvlmxatYEcJHYBamAAs2++e34EU5CwhVmSMqebcXKTZFQFDOSlZ1EkhjhERqQnqYchUS66eSeDB5rxYdBJPTjCk7Uvx0pCqUch56uzPeU814u/uf1EhVcuSnlcaIIx9NBQcKgimAeDvSpIFixsSYIC6p3hXiIBMJKR1jWIdjzJy+S9nnNtmr23UWlfl3EUQKH4AicAhtcgjq4AU3QAhg8gRfwBt6NZ+PV+DA+p6VLRtFzAGZgfP0CY42cPA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Xhm3CiENpTrGFKIWPgn7wk82kx0=">AAACD3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsChCpSQi6LLYjRuhgn1AE8tkMmmHTiZhZiKUkD9w46+4caGIW7fu/BsnbRa29cDAmXPu5d57vJhRqSzrx1haXlldWy9tlDe3tnd2zb39towSgUkLRywSXQ9JwignLUUVI91YEBR6jHS8USP3O49ESBrxezWOiRuiAacBxUhpqW+eOD5hCkEnRGqIEUtvs4fq2cw3bVSzvlmxatYEcJHYBamAAs2++e34EU5CwhVmSMqebcXKTZFQFDOSlZ1EkhjhERqQnqYchUS66eSeDB5rxYdBJPTjCk7Uvx0pCqUch56uzPeU814u/uf1EhVcuSnlcaIIx9NBQcKgimAeDvSpIFixsSYIC6p3hXiIBMJKR1jWIdjzJy+S9nnNtmr23UWlfl3EUQKH4AicAhtcgjq4AU3QAhg8gRfwBt6NZ+PV+DA+p6VLRtFzAGZgfP0CY42cPA==</latexit>

MC
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Figure 2.2: Building algorithm flowchart

To initialize the building procedure, the user must specify several items:

1. The initial temperature, pressure, and composition. These are used to de-

fine the initial state Φ0 = {T0, P0,Y
C+
0 }. YC+ is the array of mass fractions
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corresponding to species in the test model.

2. A seed mechanism (optional), which includes species and reactions automati-

cally included in the core model

3. A set of targets {T} with which to compute reaction importance

4. A threshold value ε by which to categorize edge reactions as important or

unimportant

5. A building endpoint or final state. In this work, the endpoint is set at t =

1.25τig, where τig is the time at which the state ignites.

After all necessary variables are initialized, the main building loop proceeds until

the user-defined endpoint is reached.

During the main building loop, the test modelMC+ is used to integrate the state

forward in time from Φ(t) to Φ(t+ ∆t). Reaction progress rates, evaluated at every

state between t and t+ ∆t, are filtered over this interval. Progress rates are used to

compute DRG-EP reaction coefficients R̄ri [90] for every edge reaction i ∈ δM+. If

there are any edge reactions such that R̄ri > ε, reaction i is part of the important

edge model δM. Once all such edge reactions are identified, δM is added to the core

model asMC ←MC +δM, then the edge and test models are updated according to

their definitions in Section. After all models are updated, the state is re-initialized to

Φ(t). Mass fractions of species newly added to the test model are set to zero in the

reinitialized state array Y C+. This loop is iterated until δM = {}. Once δM = {},

core model growth is finished for the interval, and time is advanced as t← t+ ∆t.
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The previously described building loop, where important edge reactions are iden-

tified and added to the core over ever-advancing time intervals, is repeated until the

user-defined simulation endpoint is reached. At the end of the simulation, the core

model is the output reduced mechanism, and is valid over all states sampled during

the building process.

2.3 Important Reactions

DRG-EP coefficients as proposed by Pepiot-Desjardins and Pitsch [90] are con-

structed to quantify the coupling between species or reactions and user-defined tar-

gets, and have been shown to be strongly correlated with the error induced in target

predictions if the species or reactions are removed.

In this work, we use DRG-EP coefficients to select edge reactions in δM+ that

belong to the important edge model, δM. An edge reaction i is part of δM if its

DRG-EP reaction coefficient R̄ri satisfies R̄ri > ε. R̄ri is bound between 0 (in which

a core reaction can be safely ignored) and 1 (in which a reaction is strongly connected

to a target), and is defined as:

R̄ri = max
T∈{T}

(αTRT,ri), (2.1)

where {T} is the set of user-defined targets, αT is a scaling coefficient which reflects

the importance of the target, and RTri is the importance of edge reaction i to a
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target T within the test model, computed as:

RT,ri = max
S∈{SC+}

(RT,SrS,ri). (2.2)

RT,S reflects the coupling of a species S with a target T , and rS,ri is defined as the

contribution of the ith edge reaction to species S, evaluated as:

rS,ri =
νri,Sωri

max(PS, CS)
, (2.3)

where νri,S is the stoichiometric coefficient of species S in edge reaction i, ω is the net

reaction rate, and PS and CS are the production and consumption rates of species

S.

In Equation 2.2, RT,S is the importance of species S to target T within the test

model, and is computed over all paths p linking S and T as:

RT,S = max
all paths p

rTS,p, (2.4)

rTS,p =

nC+
S −1∏
i=1

rsisi+1
, (2.5)

where s1 = T and snC+
S

= S. rAB is the interaction coefficient between two species

A and B in the test model, computed as:

rA,B =
|∑nC+

R
i=1 νi,Aωiδ

i
B|

max(PA, CA)
. (2.6)

δiB is a Kroenecker Delta term, which is equal to 1 if species B is in reaction i and is

otherwise 0. αT in Equation 2.1 is a scaling coefficient which describes the activity of

a target T , normalized by the maximum activity of the target for all known states:
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αT = max
all atoms a

(
αa,T

max
all states n

(
αa,T,n

)), (2.7)

where αa,T is defined as the contribution of a target T to the formation of an atom

a, computed as:

αa,T =
Na,T |PT − CT |

Pa

, (2.8)

where Na,T is the number of atoms a in target T , PT is the production rate of T , CT

is the consumption rate of T , and Pa is the total production of atom a.

2.4 Data Sampling

Production rates to compute R̄ri must be evaluated at states spanning the desired

domain of validity of the core model. It is essential to select a procedure to sample

the domain where R̄ri is easy and fast to compute, and where sufficient numerical

accuracy is achieved such that increasing the number of sampled states in a given

interval has no effect on the solution.

In the original DRG-EP algorithm [90], states were pre-computed using a de-

tailed mechanism. Instantaneous rates corresponding to the pre-computed states

were smoothed with a top-hat filter into approximately 20 intervals in time or space,

depending on the configuration of interest. Filtering served to mitigate numerical

noise as well as reduce the number of DRG-EP coefficient evaluations to once per

interval.
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The DRG-EP sampling approach cannot be implemented here, as the simulation

end-time is not known a-priori. We instead couple the filter kernel with the number

of adaptive steps taken by the numerical integrator. The frequency and magnitude

of integrator steps are determined by local error, and the system Jacobian is re-

evaluated when there are difficulties in converging the solution or if the integrator

has taken a specified number of steps (typically 50) [95]. For the configuration

considered in this work, we apply a filter kernel to generate a temporal interval every

100 sampled states, where the time interval between successively sampled states is

the internal integrator time step. Rates evaluated at every state within a given

interval are smoothed with a top-hat filter, so that DRG-EP reaction coefficients are

only evaluated once per interval.

For the examples shown in this work, we find that taking between 1 and 200

steps per interval delivers reasonably consistent results with respect to core model

dimensionality and errors in target predictions. Using fewer than 10 intervals over

the course of a simulation is not recommended, as infrequent sampling diminishes

the importance of reactions acting over fast timescales.

2.5 Implementation Details

The building algorithm is implemented in Python and utilizes a new python-based

DRG-EP implementation, identical to the implementation used in the ARCANE

software package [87], which is currently in development. State and rate evaluation
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to compute the DRG-EP coefficients are performed with Cantera v2.4 [94], modified

to get and set integrator step sizes when the state is re-initialized.

To build a reduced mechanism, the user must write a short python front-end to

interface with the encapsulated code. In this interface, the user can specify initial

parameters and the simulation configurations encompassing the desired range of va-

lidity. Error evaluation and graphing modules which compare the reduced model to

data produced by the detailed mechanism or experiments are provided to streamline

post-processing.

Example input files and a walk-through aimed at guiding the user through using

both of the methods outlined here are available in Appendix A.

2.6 Case Study: Building a Reduced CH4 Mechanism

The first example considered is the generation of reduced mechanisms for methane

oxidation. We study the dimensions of built models as a function of the number

of intervals taken, and as a function of the user-defined threshold, and benchmark

results generated with the building approach against results generated with a top-

down reduction using the DRG-EP algorithm. The starting detailed mechanism for

top-down reduction is GRI-MECH 3.0 [11], which also provides the list of potential

reactions for built model generation. This detailed mechanism contains 53 species

and 325 reactions, of which 35 species and 217 reactions contribute to methane
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oxidation.

Reduced models are created from a set of simulations using a constant volume re-

actor configuration at atmospheric pressure, with initial conditions φ0 = {0.8, 1, 1.2}

and T0 = {1200, 1600}. DRG-EP targets are CH4, CO2, OH, and heat release (HR).

CH4 and HR are selected to accurately depict the fuel breakdown and ignition delay

time, and OH and CO2 are selected, respectively, as a key intermediate radical and

final combustion product, as suggested in Curtis et al. [96].

We first explore convergence of models generated with the building approach, in

particular the dependence of the built model contents on the size of each interval

and on the number of intervals taken over the course of a simulation. We build a

set of reduced models where the number of integrator steps taken in each interval is

varied linearly between 1 and 500. A single reaction selection threshold ε = 0.01 is

applied. Results are shown in Figure 2.3.

In Figure 2.3a, we find that as long as simulation rate data is resolved adequately,

that is, as long as each simulation is sub-divided into at least 10 intervals, resulting

models are reasonably consistent in size. Equivalently, as can be seen in Figure 2.3b,

models are fairly consistent in size as long as fewer than 175 steps are taken over

each interval. This demonstrates that filtering states into a temporal interval every

100 internal steps, should not have any influence on the size or contents of the built

models. All following examples will use models generated with this filter width.

To investigate the dependence of the model size on the user-defined reaction
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Figure 2.3: Number of species, nS (red lines), and number of reactions, nR (black
lines), in built methane oxidation models to demonstrate model convergence. Build-
ing simulations employed a constant volume reactor configuration at atmospheric
pressure, with initial conditions φ0 = {0.8, 1, 1.2} and T0 = {1200, 1600}. The re-
action selection threshold was ε = 0.01, and CH4, CO2, OH, and heat release (HR)
were selected as targets.

selection threshold, simulations are also performed with a range of ε, resulting in a

set of reduced models with differing numbers of species, nS, and reactions, nR, as

illustrated in Figure 2.4. We find that the number of reactions in the reduced models

is almost linearly related to the threshold, while the number of species depends on

which reactions are selected, and thus is not directly controlled by ε. We also find

that the number of species and reactions in the core is generally monotonic, and

that increasing the threshold typically results in a decreased number of species and

reactions. An exception is found for the number of species in built models near

ε = 0.07, where C, in the reaction CH + H ↔ C + H2, is added for ε = 0.06

and ε = 0.08, but is not added for ε = 0.07. Exceptions such as these can occur
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occasionally for reactions with DIC coefficients near the threshold, particularly at

larger thresholds where reactions selected at an earlier interval can more strongly

influence following state dynamics, and, as a result, which species and reactions are

selected in subsequent intervals.
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Figure 2.4: Number of species, nS (red lines) and number of reactions, nR (black
lines) in reduced models generated with the building algorithm, as a function of
DRG-EP reaction coefficient threshold ε.

Because nR is found to vary almost linearly with the selected threshold, an ap-

propriate ε can be identified based on the desired number of reactions. Alternative

methods to select an appropriate threshold include generating a reduced model with

a large threshold, and performing successive building simulations with decreasing

thresholds until the desired model is produced, or identifying a threshold which pro-
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duces an error near a desired level, and evaluating model error for mechanisms gen-

erated with similar thresholds. It is important to note that, for a given desired error

level, reaction selection thresholds are often smaller than species selection thresholds

employed in the seminal DRG-EP work, as reaction importance coefficients are mul-

tiplied by an additional fractional term indicating the importance of a reaction to a

species.

To benchmark the built models, DRG-EP is employed to reduce three models

from GRI-MECH, with maximum 5%, 1%, and 0.1% allowable errors in ignition

delay time over all conditions used to build the reduced models. The DRG-EP-

reduced models will hereafter be referred to as ‘DRG-EP-5%’, ‘DRG-EP-1%’, and

‘DRG-EP-0.1%’. Because ignition delay error is non-linearly related to the number

of species and reactions, error may exceed the maximum allowable level at a certain

degree of reduction, and become lower than the allowed level as species or reactions

are subsequently removed. To select the smallest possible mechanism for each allowed

error level, species reduction is performed until the ignition delay error is larger than

the allowed error level by a factor of 5. The smallest reduced mechanism with error

below the allowed level is then selected as a starting point for the next reduction stage.

Reaction elimination stages are performed in an identical fashion. For each of the

allowed error levels, species and reaction reduction stages are conducted sequentially

until a model with a minimal number of species and reactions is found. The order of

reduction stages and the number of species and reactions at each stage is shown in

Table 2.1. Due to the time needed to reduce each mechanism, only three mechanisms

are created.
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DRGEP-5% DRGEP-1% DRGEP-0.1%
nS nR nS nR nS nR

Species Reduction 1 21 95 30 184 33 202
Species Reduction 2 20 92 30 184 33 202
Reaction Reduction 1 20 66 30 114 33 168
Reaction Reduction 2 20 66 30 114 33 168
Species Reduction 3 20 66 30 114 33 168
Reaction Reduction 3 20 66 30 112 33 168

Table 2.1: Number of species, nS, and reactions, nR, in models at various stages
of top-down DRG-EP reduction. Reduction stages begin with Species Reduction 1,
and proceed sequentially down the table until Reaction Reduction 3. Models are
generated for 5%, 1%, and 0.1% allowed errors in ignition delay predictions

The performance of the models built with varying ε is now compared to the three

DRG-EP-reduced models. Maximum errors in ignition delay time are taken over all

simulations used to generate the models, are displayed in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 as a

function of the number of species and reactions in the models. Ignition delay errors

are evaluated with respect to the detailed mechanism, where ignition delay time is

defined as the time to reach the maximum rate of change in temperature.

With a 0.1% maximum allowed error in ignition delay time, DRG-EP-0.1% con-

tains 33 species and 168 reactions, while the smallest built model corresponding to

the same threshold, Built-0.1%, contains 34 species and 170 reactions. Even at this

small level of error, neither model contains any species corresponding to the NOx

mechanism, and both models contain many fewer reactions than the 217 detailed

reactions describing methane oxidation. Following a similar trend, DRG-EP-1%

contains 30 species and 112 reactions, while Built-1% contains 31 species and 101

reactions. DRG-EP-5% contains 20 species and 66 reactions, while Built-5% contains
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21 species and 42 reactions. A full list of the species contained in each reduced and

built model is available in Table 2.2, neglecting targets and species with nonzero ini-

tial mass fractions which are automatically included in all reduced models. Species

are ordered in the table from top to bottom based on the maximum magnitude of

their DRG-EP coefficients as computed with detailed simulation data at the begin-

ning of the first DRG-EP species reduction stage.
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Figure 2.5: Ignition delay errors as a function of the number of reactions, nR, in
built mechanisms (black lines) compared to DRG-EP-5%, DRG-EP-1%, and DRG-
EP-0.1% (red symbols). Ignition delay times are computed as the time of maximum
rate of change in temperature, and errors are evaluated in comparison to GRI-MECH.

We find that, at equivalent error levels, built and reduced models have a similar

number of reactions and species. Furthermore, the contents of built and reduced

models - which species and reactions are selected - are nearly identical for all inves-
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Figure 2.6: Ignition delay errors as a function of the number of species, nS, in built
mechanisms (black lines) compared to DRG-EP-5%, DRG-EP-1%, and DRG-EP-
0.1% (red symbols). Ignition delay times are computed as the time of maximum rate
of change in temperature, and errors are evaluated in comparison to GRI-MECH.

tigated cases.

However, it should be noted that DRGEP-reduced models are generated with

scaling coefficients αT , normalized by peak production rates of a target T encoun-

tered over a given simulation. In contrast, scaling coefficients used to generate built

models are normalized by maximum known production rates of targets encountered

in previously sampled states. This can cause reactions to be unnecessarily added to

built models when targets have marginal production rates compared to their peak

rates, if the peak rates have not been encountered. For instance, in the first inter-
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DRGEP-5% Built-5% DRGEP-1% Built-1% DRGEP-0.1% Built-0.1%
H2O H2O H2O H2O H2O H2O
CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3 CH3

CO CO CO CO CO CO
H H H H H H

CH2O CH2O CH2O CH2O CH2O CH2O
HO2 HO2 HO2 HO2 HO2 HO2

CH3O CH3O CH3O CH3O CH3O CH3O
O O O O O O
H2 H2 H2 H2 H2 H2

C2H6 C2H6 C2H6 C2H6 C2H6 C2H6

HCO HCO HCO HCO HCO HCO
C2H5 C2H5 C2H5 C2H5 C2H5 C2H5

H2O2 H2O2 H2O2 H2O2 H2O2 H2O2

CH2(S) CH2(S) CH2(S) CH2(S) CH2(S) CH2(S)
HCCO HCCO HCCO HCCO

C2H4 C2H4 C2H4 C2H4 C2H4 C2H4

C2H2 C2H2 C2H2 C2H2

CH CH CH CH
C C C C

CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2 CH2

C2H3 C2H3 C2H3 C2H3

CH2CO CH2CO CH2CO CH2CO
CH2CHO CH2CHO CH2CHO CH2CHO
CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH CH2OH
CH3OH CH3OH CH3OH CH3OH

C2H C2H C2H
CH3CHO CH3CHO
C3H8 C3H8

C3H7

Table 2.2: Species in built and reduced methane oxidation models, generated with
maximum allowed ignition delay errors of 5%, 1%, and 0.1% in constant volume con-
figurations at atmospheric pressure, with T0 = {1200, 1600}, and φ0 = {0.8, 1, 1.2}.

val of a constant volume methane auto-ignition building simulation, target CO2 has

a small production rate relative to its’ peak rate near ignition. Despite the small

production rate, αCO2 = 1, because no states have previously been sampled. Reac-

tions strongly connected to CO2 may thus be added at this time, even though CO2
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formation is unimportant.

A well-posed dynamic target selection criterion, where reactions are added to

the reduced model only if they are affiliated with an active target, could mitigate

this problem. Unfortunately, with an on-the-fly building process, peak production

rates are not known a-priori, and it is difficult to identify a universally applicable

target selection based exclusively on species mass fractions. For instance, in Liang

et al. [97], species targets were ignored if the mass fraction was lower than 10−30. In

our example, CO2 has a mass fraction of 10−17 by the end of the first interval, so

reactions related to that target would still be added earlier than necessary. We also

attempted dynamic target selection using the relative important index (RII) method

proposed in Curtis et al. [96], but the RII method also employed a mass-fraction

target cutoff, where species targets were only selected if they had a mass fraction

above 10−30 in one example, and 10−8 in another. The RII method also provides

no way to automatically differentiate between desired and undesired targets (i.e., if

a methane oxidation mechanism is built, NOx species can be selected as targets).

Furthermore, while the RII method can generate more compact and accurate mech-

anisms compared to DRG-EP without any target scaling, we found that it does not

out-perform DRG-EP reduction with scaling, particularly if DRG-EP targets are

carefully selected.

Instead, if the end-user desires a mechanism built with target importance scaled

based on peak formation rates, we suggest the following approach. Using the build-

ing algorithm outlined in Chapter 2, build a reduced model, and store both the peak
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target formation rates and the un-scaled DRG-EP species and reaction coefficients

at each interval. At the end of the building simulation, re-evaluate reaction impor-

tance at every interval with scaling coefficients normalized by the stored peak target

formation rates. Remove any reactions with maximum scaling coefficients below the

threshold, and remove any reactions with truncated pathways induced by this reac-

tion removal step. We found that, by applying this secondary reaction removal stage,

the Built-5%, Built-1%, and Built-0.1% models contained at most 10 fewer reactions

than models created with a single building stage. This indicates that scaling based

on peak target formation rates does have an effect on the time at which reactions are

built, but that using a dynamically computed scaling coefficient where peak rates

are unknown at the beginning of a simulation does not significantly alter the final

size of reduced models.

In summary, despite using a limited set of reactions rather than the full detailed

mechanism to build the reduced models and a single reaction-centric building stage,

the building approach is able to create models comparable in size with models reduced

with a top-down algorithm, which utilizes multiple stages of both species and reaction

reduction. It is important to note that our goal is not to present a new algorithm

to generate an optimally reduced model, but rather to present a method where we

can add reactions on-the-fly to an existing reduced model, given a limited amount

of information regarding the detailed mechanism.
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2.7 Case Study: Adding NOx Chemistry to a Reduced CH4

Mechanism

The final application considered in this work is building nitrogen oxide (NOx) path-

ways onto the Built-5% reduced methane oxidation mechanism constructed in the

previous section. The list of potential detailed NOx reactions taken from GRI-MECH

3.0 [11].

As summarized in Yang et al. [98], there are four major classifications of NOx

formation pathways. The most dominant pathway, particularly at high temperatures

and near-stoichiometric conditions [99], is thermal NOx, described by the Zeldovich

mechanism [100, 101]. The Zeldovich mechanism contains the following reactions:

N +NO ↔ N2 +O (2.9)

N +O2 ↔ NO +O (2.10)

N +OH ↔ NO +H (2.11)

Thermal NOx pathways are initiated with oxygen radicals attacking nitrogen. To

break the triple bond in N2, reactions in these pathways are characterized by high

activation energies, which require high temperature conditions to progress.

Another NOx formation pathway is the prompt mechanism [102], in which

methylidyne radicals (CH), produced by hydrocarbon fuels at the flame front, re-
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act with N2. The primary initiation reaction in the prompt mechanism is:

CH +N2 ↔ HCN +N (2.12)

Because CH is produced from the degradation of hydrocarbon fuels, this pathway

becomes more dominant at fuel-rich conditions (φ > 1.5) or at low temperatures

where thermal NOx pathways cannot progress [103].

NOx can additionally form through minor pathways involving N2O, as postu-

lated by Wolfram et al. [104], and through fuel-bound nitrogen, although the latter

pathway is not relevant in the case of methane combustion.

In this work, we want to elucidate whether differences in NOx formation pathways

are captured with reactions selected in the building approach. To this end, we add

NOx pathways to the reduced methane oxidation mechanism to construct two re-

duced mechanisms: one generated by a simulation with a stoichiometric equivalence

ratio (φ = 1), and one generated by a simulation at fuel-rich conditions (φ = 2).

Otherwise, both cases are identical, run with constant volume configurations at at-

mospheric pressure and with initial temperature T0 = 1200K. The set of targets is

{NO,NO2}, and these species are automatically added to the core at the start of

the building process. The importance threshold is set to a large value: ε = 0.2, so

that only the most important NOx reactions are added. Approximately 30 intervals

are used for each simulation, and only a single building stage is employed.

At φ = 1, 12 reactions and 5 species are added to the 23-species, 49 reaction
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methane oxidation mechanism, ‘Built-5%’. Including the two target species, the

final model contains 30 species and 61 reactions. Final errors in NO and NO2 mass

fractions, compared to the detailed mechanism, are less than 0.01%, and integrated

errors for the same species are below 0.25%. At φ = 2, 18 reactions and 7 species

are added, resulting in a final reduced model with 32 species and 67 reactions. Final

errors for the target species mass fractions are on the order of 0.001%, and integrated

errors for NO and NO2 are 2.6% and 1.7%, respectively.

The size of each built methane/NOx mechanism, normalized by the number of

reactions in GRI-MECH 3.0, is plotted on the green solid curve as a function of

time in Figure 2.7. Reactions added over an interval are displayed in boxes, which

are connected to the end of the interval when the reactions are added. The model

built at stoichiometric conditions is shown in Figure 2.7a, and the model built at rich

conditions is shown in Figure 2.7b. In GRI-MECH, the NOx sub-mechanism contains

18 species and 108 reactions, so building at the reduced level for both equivalence

ratios does result in an appreciable reduction of the NOx sub-mechanism. While the

full list of reactions from GRI-MECH is provided to construct the edge models, only

reactions from the NOx sub-mechanism are identified as important in both cases.

In both cases, two thermal NOx reactions and one catalytic NO2 reaction (HO2+

NO ↔ NO2+OH), are added to initiate nitrogen decomposition and NOx formation

at the end of the first interval. It is interesting to note that if peak rates are used

to scale the target importance, all three thermal NOx reactions are added closer to

ignition, as NOx activity is considerable primarily at high temperatures.
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For the stoichiometric case, several additional N2O reactions are added as the

fuel decomposes and as temperature begins to rise. Near ignition, the OH radical

becomes abundant, causing the third thermal NOx reaction to be added. These

reactions are added at similar times for the φ = 2.0 case, however, the prompt NOx

formation pathway also becomes more dominant during ignition, resulting in multiple

reactions added involving CH and HCN . These results display the capability to

build reactions onto reduced models as they are needed, depending on the selected

targets and the conditions of interest.

2.8 Efficiency due to a Bottom-up Building Approach

Improvements in computational efficiency due to building a reduced mechanism from

the bottom up, as opposed to a top-down reduction approach, are more substantial

for detailed mechanisms with a significant number of redundant species and reac-

tions. To demonstrate savings in computational cost available from the building

algorithm, we construct reduced mechanisms for methane and n-heptane oxidation,

using detailed reaction lists taken from GRI-MECH 3.0 and the Lawrence Livermore

n-heptane mechanism, respectively. The n-heptane mechanism is selected to demon-

strate the ease of constructing reduced models for large mechanisms, as it contains

654 species, and 4544 reactions.

Models are again built using a single constant volume reactor simulation at

atmospheric pressure and stoichiometric conditions, and with initial temperature
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T = 1200K. Selected targets include the fuel, OH, CO2, and heat release. We also

demonstrate the effect of the selected threshold on the size of the core and test mod-

els by varying the reaction selection threshold ε from 0.001 to 0.1. The number

of reactions in the test and core models is displayed as a function of time for the

methane oxidation model in Figure 2.8a, and for the n-heptane model in Figure 2.8c.

The number of species in the test and core models is also displayed as a function of

time for the methane oxidation model in Figure 2.8b, and for the n-heptane model

in Figure 2.8d.

For the built n-heptane model, the number of species and reactions in the test

models remain between 20% and 65% of those in the detailed mechanism, depending

on the magnitude of the selected threshold. The majority of species and reactions are

added to both stoichiometric and rich models during the first interval, to accurately

capture the fuel breakdown. Because the detailed mechanism contains a large number

of redundant species and reactions, the full detailed mechanism is never analyzed,

even at the smallest threshold.

In contrast, the number of reactions in the test model for methane oxidation

varies between 50 and 80% of those in the detailed mechanism, and the number of

species varies between 75 and 85%. While many species and reactions are added

to both the test and core models in the first interval, a significant number are also

found to be important near ignition, near the end of the building simulation.

Considering the worst-case scenario, where the methane mechanism is constructed

with the incredibly small threshold ε = 0.001, the test model is still a fraction
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of the size of the detailed mechanism, resulting in substantial cost savings. As

we consider mechanisms with a larger fraction of redundant species, and increase

the threshold, the building simulation becomes even more efficient. For the cases

presented here, while the algorithm does re-initialize states to the beginning of an

interval whenever reactions are added, we find that reactions are often added in

groups near the beginning of a simulation and near ignition, and that intervals are

never re-evaluated more than three times. As a result, interval re-evaluation does

not cause a substantial increase in run-time compared to the cost savings gained by

considering a reduced description.
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(b) Built model constructed at rich conditions: φ = 2

Figure 2.7: Number of reactions, nR, of the built model (solid green line) as it is
constructed over time t, compared to the number of reactions in the starting model
(dashed black line). nR is normalized by the total number of reactions nRdet in
GRI-MECH 3.0, and t is normalized by the ignition delay time τig, computed with
the starting model describing methane oxidation, Built-5%. Reactions are displayed
in boxes connected to the time at which they are added to the built model, with
species new to the model highlighted in bold text. Models are built with constant
volume configurations at atmospheric pressure, T0 = 1200K, and P0 = 1bar. Targets
are NO and NO2, and the selection threshold is ε = 0.2.
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(a) Methane oxidation: the number of re-
actions contained in test (dashed lines) and
core (solid lines) models as a function of time,
for various user-defined thresholds ε.
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(c) n-heptane oxidation: the number of re-
actions contained in test (dashed lines) and
core (solid lines) models as a function of time,
for various user-defined thresholds ε.
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(d) n-heptane oxidation: the number of
species contained in test (dashed lines) and
core (solid lines) models as a function of time,
for various user-defined thresholds ε.

Figure 2.8: Size of models constructed over the course of a single constant volume
simulation, run with initial temperature T0 = 1200K, pressure P0 = 1bar, and
equivalence ratio φ0 = 1. The list of potential methane reactions are taken from [11],
and potential n-heptane reactions are taken from [12]. The number of species in each
model, nS, is normalized by the number of species in the corresponding detailed
mechanism, nSdet. The number of reactions in each model, nR, is normalized by
the number of reactions in the corresponding detailed mechanism, nRdet. Time t is
normalized by the ignition delay time τig, computed with the test model.
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CHAPTER 3

GENERATING LUMPED REACTIONS FOR MULTI-COMPONENT

HYDROCARBON FUEL DECOMPOSITION

Reduction techniques can often be categorized into skeletal reduction (e.g.,

species and reaction elimination), time-scale reduction, and lumping techniques [105].

Lumping, the focus of the following method, is especially attractive in the context of

high molecular weight hydrocarbon combustion, where a large number of isomers and

similar reaction pathways are typically found. A variety of lumping approaches have

been published in the literature, targeting the species and reactions in the detailed

kinetic mechanism in different ways:

• Species lumping aims at replacing a set of species by a small number of repre-

sentative variables, typically a single lumped species. This is done in practice

by applying a linear transformation to the set of equations governing the chem-

ical system, thereby reducing the number of transport equations necessary for

a given simulation [106]. While mathematical criteria have been devised to

formulate general and practical lumping transformations for a given chemical

system [107], the lumping transformation is often ad-hoc, decided based on

chemical considerations, for example by lumping together isomer species with

similar kinetic pathways [108–110], or grouping species based on their chemical

classes and functional groups [111].

• Lumping of reaction pathways, on the other hand, replaces a succession of el-

ementary steps with a single lumped reaction and has the potential to forego
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intermediate species altogether. Hydrocarbon, and especially aliphatic, fuel

combustion chemistry, is particularly well-suited for this approach: because

the fuel molecules undergo rapid oxidative pyrolysis at high temperature to

form low molecular weight fragments, the fuel decomposition chemistry can be

decoupled from small-species chemistry and lumped. This decoupling assump-

tion has been used extensively in literature [21, 109, 112–121], the cutoff sepa-

rating small radicals that govern the combustion dynamics from large species

with limited influence on global combustion characteristics often being set to

4 carbon atoms.

Lumping techniques have been used to reduce existing details kinetic mecha-

nisms, but also as a powerful tool to directly generate simplified reaction schemes.

For example, Ranzi et al. [122, 123] defined 9 types of primary propagation reac-

tions for a given fuel and 4 types of primary propagating radicals (alkyl, peroxy,

hydroperoxy-alkyl, and hydroperoxy-alkylperoxy). For each one, they postulated a

set of lumped reactions representing the breakdown of a fuel and large intermediates

to smaller fragments. The resulting lumped reactions were added to a core kinetic

mechanism for small hydrocarbon molecules. Recently, Wang et al. [124, 125] pro-

posed an approach that uses experimental data to define and calibrate small sets of

lumped reactions to describe the high-temperature decomposition of transportation

fuel mixtures. Again, those reactions were then appended onto a detailed C0−C4 ki-

netic mechanism, yielding chemical models of reasonable sizes, even for very complex

realistic fuels.
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A significant drawback to many of the lumping techniques described above is

the need for expert knowledge in defining the lumping transformation, selecting rate

constants, classifying reactions, or identifying the sub-mechanism containing the re-

actions or species to lump. In this work, we aim to address this issue in the context

of detailed kinetic mechanism reduction for high temperature combustion by devel-

oping an automated simulation-driven lumping strategy for fast fuel decomposition

reactions. A reference database of sample combustion simulations is analyzed to au-

tomatically generate and calibrate appropriate lumped reactions. The methodology

can describe the decomposition of both single and multi-component fuels: in the

latter case, the fuel components are replaced by a single lumped fuel species.

Section 3.1 contains an overview of the lumping procedure along with necessary

definitions and notations. Section 3.2 describes the steps to identify the fuel reac-

tion network to lump, Section 3.3 expands on data generation to evaluate lumped

reaction parameters, while Sections 3.4 to 3.7 go over the process of defining lumped

reaction parameters. Two case studies are demonstrated: one where fuel decompo-

sition reactions in a single component n-dodecane kinetic mechanism are lumped

in Section 3.9, and one where analogous reactions are lumped for a 2-component

n-dodecane/iso-octane surrogate in Section 3.10.
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3.1 Definitions and Notations

Fuel decomposition reactions in a detailed kinetic model describe the successive

breakdown of large molecules into small hydrocarbon fragments. At high tempera-

ture, fuel breakdown occurs rapidly and the corresponding kinetics have been found

to minimally impact the main combustion dynamics. Our objective is to replace

those breakdown reactions by a small set of automatically defined lumped reactions

that still provide an accurate prediction of small species mass fractions and combus-

tion dynamics.

To enable a clear understanding of the process, we introduce several notations.

We define Rd as the set of reactions in a high-temperature kinetic mechanism. Rd

is split into two subsets: a set of fuel decomposition reactions called Rf , with

cardinality nRf , and a set of all other core reactions Rc, such that:

Rc = Rd − Rf (3.1)

We split the set of all species in the detailed mechanism into three subsets: the set

of large hydrocarbon intermediates formed in the fuel decomposition process,

Sf , the set of all fuel species SF , and the set of core species, Sc.

To generate a lumped mechanism, we replace Rf with a set of lumped reactions,

which will be denoted R`, as shown in Figure 3.1. We assume lumped reactions in

this set take the form of either:

F→ ν1P1 + ν2P2 + ... (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of sub-models contained in detailed and lumped mechanisms.
Colored text serves to highlight the lumping strategy.

or

R + F→ ν1P1 + ν2P2 + ... (3.3)

where F is the lumped fuel molecule, R is a reactant, νi are stoichiometric coef-

ficients, and Pi are products. Both R and Pi are contained in Sc and represent

small species consumed and produced in fuel decomposition reactions, respectively.

Species in Sf are entirely removed in the lumped reactions, as they are assumed to

break down rapidly in conjunction with the fuel. Species in SF are combined into the

single lumped fuel species F . Lumped reactions take the form of H-abstraction re-

actions and uni-molecular fuel decomposition reactions because these reaction types

dominate over oxidation reactions in the high temperature cracking process [126].

In Equations 3.2 and 3.3, reactant stoichiometric coefficients are fixed at unity.

This is done for simplicity and in the interest of maintaining an elementary reaction

framework, and is possible because small fragment consumption rates generally do

not exceed aliphatic fuel consumption rates during the breakdown of fuels at high
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temperatures. It is also important to note that F is a single species which can

represent either a single component fuel or a multi-component fuel blend.

The steps to define lumped reactions are as follows: first, we identify the large

hydrocarbon cracking intermediates and reactions which will be replaced with the

lumped description. Then, we perform canonical simulations with the detailed mech-

anism to generate a reference database which is used to match the formation of small

core species from lumped reactions to detailed decomposition reactions. Finally, we

use information in the canonical simulations to define lumped reactions and reac-

tants R, products Pi, and product stoichiometric coefficients νi. A more detailed

walkthrough is contained in the following sections.

3.2 Lumping Algorithm

The first step in the lumping procedure is to systematically identify the reactions Rf

and species Sf which characterize the detailed fuel breakdown process as outlined in

Algorithm 1. Rf is defined as the set of all decomposition reactions in the detailed

mechanism. A detailed reaction is assigned to Rf if it contributes to the formation of

a product P without C−C bond reconfiguration at any point between the consump-

tion of fuel F and the formation of P . Sf is defined as the set of all intermediate

decomposition species directly produced by F which have nC > 4.

In a given reaction, a product P is considered to be directly formed by a reactant
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R if all the carbon atoms in P are donated by R without rearrangement or combi-

nation with carbon atoms from other reactants. This is determined using transition

state analysis described in [127], which detects the probability of carbon atoms in a

given reactant to transfer to carbon atoms in a given product through structural and

energy-based methods. Structural information for each species in the detailed mech-

anism is extracted from molefiles or from a species dictionary containing SMILES

formats [128].

Algorithm 1 Fuel decomposition reaction identification
1: Rf , Sf = {},{}
2: loop:
3: for reaction r ∈ Rd

4: for reactant R in r
5: if R ∈ Sf or R == F
6: add r to Rf

7: for product P in r
8: if R directly forms P and nC

P > 4
9: add P to Sf

10: if Sf and Rf unchanged from line 3
11: exit loop

3.3 Reference Data-Set

Lumped reactions are developed to minimize the difference between the formation of

core species from detailed fuel decomposition reactions and from lumped reactions,

with particular emphasis on minimizing differences in formation if species are impor-

tant to the core mechanism. In order to realize this goal, a reference data-set of
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N samples is generated by recording data over a series of canonical simulations run

with the detailed mechanism. Here, canonical simulations are run using 0D auto-

ignition configurations as recommended in Wang et al. because of the abundance

of data points at high temperature conditions due to the separation in timescales

between fuel decomposition and ignition [125]. Other configurations are valid, but

care should be taken that conditions of interest are well-represented in the data-set

(e.g., fuel decomposition in freely-propagating un-stretched flames is largely com-

pleted prior to the high temperature flame front, and thus this configuration cannot

provide high-temperature rate information for fuel decomposition reactions).

A recorded data-set entry consists of the following stored variables:

• t̄, a normalized time interval computed as:

t̄ =
∆t

te
(3.4)

where ∆t represents the chemical time-step between the current and the pre-

vious entry times of a given canonical simulation, and te denotes the end time

for which data is recorded in a given canonical simulation.

• T , the temperature,

• CSi
, the concentration C of a detailed species Si,

• Ċ−Si
, the consumption rate of a detailed species exclusively from fuel decompo-

sition reactions in the detailed mechanism, computed as:

Ċ−Si
=

nRd∑
j=1

δ
Rf

j ν
Rj

Si
ωj (3.5)
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where Rd is the number of reactions in the detailed mechanism, νR refers to

reactant stoichiometric coefficients, and ωj represents the reaction rate of the

jth fuel decomposition reaction. δRf

j is unity if the jth reaction is in Rf and is

otherwise 0,

• Ċ+
Si
, the production rate of a detailed species exclusively from fuel decomposi-

tion reactions in the detailed mechanism, computed as:

Ċ+
Si

=
nRd∑
j=1

δ
Rf

j ν
Pj

Si
ωj (3.6)

where νP refers to product stoichiometric coefficients, and

• δF , a term which represents the peak fuel consumption rate of a canonical

simulation. δF = 1 if the fuel consumption is at the maximum value for a given

canonical simulation and is otherwise 0.

The concentration and consumption rate of the fuel are specifically denoted by

CF and Ċ−F . In the case of a multi-component fuel surrogate, these values are taken

as the sum of contributions from each of the fuel components.

Data-set entries are recorded for the duration of the oxidative fuel pyrolysis pro-

cess in each reference simulation. Wang et al. [125] outlines the separation between

oxidative fuel pyrolysis and oxidation of small molecules, concluding that the two

processes can be separated temporally or spatially, and arbitrarily sets the cutoff be-

tween the two processes when the fuel is 95% decomposed in a shock tube study [125].

For our purposes, we define the decomposition process to occur while the fuel is driv-

ing the oxidative pyrolysis rather than subsequent intermediates, that is, when the
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rate of fuel consumption exceeds the rate of consumption of any other large hydro-

carbon. This definition ensures that H-abstraction lumped reaction rates, computed

jointly from fuel and core species consumption rates in Section 3.5, are correlated

with fuel consumption and are not artificially inflated when the fuel concentration

approaches zero.

3.4 Lumped Reactions and Reactants

In Section 3.1, we postulated that R` can contain two types of reactions: fuel de-

composition and H-abstraction. We assume the presence of a uni-molecular fuel

decomposition reaction to initiate fuel consumption. H-abstraction reactions with

reactants R and F are added to the set of lumped reactions if the consumption

of R ∈ Sc relative to the consumption of fuel F in cracking reactions exceeds a

user-defined cutoff α−: ∑
n∈N

(
t̄Ċ−R

)
n∑

n∈N

(
t̄Ċ−F

)
n

≥ α− (3.7)

where the t̄ weighting ensures consistent results regardless of simulation time-steps.

The set of identified lumped reactions R` is of cardinality nR + 1: a single fuel

decomposition reaction and nR H-abstraction reactions, each of which contains a

unique R. At high temperatures where the fuel breakdown is rapid, all selected R

are radicals which are consumed to a large degree in cracking reactions.
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3.5 Lumped Reaction Rate Coefficients

Lumped reaction rate coefficients k and the corresponding Arrhenius parameters A

and E are computed to minimize the difference between species consumption rates

in R` and in Rf . This minimization is realized by applying the standard law of

mass action to lumped reactant concentrations and consumption rates stored in the

reference data-set. The steps are as follows:

1. Bin entries in the reference data-set into a user-defined number of bins nb

based on the entry temperature. nb is specified so that each bin contains a

large number of samples. An average bin temperature Tb is then computed

from all temperature entries in a given bin.

2. For each bin and each lumped reaction, the rate coefficient is computed with a

weighted least squares fit over all binned entries with weights t̄ to yield k(Tb).

The weighting ensures consistent results regardless of the simulation time-steps.

H-abstraction rate coefficients kR are computed from reactant concentrations

and the consumption rate of reactant R:

Ċ−R = kR(Tb)CFCR (3.8)

and decomposition rate coefficients kF are computed from the fuel remaining

after consumption in abstraction reactions:

max

0, Ċ−F −
nRd∑
j=1

δRj Ċ
−
R

 = kF (Tb)CF (3.9)
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where δRj = 1 only if reaction j is a lumped reaction containing a selected

reactant R, else it is zero.

3. For each lumped reaction, k(Tb) and Tb are fit over b = 1, nb to yield the

Arrhenius pre-exponential factor A and activation energy E:

ln(A) = ln(k(Tb)) +
E

RcTb
(3.10)

Here, Rc is the ideal gas constant.

3.6 Lumped Reaction Products and Product Stoichiometric

Coefficients

To define the lumped reaction products Pi and corresponding product stoichiometric

coefficients νPi
, we impose several criteria: first, that each reaction must have a

balanced number of elements, second, that all stoichiometric coefficients must be non-

negative, and third, that the difference between the production rates of key fragments

in lumped reactions and in detailed fuel decomposition reactions is minimized for

species that are important to the core mechanism.

For lumped H-abstraction reactions with radical R, we automatically select RH

as a product to ensure elemental balance. Additional hydrocarbon products Pi are se-

lected from the set of core species if their production in Rf relative to the production

of other core species exceeds a user-defined cutoff α+:
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∑
n∈N

(
t̄δF Ċ

+
Pi

)
n

maxs∈Sc

(∑
n∈N

(
t̄δF Ċ+

s

)
n

) ≥ α+ (3.11)

The t̄δF weighting ensures that results are consistent regardless of simulation

time-steps. Furthermore, products are selected at peak rates of fuel consumption

as selected products can significantly influence the rate of fuel decomposition, and

that species associated with fuel decomposition are more important to include in the

lumped reactions than species associated with slower timescales.

The stoichiometric coefficient νPi
corresponding to a product Pi in each lumped

reaction is computed with a weighted least squares fit to minimize the difference

between all species production rates computed for lumped reactions and species

production rates in the detailed reference data-set. If lumped product Pi is also a

reactant in any of the lumped reactions, νPi
is computed by:

Ċ+
Pi

=
nRd∑
j=1

δ
Rf

j νPi,j
ωj (3.12)

where ωj is the reaction rate of the jth lumped reaction and is computed with Ar-

rhenius parameters defined in Section 3.5. Otherwise, νPi
is computed using the net

rate of species formation:

Ċ+
Pi
− Ċ−Pi

=
nRd∑
j=1

δ
Rf

j νPi,j
ωj (3.13)

A weighting factorW is applied to the least squares fits of Equations 3.12 and 3.13 to

weight any errors in the prediction of species production rates by the typical amount
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of the species present in the system. W is defined as:

W =
t̄

CPi,mean
(3.14)

where CPi,mean is the average concentration of a product Pi over all entries in the

reference data-set.

Least squares constraints are imposed to enforce an elemental balance for every

lumped reaction and to ensure that stoichiometric coefficients remain positive. These

constraints take the form of:

nRj∑
i=1

νRi,j
nE
Ri

=
nPj∑
i=1

νPi,j
nE
Pi

(3.15)

νPi,j
≥ 0 (3.16)

where nE represents the number of atoms of element E, and nRj and nPj represent

the number of reactants and products in a given lumped reaction j.

3.7 Lumped Reaction Parameter Optimization

As a final step in the lumping process, lumped reaction parameters are adjusted so

that the lumped mechanism matches detailed mechanism predictions of key com-

bustion phenomena. This step removes any inaccuracies induced by removing large

hydrocarbon intermediates or limiting the number of reactants and products in the

lumped description.
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Adjusted parameters include the pre-exponential factor A and lumped reaction

product stoichiometric coefficients νP . A and all νP for each lumped reaction are

combined to form a vector χ of cardinality nL, which is normalized to form the

vector of active parameters x [129]:

x = ln
(

χ

χ0

)
/ln(F) (3.17)

where χ0 is the nominal value of χ, F is the uncertainty span of χ. Normalization

results in a zero nominal value of x which can easily be bound between −1 and 1 to

constrain χ within the range of uncertainty.

The stated goal of optimization as it is presented here is to determine lumped

reaction parameters which minimize the difference between the predictions η(x) of

quantities such as ignition delay times or flame speeds computed with the lumped

mechanism, and target predictions of the same quantities ηdet evaluated with detailed

mechanism. The vector of optimal lumped reaction parameters x∗ is computed via

a solution mapping approach [129] to minimize the objective function Φ:

Φ(x∗) =

 nT∑
i=1

(
ηi(x)− ηdet

i

σiηdet
i

)2
 (3.18)

nT is the number of targets predictions to match and σ is a measure of target im-

portance.

Lumped mechanism predictions η(x) are computed with a second-order Taylor

expansion with respect to the active parameters, as:
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η(x) = a0 +
nL∑
i=1

aixi +
nL∑
i=1

nL∑
j≥i

aijxi (3.19)

where a0 is the nominal response of the lumped mechanism and coefficients ai and

aij are computed with a local sensitivity analysis, conducted by perturbing each data

element in x by a user-specified step α. More details on obtaining the coefficients

are available in [130].

If all stoichiometric coefficient terms in x were perturbed independently during

the computation of Taylor coefficients, elemental balances would not be maintained.

Thus, for each atom type in each lumped reaction, we select a constraining species

S to enforce an elemental balance. Stoichiometric coefficients of constraining species

are not included in x, and are updated with element balances.

For example, consider a lumped hydrocarbon reaction with 6 products. Two

constraining species are required: one to enforce C conservation, and one to enforce H

conservation. We adjust the pre-exponential rate coefficient A and the stoichiometric

coefficients of 4 of the products, but not the stoichiometric coefficients of the 2

constraining species. The vector of active parameters x will be of dimension (1 +

6 − 2) = 5. Changes to any of the 4 non-constraining stoichiometric coefficients νP

in x will require the stoichiometric coefficients of each constraining species νS to be

re-computed as:

νS =

 nR∑
i=1

νRi
nE
Ri
−

nP∑
i=1

νPi
nE
Pi

∣∣∣∣∣
Pi 6=S

 /nE
S (3.20)
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Bounds can be imposed on x to keep the stoichiometric coefficients associated

with active parameters positive. However, bounds cannot be directly imposed on the

stoichiometric coefficients of constraining species. To enforce bounds on constraining

species stoichiometric coefficients, Equation 3.20 is added as a nonlinear constraint

for each constraining species during optimization such that νS ≥ 0.

In the author’s knowledge, while optimization techniques have previously tuned

reaction rate parameters [129, 131] or stoichiometric coefficients with user-specified

products and manually derived constraints specific to the selected products [132], this

is the first published generalized formulation to automatically adjust both reaction

rates and stoichiometric coefficients.

3.8 Implementation Details

The lumping algorithm is implemented in Python 2.7 scripts which interface with

Perl mechanism generation tools, a Fortran/C++ structural pre-processor based

on the work of [127], and a Fortran code used to validate the lumped mechanism

and create the detailed data-set from which lumped reactions are derived and to

optimize rate parameters. The optimization code fragment was originally used in

[7], and was modified for this work to include nonlinear optimization terms and to

allow constrained optimization of both reaction rate pre-exponential coefficients and

product stoichiometric coefficients.
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Additional implementation details and a user-guide are available in Appendix A.

3.9 Case Study: n-Dodecane

To showcase the capabilities of the lumping methodology, we lump fuel decom-

position reactions in the high-temperature n-dodecane mechanism developed by

Narayanaswamy et al. [133]. The detailed mechanism contains 180 species and 1960

reactions, and has been validated against a large number of experimental measure-

ments.

The stated objective of the proposed lumping approach is to enable automatic

identification, within the detailed mechanism, of the reaction pathways associated

with high-temperature n-dodecane decomposition, and to replace them with a small

set of lumped reactions. The detailed reference data-set used to formulate and char-

acterize the lumped reactions is assembled from a series of constant volume auto-

ignition simulations at stoichiometric conditions, at initial temperatures T0 between

1100 and 1600 K and pressures P0 between 1 and 20 atm, hereafter called “reference

conditions”.

In this case study, we first assess the accuracy of the fast fuel decomposition

assumption used in the lumping method. Next, comparisons are made between the

detailed mechanism and the mechanism in which the fuel decomposition reactions are

replaced by lumped reactions, called the lumped mechanism, and the mechanism
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in which parameters in the lumped reactions are adjusted based on data from the de-

tailed mechanism, called the optimized mechanism. Available experimental data

are also used to validate the lumped and optimized mechanisms for a range of initial

conditions for both auto-ignition cases and freely propagating 1D flames. Finally, the

lumping methodology is integrated into a multi-stage reduction approach to evaluate

the computational performance of mechanisms generated with the lumping strategy

compared to alternate conventional reduction techniques.

3.9.1 Size Selection for Lumped Model

The choice of cutoff parameters α− and α+ to select the number of reactions and

products in lumped reactions (Sections 3.4 and 3.6) is expected to impact the overall

performance of the lumped mechanism. To assess the influence of cutoff parame-

ters on ignition delay times and species profiles, we vary both α+ and α− between

0.01 and 1. This yields an ensemble of lumped models containing between 1 (single

decomposition reaction) and 6 (one decomposition reaction and 5 H-abstraction re-

actions) lumped reactions, each reaction containing between 4 and 14 products on

average.

Each lumped mechanism containing each of the lumped models in place of fuel

decomposition reactions is then used to simulate a range of test auto-ignition con-

figurations with the initial conditions used to generate the reference data-set. To

facilitate analysis, we compute an aggregate error measure for ignition delay time
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and species mass fraction profiles over all simulated configurations with Fast Dy-

namic Time Warping (DTW) [134] as implemented in Python’s fastdtw package.

Instead of comparing individual values of ignition delay time or species mass frac-

tions at a given instant, DTW compares data from curves generated by detailed and

lumped mechanisms (ignition delay times over a range of T0 at select P0, or species

concentrations as function of time at a given P0 and T0), and returns a single value

representing the overall similarity between the curves. The similarity measure is the

minimum Euclidean distance between matched points in the two sequences, where

each point in each curve is matched with at least one point in the other curve. This

approach categorizes curves as similar if they have similar shapes, even if there is a

small temporal offset. The computed minimum distances for each set of curves are

averaged over all desired initial conditions for an aggregate measure of error in igni-

tion delay times, and over all desired initial conditions and species for an aggregate

measure of error in species profiles. Time, the dependent variable for species curves,

is normalized by the ignition delay so that species errors are completely decoupled

from ignition delay errors.

Figures 3.2a and 3.2b show the DTW errors for every lumped mechanism. In these

figures, the magnitude of the DTW errors for ignition delay and species profiles are

represented by the marker color for every combination of (nR` , nP ). For an easier

understanding, α− and α+ are presented as the corresponding number of selected

lumped reactions nR` and products nP , and all DTW error values are normalized by

the maximum error value found over all (nR` , nP ) combinations.
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(a) Normalized ignition delay DTW errors
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(b) Normalized species profile DTW errors

Figure 3.2: All DTW errors are normalized and averaged over the range of test
conditions. Errors are plotted as a function of the number of lumped reactions and
the average number of products per lumped reaction.

It is clear from Figure 3.2a that the smallest DTW errors for ignition delay time

predictions are found for lumped models containing more than 1 reaction, as a single

decomposition reaction is not able to predict proper ignitions at all desired conditions.

However, we find that the number of products has a more significant impact on both

error measures in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b, as large gradients in DTW errors are found

along the horizontal axis as the number of products is varied. If too few products are

selected, both ignition and species errors rise drastically, as the products are not fully

able to describe the combustion process. On the other hand, if too many products

are selected, DTW errors rise slightly as species with small production rates can be

over-produced early in the combustion process due to conservation of mass from the

removed large cracking intermediates.

For this case study, we want to select the lumped mechanism with the smallest
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ignition and species DTW errors. From Figures 3.2a and 3.2b, we identify lumped

models with more than 2 lumped reactions and between 6 and 8 products as having

the lowest DTW errors. In order of selection, reactants are n-Dodecane, H, OH,

CH3, O, and HO2, and products are H2, C2H4, P-C4H9, N-C3H7, C3H6, C2H5, P-

C4H8, and A-C3H5. We ultimately select a lumped model which contains 6 lumped

reactions and 7.5 products per reaction on average, corresponding to cut-off values

α− = 0.02 and α+ = 0.2. This model was found to have the smallest DTW errors over

all desired conditions, with lower errors in auto-ignition predictions at temperatures

below 1250K compared to models with fewer reactions because HO2 consumption

was found to be increasingly important at temperatures approaching the negative

temperature coefficient (NTC) region.

Fits to obtain lumped reaction Arrhenius rate parameters for the selected 6-

reaction model are relatively accurate, as shown in Figure 3.3. In this figure, reaction

rates computed with the law of mass action from concentrations and consumption

rates in the reference data-set are compared to lumped reaction rate curves generated

using the Arrhenius parameters from the 2-parameter Arrhenius fit. Similar fits are

used to obtain all lumped reaction rates and stoichiometric coefficients using data

in the reference data-set. Lumped reaction parameters determined directly from fits

are found in the supplemental material.

The final lumped mechanism which contains the 6 lumped reaction model consists

of 156 species and 1794 reactions. Compared to the detailed mechanism, the number

of species needed to describe the fuel decomposition process is reduced from 27 to 1
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Figure 3.3: Lumped reaction rates computed with the law of mass action applied
to binned data from the reference data-set (markers), compared to lumped reaction
rates computed with Arrhenius parameters obtained from 2-parameter fit (lines)

(n-dodecane), and the number of reactions from 176 to 6. Parameters for the lumped

reactions can be found in the Appendix, Table C.1.

3.9.2 Optimization

Lumped reaction rates and product stoichiometric coefficients are adjusted to mini-

mize the difference in ignition delay time predictions and species profiles generated

by the lumped and detailed mechanisms. Optimization is performed for stoichiomet-

ric 0D constant volume auto-ignition cases at 9 initial conditions: T0 = 1100, 1300,

and 1600K at P0 = 1, 5, and 20 atm, selected to span the reference conditions used

to generate the lumped reactions.
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Ignition delays and integrated concentrations of lumped reactants and products

are selected as the desired targets η. Ignition delays are designated as the most

important targets by assigning σ = 0.05, while integrated species concentration

targets are assigned σ = 1. All elements in the uncertainty span vector F are set to

2.0, similar to values used in earlier studies [129, 130]. A step-size α = 0.5 is used

to generate the response surface coefficients. Optimization is performed using the

global derivative-free method ISRES available in the open-source library nLopt [135]

to minimize Φ(x). The ISRES solver is selected as it handles bounds on active

parameters and nonlinear inequality constraints for constraining species.

The final set of optimized reactions are shown in Table 3.1. Arrhenius parameters

are rounded to 2 significant figures, and stoichiometric coefficients are rounded to

4 significant figures except where more precision is needed for elemental balances.

Products with stoichiometric coefficients smaller than 10−4 are removed from the

lumped reactions. Optimization adjusts lumped reaction rates and product stoichio-

metric coefficients on average by 55%, with the largest changes attributed to the

constraining species which enforce elemental balances. H2 is selected as the H con-

straining species, p-C4H8 is selected as the C constraining species, and RH is selected

as the O constraining species in reactions where radical R contains an oxygen atom.

The lumped mechanism containing lumped reactions with optimized parameters

is hereafter referred to as the optimized mechanism, and is available in the supple-

mental material. The optimized mechanism is compared to the lumped mechanism

and validated with the detailed mechanism and experimental data in the following
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Reaction A E
n-C12H26 + H → 0.7176 C3H6 + 0.5806 H2 + 2.23995 C2H4 + 0.4843 C2H5 3.60× 1015 41.85+ 0.3353 p-C4H9 + 1.0191 n-C3H7

n-C12H26 + O → OH + 0.0956 n-C3H7 + 0.03655 C2H4 + 0.6733 p-C4H9 4.46× 1015 37.43+ 0.2303 C3H6 + 0.10305 H2 + 2.0515 p-C4H8 + 0.025 C2H5

n-C12H26 + OH → H2O + 0.0263 H2 + 1.3863 C2H4 + 0.2455 C2H5 + 1.5908 C3H6 1.90× 1014 17.19+ 0.1632 n-C3H7 + 0.3299 p-C4H8 + 0.5387 p-C4H9

n-C12H26 + CH3 → 1.2021 CH4 + 0.2187 p-C4H9 + 0.1939 n-C3H7 + 0.1832 C2H5 8.79× 1013 62.74+ 0.5107 C2H4 + 1.7452 C3H6 + 0.9295 p-C4H8

n-C12H26 + HO2 → H2O2 + 1.5628 p-C4H8 + 0.2912 n-C3H7 + 0.5537 p-C4H9 1.74× 1015 96.38+ 0.1033 C2H5 + 0.31835 C2H4 + 0.6057 C3H6 + 0.0259 H2

n-C12H26 → 1.2912 C3H6 + 0.0367 n-C3H7 + 0.014 C2H5 + 0.38055 C2H4 4.40× 1016 330.90+ 0.1226 p-C4H8 + 1.6842 p-C4H9 + 0.13255 H2

Table 3.1: Reactions in the optimized model. Arrhenius parameters are in cm, s,
mol, K, and kJ.

sections.

3.9.3 Assessment of Underlying Assumptions

The quality of the lumped models depend on the accuracy of the fast fuel crack-

ing assumption and the idea that the oxidation of small species governs combustion

phenomena. This assumption allows fuel decomposition reactions in a detailed mech-

anism to be decoupled from the chemistry in the core sub-mechanism and simplified

into a set of lumped reactions. We further assume that because the details of large

hydrocarbon evolution are of relative unimportance to key combustion phenomena,

the lumped description can contain only the fuel and core species, and the formation

of large hydrocarbon intermediates can be neglected. The lumped fuel decomposition

reactions proposed in [125] also produce small species directly from the fuel, but the
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influence of neglecting large hydrocarbon intermediates is unclear because the model

is derived from experimental data. We therefore dedicate a portion of this section to

examining the difference between species profiles in the detailed and lumped mech-

anisms. We expect that as the fuel decomposes, mass that would be contained in

large intermediates is instead stored in lumped products. If this mass is accounted

for, species evolution in the detailed and lumped models should be identical. A

final key assessment of the lumping strategy is to examine the formation rates of

core species as computed by the different mechanisms. Lumped reaction parameters

are developed on the basis of predicting core species formation rates from detailed

simulations in the reference data-set, and the ability of the lumped and optimized

mechanisms to predict these values is a measure of the model fidelity.

To determine the accuracy of the fast fuel cracking assumption, we employ a

brute-force sensitivity analysis to determine which reactions control auto-ignition in

the detailed, lumped, and optimized mechanisms. Results of the sensitivity anal-

ysis are shown in Figure 3.4 for a constant-volume auto-ignition case with initial

conditions φ0 = 1, T0 = 1400 K, and P0 = 5 atm. Positive sensitivities denote

reactions which promote ignition, and negative sensitivities denote reactions which

inhibit ignition.

Reactions in the detailed model with the greatest influence on autoignition delay

time are indeed contained within the set of core reactions, which supports the fast fuel

cracking hypothesis and agrees with previous findings in Gao et al. [136]. Sensitivity

coefficients of the most influential reactions are very similar for the detailed, lumped,
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and optimized mechanisms, indicating that lumping does not significantly alter core

mechanism kinetics.

-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2

HO2 + OH => H2O + O2

A-C3H5 + HO2 => C3H6 + O2

C3H6 + OH => A-C3H5 + H2O

CH3 + HO2 => CH4 + O2

C2H3 + O2 => CH2CHO + O

CH3 + HO2 => CH3O + OH

C2H4 + OH => C2H3 + H2O

A-C3H5 + HO2 => C3H5O + OH

A-C3H5 + H => C3H6

H + O2 => O + OH

Optimized

Lumped

Detailed

Figure 3.4: Sensitivity coefficients of top 10 reactions controlling auto-ignition delay
times for the detailed mechanism, compared to same reactions in the lumped and
optimized mechanisms with initial conditions φ = 1.0, T = 1400 K, and p = 5 atm.
Reaction sensitivity coefficients are computed by adjusting reaction rates by a factor
of 2.0.

Because large hydrocarbon intermediates Sf in the detailed mechanism are ne-

glected in the lumped description, conservation of mass causes an over-prediction

of lumped reaction products Sp in simulations using a lumped description. Ideally,

species profiles generated by the lumped and detailed mechanisms would be identi-

cal except for this difference in mass location. To investigate whether the optimized
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model adheres to this ideal scenario, we compare the evolution of mass fractions Y

over time of species from detailed and optimized simulations in Figure 3.5. The fuel

difference curve represents the difference between fuel mass fractions between the two

simulations, and the Sf − Sp curve depicts the sum of the differences in core species

mass fractions for detailed and optimized simulations, minus the additional mass that

will be present in core species for the optimized simulation due to the removed crack-

ing intermediates. The dependent axis is re-scaled by the auto-ignition delay time

so that mass fractions can be compared at similar points in the combustion process.

Mass fraction differences depicted in the figure are normalized by the initial mass

fraction of fuel so that errors are displayed as a percentage of the total hydrocarbon

mass in the system. Differences between the lumped and detailed mechanisms are

found to remain under 8% of the initial fuel mass fraction, indicating that the lumped

reactions represent the detailed fuel cracking process reasonably well. Initially, these

differences can be attributed to a slightly elevated rate of fuel consumption in the

optimized mechanism compared to the detailed mechanism. After 0.3τig, discrepan-

cies are due to increased mass in Sp for the optimized simulation, compared to the

detailed simulation which contains a large network of fuel decomposition reactions

and distributes mass among species not selected as lumped products.

Core species net formation rates due to fuel decomposition reactions are computed

with the lumped and optimized mechanisms, and are compared to formation rates of

the same species computed with the detailed mechanisms in Figure 3.6 to evaluate

the quality of the lumped parameter computation. Net formation rates Cnet,s of a

core species s are computed for simulations run at reference conditions with each of
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Figure 3.5: Percent difference in mass fraction profiles for the fuel F , large hydrocar-
bon intermediates in Sf and lumped reaction products in Sp for a constant volume
auto-ignition case with initial conditions φ = 1.0, p = 5 atm, and T = 1400 K,
comparing the optimized mechanism to the detailed mechanism. Values are taken
as a percentage of the initial mass fraction of fuel in the system.

the mechanisms as:

Cnet,s =
∑
n∈N

(
Ċ+

s − Ċ−s
)
n

∆tn (3.21)

where production and consumption rates Ċ+ and Ċ− computed for a time-step

∆t are sampled over N entries for each simulation. Data points in Figure 3.6 are

colored by the species formation in the detailed fuel decomposition reactions relative

to species formation in the core mechanism: dark points represent species consumed

or produced exclusively in detailed fuel decomposition reactions, and lighter points
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represent species with low rates of formation in the lumped reactions compared to

the core reactions. The lumped and optimized mechanisms are found to represent the

formation rates of the detailed mechanism well for some species, but over-predict the

rates of formation for others. Outlying rates of formation correspond to C2H4, C3H6,

and p-C4H8. These species have large concentrations compared to other lumped

products in the reference database and as such are weighted as acceptable to over-

predict in the lumped product stoichiometric coefficients fitting step, as mass from

the removed cracking intermediates must be stored somewhere in the lumped prod-

ucts. Optimization serves to improve detailed formation rate predictions, with data

points slightly closer to the y = x line in Figure 3.6b compared to Figure 3.6a.

This indicates that computing lumped reaction parameters based on species forma-

tion rates is reasonable, because improved predictions of species formation rates are

correlated with reduced errors in ignition delay time and species evolution.

3.9.4 Lumped Mechanism Validation and Discussion

Auto-ignition delay times of the lumped mechanisms are evaluated at conditions for

which experimental data are available and at conditions used to generate the detailed

reference data-set. Both optimized and lumped mechanisms predict the ignition

delay of n-dodecane-air mixtures well at P = 2.2 atm and 15 atm for a range of

temperatures as shown in Figure 3.7, with experimental data taken from Davidson

et al. [13] and Vasu et al. [14]. For stoichiometric isochor auto-ignition simulations

run at reference conditions, the maximum error in ignition time for the optimized
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Figure 3.6: Core species formation from lumped and optimized reactions compared
to core species formation in detailed fuel decomposition reactions. Data points are
taken from simulations used to create the reference data-set and are colored by
relative magnitude of species formation in the detailed fuel decomposition reactions
compared to species production in core reactions.

mechanism compared to the detailed mechanisms is 17%, with a 6% average error.

The maximum ignition delay error for the lumped mechanism over the same range

of cases is 43%, and the average error is 28%. Similar error levels were observed for

lumped reactions generated at lean (φ = 0.5) and rich (φ = 1.5) conditions.

Laminar flame speeds of 1D freely propagating un-stretched flames computed

with the optimized mechanism also compare favorably with the detailed mechanism

and experimental results, as shown in Figure 3.8 for n-dodecane-air mixtures at p = 1

atm and unburnt flame temperatures Tu = 400K and 470K. At these conditions,

all laminar flame speeds computed with the optimized mechanism are under 3%

error compared to flame speeds computed with the detailed mechanism, with a 0.5%

average error. Maximum and average flame speed errors for the lumped mechanism
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Figure 3.7: Constant volume ignition delays for detailed (solid lines), lumped (dotted
lines) and optimized (dashed lines) mechanisms at high temperatures. Shock tube
experiments (symbols) are by Davidson et al. [13] at P = 2.2 atm for n-dodecane in
Argon at X=400ppm and φ = 1.0, and by Vasu et al. [14] at P=15atm for n-dodecane
in Argon at X=1000ppm and φ = 0.5 with an uncertainty of 10%. Ignition delays
are defined as the time to reach the half-peak of OH.

respectively are 5.7% and 3.7%. Flame speed errors for both lumped and optimized

mechanisms are smaller than the experimental uncertainty, and are also notably

smaller than differences between detailed simulations and experimental predictions.

While the lumped mechanism matches experimental flame speeds better than the

optimized mechanism, both mechanisms were ultimately generated from the detailed

mechanism, and so the detailed mechanism is considered to be the benchmark.

Mole fractions of species present in large quantities are shown for a 0D isochor

auto-ignition case in Figure 3.9 to assess predictions of time-dependent quantities
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of n-dodecane/air laminar flame speeds predicted using the
detailed (solid lines), lumped (dotted lines), and optimized (dashed lines) mecha-
nisms at the conditions corresponding to the experimental data (symbols): p = 1
atm and Tu = 400K (red, [15]), and p = 1 atm and Tu = 470K (black, [16])

for the optimized and detailed mechanisms. The configuration and initial conditions

are chosen to be representative of simulations used to generate the reference data-

set. Species mole fractions generated with the detailed mechanism are generally

well-captured by the optimized mechanism, particularly considering the errors in

detailed simulation concentrations of H2O, n-C12H26, C2H4, OH, and CO2 compared

to experimental results in [133]. As discussed in Section 3.9.3, species in Sf are

removed in the lumped description which will result in a slight over-prediction of

lumped products due to conservation of mass. This over-prediction is obvious for

C3H6, and to a lesser extent for C2H4 and p-C4H8. As expected from previous
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analyses of high temperature n-dodecane decomposition [137], C2H4 is the most

dominant species produced in cracking reactions. CH4, a species assumed to be a fuel

decomposition product in [137] and [124], is not selected as a lumped reaction product

due to a low rate of formation in Rf . Nevertheless, CH4 is predicted accurately in

lumped simulations because it is primarily produced in core reactions.

A final validation case for speciation data of non-oxidative n-dodecane pyrolysis

in a plug flow can be found in Appendix C. This data is not included in the present

analysis as the stated objective is to emulate fast oxidative pyrolysis which can be

decoupled from small species oxidation, and pure pyrolysis is outside the range of

conditions used to generate and optimize this mechanism. Even though pyrolysis

conditions are not used in generating the data-set, the errors between species yields

and fuel decomposition rates for the lumped and detailed mechanisms for a plug flow

pyrolysis case are smaller than errors between the detailed mechanism and experi-

mental predictions.

These validation tests demonstrate that the optimized mechanism is slightly

preferable to the lumped mechanism, and that the optimized mechanism predicts

global measures such as flame speeds and ignition delays well compared to the de-

tailed mechanism. Errors in lumped and optimized simulations compared to detailed

simulations are smaller than errors between detailed simulations and experimental

results, and are for the most part within experimental uncertainty.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of select species profiles obtained using the detailed (solid
line) and optimized (dashed line) mechanisms for a constant volume auto-ignition
case with initial conditions φ = 1.0, p = 5 atm, and T = 1400 K.

3.9.5 Multi-Stage Reduction Strategy

We now integrate the lumping strategy into a more comprehensive reduction pro-

cedure. To do so, the detailed and optimized mechanisms are each reduced us-

ing the DRG-EP technique [81] until a maximum auto-ignition delay error of

20% is reached for the previously outlined reference conditions, using targets

{n-Dodecane, CO, OH, Heat Release}. We compare the detailed mechanism, the

optimized mechanism, and both mechanisms after being reduced by DRG-EP, called

the reduced-detailed and reduced-optimized mechanisms, respectively.
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Mechanism sizes can be found in Table 3.2, with timing data taken for 0D auto-

ignition simulations at φ0 = 1, P0 = 5 atm, and T0 = 1400 K, run to 0.1ms. Both the

optimized and optimized-reduced mechanisms are smaller and more computationally

efficient than their detailed counterparts. This increase in efficiency can be attributed

both to the reduced dimensionality from removing species and reactions with the

lumping procedure and to reduced stiffness in the optimized model as a result of

simplifying the fast timescales associated with large hydrocarbon intermediates.

Mechanism nS Relative nS Relative run-time
Detailed 180 100% 100%
Optimized 156 86.7% 87%
Reduced detailed 66 36.7% 4.2%
Reduced optimized 51 28.3% 2.0%

Table 3.2: A comparison of mechanisms with and without the optimized (lumped)
model to describe fuel decomposition, before and after reduction with DRG-EP. The
relative number of species and the relative simulation run-times are evaluated in
comparison to the detailed mechanism.

3.9.6 Order of Lumping and Reduction

An important aspect to investigate is whether there is any benefit to reducing the

detailed mechanism before lumping fuel decomposition reactions. To facilitate anal-

ysis, we introduce a shorthand notation M to represent different mechanisms. A

subscript R refers to a mechanism reduced by DRG-EP, a subscript L refers to a

mechanism with fuel decomposition reactions replaced by lumped reactions, and a

subscript O refers to a mechanism with optimized reactions. Subscripts will be writ-
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ten from left to right with arrows denoting the order that the reduction, lumping,

or optimization was applied. Following this convention, the lumped mechanism will

be referred to as ML, and the optimized mechanism will be referred to as ML→O,

as reactions were first lumped and then optimized.

To investigate the order of lumping and reduction, the detailed mechanism is re-

duced with DRG-EP until a 1% maximum error in auto-ignition delay error is reached

over reference conditions, using the same targets as in Section 3.9.5. This mecha-

nism, called MR, contains 85 species and 626 reactions. The fuel decomposition

network in MR contains 14 species and 153 reactions, as the reduction step elimi-

nated 12 species and 17 reactions in the detailed fuel decomposition network. Fuel

decomposition reactions inMR are replaced with a set of lumped reactions to yield

MR→L, and lumped reactions are optimized to yieldMR→L→O. Lumped reactions

in MR→L are generated with the set of reference conditions and cutoffs α+ = 0.02

and α− = 0.2 used previously to generate lumped reactions in ML. Lumped re-

actants and products are the same in MR→L as in ML. Arrhenius parameters are

also within 1% of each other. However, stoichiometric coefficients have values which

are, on average, 71% different from those in the original lumped reactions. This

difference is attributed to the many local minima in the least-squares computation

of product stoichiometric coefficients, so that even slight changes in production rates

and Arrhenius parameters proliferate into large variations in stoichiometric coeffi-

cients. Auto-ignition delay errors usingMR→L andML are evaluated with respect

to the detailed mechanism. The average error in ignition delay time usingMR→L for

simulations at reference initial conditions is 34%, 28% usingML. The average and
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maximum errors for the same auto-ignition simulations usingMR→L→O are 6.6% and

17%, almost identical to the 6% and 17% errors usingML→O. Plots of these errors

can be found in Appendix C, along with lumped and optimized reaction parameters

forMR→L andMR→L→O.

The initial stage of reduction speeds up the lumping and optimization processes

considerably. For instance, computing a target to optimize the lumped model in

MR→L takes 5.9% of the time to compute the same target using ML. Given the

decreased time to generate the lumped and optimized models starting with a reduced

detailed mechanism and the minor differences between predictions computed with

MR→L→O andML→O, we recommend reducing the mechanism before lumping the

fuel decomposition reactions, or using pre-built reduced component library modules

generated the algorithm introduced in Chapter 2.

3.10 Case study: 2-Component Surrogate Fuel

The lumping methodology is now applied to lump fuel decomposition reactions of

a n-Dodecane and i -Octane (50/50 mol%) surrogate. These species were chosen

because they are frequently used components of hydrocarbon surrogate fuels. The

detailed mechanism is created with a mix-and-match mechanism generator presented

in Narayanaswamy et al. by combining a high-temperature i -Octane sub-mechanism,

high-temperature n-Dodecane sub-mechanism, and the base mechanism containing

C0-C5 species and aromatics, taken from a pre-constructed Component Library [64].
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All mechanisms contained in this component library have already been reduced to a

skeletal level, and are said to contain only necessary kinetics. The combined detailed

mechanism contains 189 species and 1996 reactions.

Reaction A E
SUR + H → 0.4838 CH3 + 0.61475 H2 + 1.8238 C2H4 + 0.1851 p-C4H9 + 0.0758 p-C4H8 3.20× 1015 44.30+ 0.2641 C2H5 + 0.2015 C3H6 + 0.5073 n-C3H7 + 0.2124 i -C4H8 + 0.3302 t-C4H9

SUR + O → OH + 0.2072 CH3 + 0.00225 H2 + 5e-4 C2H4 + 0.1665 p-C4H9 + 0.4192 p-C4H8 2.46× 1015 38.37+ 0.1279 C2H5 + 1.0881 C3H6 + 0.1055 n-C3H7 + 0.5147 i -C4H8 + 0.3884 t-C4H9

SUR + OH → H2O + 0.193 CH3 + 0.0278 H2 + 0.0246 C2H4 + 0.2284 p-C4H9 + 0.1945 p-C4H8 1.10× 1014 18.53+ 0.0795 C2H5 + 1.013 C3H6 + 0.0594 n-C3H7 + 0.7884 i -C4H8 + 0.3841 t-C4H9

SUR + CH3 → 0.5407 CH4 + 9.7e-3 CH3 + 0.17405 H2 + 0.5483 C2H4 + 0.2497 p-C4H9 + 0.384 p-C4H8 2.71× 1014 79.72+ 1.0473 C2H5 + 0.6992 C3H6 + 0.2636 n-C3H7 + 0.4586 i -C4H8 + 2e-4 t-C4H9

SUR + HO2 → H2O2 + 0.1411 H2 + 0.3997 C2H4 + 4.3e-3 p-C4H9 + 0.4839 p-C4H8 2.87× 1015 107.32+ 0.3958 C2H5 + 0.4146 C3H6 + 0.3172 n-C3H7 + 1.0647 i -C4H8 + 5e-4 t-C4H9

SUR → 0.1177 CH3 + 0.2028 H2 + 0.0523 C2H4 + 0.4528 p-C4H9 + 0.1394 p-C4H8 1.72× 1016 310.82+ 0.3762 C3H6 + 0.2592 C2H5 + 0.1413 n-C3H7 + 0.7111 i -C4H8 + 0.6234 t-C4H9

Table 3.3: Reactions in the optimized surrogate model. Arrhenius parameters are in
cm, s, mol, K, and kJ.

The reference data-set is again generated with stoichiometric 0D isochor auto-

ignition simulations, at initial temperatures between 1100 and 1600 K and pressures

between 1 and 20 atm. Selected cutoffs α− = 0.02 and α+ = 0.1 yield 6 lumped

reactions with 10.2 products per reaction on average. Lumped reaction parameters

for this case are presented in Appendix C. Lumping reduces the detailed mecha-

nism by 31 species and 246 reactions, and results in a 158 species, 1750 reactions

lumped mechanism. Optimization is performed with the same targets as in Sec-

tion 3.9.2. Parameters for the optimized reactions are shown in Table 3.3, with

the n-dodecane/i -octane fuel surrogate denoted by a single “SUR” species. Lumped

model products include species formed by both pure i -octane and n-dodecane. The

mixing rules used to compute the thermochemical and transportation parameters of

the surrogate blend are presented in Appendix B, and final values of these parameters
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can be found in Appendix C.

3.10.1 Surrogate Lumped Mechanism Validation

Compared to the detailed mechanism at conditions used to generate the lumped

reactions, the maximum ignition delay error for the lumped mechanism is 38%, and

the average ignition delay error is 19%. After optimization, the maximum ignition

delay error is 13.8%, and the average is 6.9%.

Validation of laminar flame speeds for the surrogate mechanism comparing the

lumped, optimized, and detailed models can be found in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of laminar flame speeds for the surrogate (50% n-dodecane
/ 50% i-octane) in air, predicted using the detailed (solid lines), lumped (dotted
lines), and optimized (dashed lines) mechanisms at p = 1 atm and Tu = 400K (red),
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If equivalence ratios are varied to represent lean and rich mixtures beyond the
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conditions used to derive the lumped scheme, ignition delay curves for the lumped

and optimized mechanisms are still found to match the predictions generated by the

detailed mechanism, as shown in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Ignition delays of 0D isochor cases for n-Dodecane/i -Octane surrogate
at varied equivalence ratios and initial temperatures and pressure conditions used
to generate reference data-set. Solid lines are detailed mechanism, dotted lines are
lumped mechanism and dashed lines are optimized mechanism.
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Additional validation cases can be found in Appendix C. As in the previous case

study, lumped and optimized models perform well for all tested metrics.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATIONS

In Chapters 2 and 3, two algorithms were presented to facilitate the automatic

generation of reduced-order models for multi-component fuels: the first one to effi-

ciently construct a reduced model for any fuel component or blend of fuel components,

and the second one to combine single- or multi-component fuel decomposition reac-

tions into a limited number of lumped reactions. In this chapter, several applications

of these two methods are discussed.

In the first application, reduced-order models for a n-dodecane/iso-octane mix-

ture are constructed with the algorithm presented in Chapter 2, using various canoni-

cal problems commonly selected by the reduction community to sample compositions

and inform kinetic mechanism reduction. A subsequent analysis of reduced-order

model contents provides insight regarding configurations useful for constructing a

model relevant to complex combustion configurations.

In the second application, a compact reduced-order model is generated for a multi-

component jet fuel surrogate. Starting from a kinetic mechanism constructed with

the component library approach, multi-component fuel decomposition chemistry is

replaced with a compact lumped model, using the algorithm described in Chapter 3.

Subsequent stages of reduction including DRGEP, sensitivity analysis, and applica-

tion of the quasi steady-state approximation bring the model to a tractable size for

use in realistic applications.
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4.1 Assessing the Influence of the Canonical Problem used to

Derive Reduced-Order Models

A commonly accepted protocol for generating reduced models is to select a canoni-

cal problem, sample the evolution of chemical states while numerically solving that

problem, inform model reduction with the sampled information, and validate the

behavior of the reduced model in the target problem against results obtained from

experiments or computed with a detailed kinetic description. Sometimes, validation

is extended to canonical problems not used to inform reduction, but that is not

always the case.

Canonical configurations often used to inform mechanism reduction include zero-

dimensional (0D) cases such as perfectly-stirred reactors (PSR), which can provide

information regarding flame extinction and steady-state characteristics, and homo-

geneous reactors, where gases evolve in time from unburnt to burnt, which can pro-

vide insight into chemistry important for ignition. These configurations are perhaps

the most common ones employed in reduced kinetic mechanism generation, as 0D

problems are relatively fast and straightforward to compute [138]. Once a reduced

model is accurate for 0D target problems, its predictive performance is then typ-

ically assessed for more computationally demanding problems. These can include

one-dimensional (1D) cases such as unstretched freely-propagating, counter-flow, or

burner-stabilized flames, where the chemical trajectories evolve in space [139]. If a

reduced model can successfully predict desired features for 1D configurations, where
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a range of compositions are probed and both convective and diffusive transport are

considered in the governing equations, the model is typically assumed to be adequate

for application in turbulent combustion problems [140].

The goal of the work here is to investigate this assumption as we construct

reduced-order models for a multi-component n-dodecane/iso-octane mixture, rel-

evant for turbulent combustion conditions. We will start from the lumped model

defined in Chapter 3 and generate a reduced mechanism by identifying and adding

important reactions in increasingly complex configurations. This gives us the oppor-

tunity to:

• Demonstrate implementation of the building algorithm in configurations other

than a 0D reactor,

• Assess the types of reactions deemed important for various canonical problems,

and

• Provide guidelines regarding configurations that should be considered when

constructing a reduced model relevant for a wide range of combustion regimes.

4.1.1 Combustion Regimes

Three canonical problems are chosen as development and validation frameworks for

the reduced models. In order of increasingly complex geometries and increasing

computational demands, these are auto-ignition in 0D isochor reactors, 1D
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premixed freely-propagating laminar flames, and a partially stirred reac-

tor (PaSR). These problems are selected as they are frequently utilized to inform

mechanism reduction for various applications. While perfectly-stirred reactors (PSR)

also often guide reduction, mechanisms produced by sampling both PSR and auto-

ignition cases are not substantially different from mechanisms produced exclusively

from auto-ignition cases, because auto-ignition chemistry is significantly more com-

plex than steady-state high temperature chemistry in a PSR [138, 141]. As a result,

the only 0D case we consider here is that of auto-ignition in an homogeneous isochor

reactor. Moving to higher dimensions, we consider 1D premixed laminar flames,

as these flames provide fundamental information regarding mixture diffusivity and

flame structure, and are useful in the context of tabulated chemistry and flamelet

models [142–144]. A PaSR is also considered as it provides a dense sampling of com-

positions and is directly relevant to simulations of turbulent combustion, particularly

those employing a PDF description [97, 145].

For each problem, the defining characteristics are first outlined and the imple-

mentation of the building algorithm is then described. All simulations of canonical

problems are performed using Cantera [94]; therefore, all descriptions of assumptions

and numerical methods refer to that framework.

Auto-Ignition in a 0D Isochor Reactor

This problem is used to capture the unsteady evolution of gases as the chemical

trajectory spontaneously proceeds from an unburnt to a burnt state. States are
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advanced in time according to conservation equations for each chemical species and

an energy variable, here the temperature. All convective and diffusive terms in the

conservation equations are neglected, the gas is assumed to be ideal, and the reactor

is assumed to be adiabatic, with no mass flow into or out of the system.

To simulate this problem, a user must specify an initial state (e.g., initial species

mass fractions, pressure and temperature) and a simulation end criterion. Time

intervals between successive state evaluations can be defined explicitly by the user

or adaptively evaluated based on numerical tolerances.

Implementation of the building algorithm in a 0D isochor reactor configuration

is described in Chapter 2.

1D Freely-propogating Premixed Laminar Flames

A freely-propogating pre-mixed laminar flame describes a localized combustion zone

propagating at some characteristic velocity from unburnt to burnt gases. To sim-

plify the numerical problem, the flow domain is assumed to be one-dimensional, and

boundary conditions are prescribed such that the flow remains steady. Gases are

assumed to be ideal, and adiabatic, constant pressure conditions apply.

In Cantera, this boundary value problem is computed with the Newton method,

which is coupled with automated grid refinement to better resolve flow features, and

time-integration procedures to facilitate solution convergence. The flame solution

is governed by equations for continuity, species, and energy, in which both convec-
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tive and diffusive transport are considered. Inlet compositions are specified at the

boundary upstream of the flame; zero-gradient boundary conditions on temperature

and mass fractions (or equivalent variables) are applied downstream [146].

The building algorithm is implemented for this problem as follows:

1. To initialize the building procedure, the user must define the state of the un-

burnt gas, a set of targets {T} with which to evaluate reaction importance, a

threshold ε to categorize a reaction as important or unimportant, and a seed

mechanism (optional) with reactions and species that will automatically be

included in the core model,MC .

2. The flame solution is evaluated using the test model Mtest with Newton’s

method.

3. The flame grid is partitioned into a small number of spatial intervals (in this

work, 25). Progress rates, evaluated from the solution at every grid point, are

filtered over each of these intervals.

4. DRG-EP scaling coefficients are computed for each interval to obtain the max-

imum scaling coefficient over the entire domain.

5. DRG-EP reaction coefficients R̄r are computed at each interval for every edge

reaction i ∈ δM.

6. An edge reaction i is added to the core model if R̄ri > ε in any interval. Edge

and test models are then updated according to the new core model contents.
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7. If reactions were added to the core model in Step 5, the process is repeated

from Step 2 using the updated test model to compute the solution. However, if

no reactions were added to the core in Step 5, the building process is complete,

and the resulting core mechanism is deemed suitable for the premixed flame

configuration under consideration.

Partially-stirred reactor (PaSR)

In a partially-stirred reactor, the compositions of np particles evolve over time, with

governing equations for species mass fractions and temperature updated by reac-

tion and pairwise mixing steps. Multiple inlet streams feed the reactor, randomly

replacing particles in the reactor with inlet stream compositions. A more detailed

description of the equations governing particle state evolution is available in [97]. In

the following work, it is assumed that isobaric and adiabatic conditions apply.

Implementation of the building algorithm for this problem is very similar to that

of the 0D auto-ignition case: the reduced model is iteratively constructed as the

simulation time-step is advanced. The only differences between implementation in

this case and the 0D auto-ignition case are:

1. To initialize the procedure, the user must define the number of particles, their

initial states, and the compositions and flow rates of the inlet streams. The user

must also initialize the relevant PaSR timescales, defined in [97], which include

the pairing time, the mixing time, the residence time, and the simulation time
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step.

2. Progress rates are not filtered over states sampled in an interval [t, t + ∆t] as

they are for the 0D reactor building procedure. Instead, instantaneous rates,

evaluated after each reaction sub-step, are used to compute DRG-EP reaction

coefficients for every particle.

3. At time t + ∆t, if an edge reaction has a DRG-EP coefficient, evaluated for

any particle, which exceeds the user-defined threshold, it is added to the core

model. Test and edge models are updated based on the new core contents,

then all particle states are reset to their previous states at time t.

4.1.2 Methodology

Starting from a seed model consisting of the 6 optimized lumped reactions derived in

Chapter 3 for the 50% n-dodecane/50% iso-octane (mol %) surrogate, key reactions

are systematically identified and added to generate reduced models using increasingly

complex test cases, as shown in the schematic in Figure 4.1. Key reactions are

selected if their DRG-EP coefficients exceed the threshold ε = 0.0075, where DRG-

EP coefficients are computed with respect to fuel, heat release, OH, and CO targets.

Initial and boundary conditions for each set of test cases and the mechanisms used

to validate the reduced models are described below.

Initial conditions for 0D auto-ignition test cases include surrogate fuel/air mix-

tures with equivalence ratios between 0.5 and 2, pressures between 1 and 20 bar, and
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Figure 4.1: Schematic demonstrating the sequence of test cases (outlined boxes),
which are performed in order from left to right. Models (blue text), output by a
given test case, are used as a seed for the subsequent test case. The rationale behind
this procedure is to identify missing components in models built with simple test
cases, applied to more complex problems.

temperatures between 1100 and 1600K. Simulations are run until time t = 1.5τig,

where τig is the ignition delay time corresponding to the current simulation, computed

as the maximum rate of change of temperature. The reduced model constructed us-

ing these cases is hereafter referred to as the Auto-Ignition Built model, orMAI . As

an additional note, the threshold used to identify important reactions was selected

from these test cases - the maximum ignition delay error in an Auto-Ignition Built

model constructed with ε = 0.0075 is below 5%.

Two unburnt flame temperatures are selected for the 1D premixed flame test

cases: 300K and 400K. Inlet equivalence ratios of the surrogate fuel/air mixture

range between 0.6 and 1.4, and the pressure is atmospheric everywhere in the domain.

The reduced model constructed from these cases is called the Premixed Flame Built

model, orMPF .

For the PaSR test case, three inlet streams feed the reactor: pure air, pure

fuel, and a pilot. The composition of the pilot stream is set to the equilibrium

composition corresponding to a stoichiometric fuel/air mixture. Inlet compositions
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(mass fractionsY and temperature T ) and normalized mass flow rates ṁ are specified

in Table 4.1. Other parameters, including the reactor pressure, number of particles,

and necessary timescales are shown in Table 4.2. All particles are initialized with the

composition of the pilot stream. The reactor reaches a statistically steady state after

about five residence times. We therefore choose to build reduced models over the

first unsteady five residence times, and validate the reduced models for statistically

steady-state behavior after the fifth residence time. The reduced model constructed

using this test case is referred to as the PaSR Built model, orMPaSR.

Parameters Air Fuel Pilot
ṁ [kg/s] 0.8438 0.0562 0.1
T [K] 300 300 2282
YSURR 0 1 0
YO2 0.233 0 0
YN2 0.767 0 0.76
YH2O 0 0 0.08
YCO2 0 0 0.16

Table 4.1: Inflow stream parameters for the PaSR case. ṁ is the normalized flow
rate, T is temperature, and Yi is the mass fraction of species i.

Parameters Values
Pressure [bar] 1

Number of particles 100
Pairing time [ms] 1
Mixing time [ms] 1

Residence time [ms] 10
Time step [ms] 0.1

Table 4.2: Simulation parameters for the PaSR test case

Two mechanisms are employed to validate the reduced models: a Detailed model,

MD, created by combining the high-temperature n-dodecane and iso-octane sub-
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mechanisms from the Component Library [64], and a Lumped model, ML, similar

to the detailed model, except that all n-dodecane and iso-octane fuel decomposition

reactions are replaced by the 6 optimized lumped reactions defined for the surrogate

blend. MD contains 189 species and 1049 reactions, with neat fuel sub-mechanisms

already in compact form for inclusion in the component library. ML contains 158

species and 1009 reactions. Validation is performed for the same test cases and

conditions used to construct the reduced models.

4.1.3 Results

Summary

The number of species and reactions in each of the reduced models is presented in

Table 4.3, along with a comparison of all reduced model performances. Metrics to

quantify model performances include the ignition delay time, τig, evaluated in 0D

auto-ignition cases; flame speeds, SL, evaluated in 1D premixed flame cases; and

finally, temperatures, T , and fuel mass fractions, YSURR, evaluated in the PaSR test

case and averaged over all particles in the reactor. All values are presented as percent

errors, where the error is computed with respect to ML. This is done to separate

errors induced by building reduced models from errors induced by lumping, enabling

a direct comparison of reduced models built in different test cases.

From Table 4.3, it is clear that all reduced models - MAI , MPF and MPaSR -
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nS nR τig % Error SL % Error 〈YSURR〉 % Error 〈T 〉 % Error
Max Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max Avg

Auto-IgnitionMAI 72 309 4.8 1.85 6.3 2.4 5.5 1.6 0.78 0.24
Premixed FlameMPF 73 322 5.1 1.9 2.9 2.0 1.3 0.4 0.37 0.16

PaSRMPaSR 95 408 4.4 1.7 3.0 2.1 0.88 0.2 0.54 0.15

Table 4.3: Summary of the number of species nS, the number of reactions nR, and
percent errors of select quantities obtained with the various models, evaluated with
respect to the lumped modelML predictions. Ignition delay times, τig, are computed
with 0D auto-ignition test cases, flame speeds, SL, for 1D premixed flame test cases,
and fuel mass fractions, YSURR, and temperatures, T , averaged over all particles over
the domain for PaSR test cases.

predict almost identical ignition delay times, with maximum errors in ignition delay

near 5% and average errors below 2%. For flame speeds and PaSR compositions,

MPF and MPaSR yield similar results. Notably, MAI does not perform as well as

the other reduced models in 1D premixed flame and PaSR test cases, as evidenced

by the increase in error in flame speeds and PaSR compositions for theMAI model

by a factor of nearly 2.

To provide additional context to analyze the differences between the test cases,

Figure 4.2 depicts all sampled fuel mass fractions and temperatures. As one might

expect based on problem formulation and user-specified conditions, 0D auto-ignition

cases exclusively sample high temperatures, while 1D and PaSR cases access a wide

range of temperatures. For 1D and 0D cases, the range of accessed fuel mass fractions

is limited because the fuel and air are premixed. In contrast, PaSR test cases sample

a wide range of fuel mass fractions and non-equilibrium compositions.

Variations in the sampled state space play a significant role in the contents of

reduced models. For instance, in Figure 4.3, we see that reactions added to reduced
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot of fuel mass fractions versus temperature sampled in each
of the test cases.

models during the 0D auto-ignition and 1D premixed flame test cases primarily

contain C0-C4 species, while reactions added during the PaSR test case contain

species with carbon numbers more evenly distributed between C0 and C6 (species

with larger carbon numbers were largely removed from the detailed mechanism in

the lumping step and thus are not considered). These differing key reactions and

the conditions that give rise to them will be explored in more depth in the following

sections.

Building with 0D auto-ignition test cases

From the 0D auto-ignition test cases, a total of 52 species and 303 reactions are

added to a seed model consisting of 6 optimized lumped reactions, resulting in an

Auto-Ignition Built modelMAI with 72 species and 309 reactions.
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(a) 0D Auto-ignition test cases
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(b) 1D Premixed flame test cases
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(c) PaSR test case

Figure 4.3: Normalized histograms of the number of species with a given carbon
number appearing in each added reaction from the 0D auto-ignition, 1D premixed
flame, and PaSR test cases.

A significant portion of species and reactions (81% and 62%, respectively) nec-

essary to predict ignition are identified as important during the first test case, per-

formed with initial temperature T0 = 1100K, pressure P0 = 1 bar, and equivalence

ratio φ0 = 0.5. The average number of carbon atoms of species added for this test

case is 2.3, close to the 2.1 average of the lumped reaction products. Hydrocarbons

added in subsequent test cases have a larger number of carbon atoms, 3.2 on av-

erage, and most are identified at larger equivalence ratios (φ > 1). Increasing the
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initial temperature and pressure is found to have a lesser influence on reduced model

contents, regardless of the order in which cases are performed.

Ignition delay times evaluated at stoichiometric conditions and various initial

pressures and temperatures with MAI , the lumped model ML, and the detailed

modelMD are shown in Figure 4.4. MAI captures the ignition behavior ofML quite

well - the curves are virtually indistinguishable in the figure. Predictions generated

byMAI at lean (φ0 = 0.5) and rich (φ = 1.5, φ = 2) conditions are also comparable

to those computed withML.
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Figure 4.4: Ignition delay times τig computed withMD (symbols),ML (solid lines),
andMAI (dashed lines), at isochoric and stoichiometric conditions and various tem-
peratures. Ignition delay time is defined as the time at which the maximum rate of
change of temperature occurs.
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Building with 1D premixed flame test cases

In 1D premixed flame cases, only 1 species and 13 reactions are added toMAI used

as seed, leading to a modelMPF consisting of 73 species and 322 reactions. Laminar

flame speeds computed withMPF are in good agreement with those computed with

the lumped and detailed models, as demonstrated in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Un-stretched laminar flame velocities SL computed over a range of equiv-
alence ratios withMD (symbols),ML (solid lines), andMPF (dashed lines) models.
All simulations are performed at atmospheric pressure.

As shown in Table 4.3, the inclusion of these 13 reactions inMPF causes a notable

reduction in both flame speed and PaSR errors compared to predictions obtained

with MAI . The importance of these reactions is further revealed in a local flame

speed sensitivity analysis performed with the lumped modelML. In this sensitivity

analysis, the effect of varying reaction rate coefficients by 1% on the flame speed

response is measured at atmospheric conditions and an equivalence ratio of 1.4. Two
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of the added reactions have large sensitivity coefficients: 2CH3O→ CH2O + CH3OH

is in the top 25 most sensitive reactions ofML, and CH3O2 + H→ CH3O + OH is in

the top 40. To identify why these reactions are identified as key reactions by the pre-

mixed flame and not by explosive auto-ignition problems, we analyze the conditions

where reactions are identified as important in the premixed test cases. One common

theme emerges: DRG-EP coefficients of added reactions exceed the threshold exclu-

sively at flame temperatures below 750K. This trend substantiates conclusions drawn

in Zsely et al. [147], who applied principle component analysis to hydrogen oxidation

in various configurations, and found that diffusion plays a limited role on reaction

importance in laminar flames. Instead, differences in reaction importance between

0D auto-ignition and 1D premixed laminar flames are highly dependent on species

concentrations at low temperatures. These findings could also indicate why theMPF

model is better than theMAI model at predicting temperatures and mass fractions

in a PaSR: PaSR cases sample a similar low-to-high temperature range as premixed

flame test cases, while auto-ignition cases exclusively sample high temperatures.

Building with a PaSR test case

Lastly, for the PaSR test case, 22 species and 86 reactions are added to the seed

model, MPF , to generate the PaSR Built model MPaSR. Figure 4.6 displays the

evolution of temperature and select species mass fractions in the PaSR after it has

reached a statistically steady state, as computed with MD, MPF , and MPaSR. It

is clear from the figure (and from Table 4.3) thatMPaSR does not offer significantly
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more accurate predictions of temperature or species mass fractions compared to

MPaSR despite containing additional species and reactions. Consequently, a relevant

question to consider is why so many additional reactions are identified and added to

MPaSR.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of select quantities as a function of time in a partially stirred
reactor computed withMD (solid lines),MPF (dashed lines), andMPaSR (dotted
lines) after the reactor has reached steady state. Temperatures and mass fractions
are averaged over all particles in the reactor.

To answer this question, we again investigate conditions at which key edge reac-

tions are identified and added to the reduced model. All are selected in the first three
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intervals, while the reactor has not reached a statistically steady state. However, no

clear trends emerge regarding temperatures or compositions at which DRG-EP coef-

ficients for edge reactions exceed the threshold. Furthermore, DRG-EP coefficients of

added reactions are small, and none exceeds 0.1. These findings suggest that added

reactions are an artifact of small perturbations in particle compositions and numer-

ical noise, which can play a more significant role in DRG-EP coefficients evaluated

with instantaneous rather than integrated production rates. A reasonable conclusion

is therefore that the additional reactions inMPaSR do not correspond to distinctly

altered chemistry in the PaSR compared to that in 1D flames.

CPU timing

In this application, a bottom-up approach is taken to construct reduced models.

Unlike most reduction strategies follow a top-down approach using detailed simula-

tion data to identify species and reactions that can be removed from the detailed

mechanism, a bottom-up approach employs a reduced description, also referred to as

a test model, to dynamically identify and assemble key kinetic pathways into a re-

duced mechanism during canonical simulations. In this section, computational gains

of using a bottom-up approach rather than a top-down approach are demonstrated

for each of the test cases featured in this study.

Timing results for each of the test cases are shown in Figure 4.4. Three primary

metrics for comparing the efficiency of a bottom-up approach versus a top-down

approach have been selected:
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• The ratio tbuild/treduce, where tbuild is the total CPU time needed to build a

reduced model for some given configuration, and treduce is the CPU time needed

to simulate those configurations with the reference model, ML, and evaluate

the corresponding DRG-EP coefficients for reactions. treduce is used here as an

estimate of the time needed to reduce a model using a top-down strategy.

• The ratio nStest,max/nSlumped, which provides context regarding the size of each

test model with respect toML. In that expression, nStest,max is the maximum

number of species in a given test model, and nSlumped is the number of species

inML.

• Finally, trecompute/tbuild, which is the ratio of the CPU time spent re-evaluating

states after re-initialization, which occurs whenever key reactions are identified

and added to reduced models, versus the total CPU time required to run those

configurations.

nStest,max/nSlumped tbuild/treduce trecompute/tbuild
0D auto-ignition test cases 0.69 61 % 7.5%

1D premixed flame test cases 0.70 74 % 25 %
PaSR test case 0.77 80 % 8.2 %

Table 4.4: Efficiency of the bottom-up approach for each set of configurations.
nStest,max/nSlumped is the maximum number of species considered in the test model,
divided by the total number of species in theML. tbuild/treduce is the ratio of CPU
time to build each model, compared to the time needed to perform a top-down reduc-
tion. trecompute/tbuild is the fraction of CPU build time spent re-computing solutions
after reactions have been added to the core model.

For all considered cases, a bottom-up approach requires between 60% and 80%

of the CPU time of a top-down approach. Additional reduction in CPU time could
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be gained by using a larger important reaction threshold ε, which decreases the size

of the core mechanisms, thereby decreasing the size of the test mechanisms as well.

Computational savings derived from a bottom-up approach would also increase if the

reference model,ML, had a large number of redundant species and reactions -ML

is already rather compact as it consists of pre-reduced high temperature component

library sub-mechanisms and contains lumped fuel decomposition reactions.

Reduction in simulation run-time achieved by the top-down approach is hindered

by state re-evaluations after important reactions are added to the reduced model.

As shown in Table 4.4, the fraction of CPU time spent re-evaluating states differs

for each set of test cases. For 0D auto-ignition test cases, reactions are frequently

added in bulk near the beginning of a simulation and at ignition, limiting the time

spent re-evaluating states. For PaSR test cases, randomized variations in particle

compositions cause reactions to be primarily added one-by-one at different time-

steps, increasing the time spent re-evaluating states. For 1D premixed flame test

cases, the entire flame solution is re-computed whenever the test model is altered.

The time spent recomputing solutions for a 1D flame simulation could therefore be

decreased by initializing the flame from a previous solution whenever key reactions

are added to the reduced model.

Towards highly reduced models

In Lu et al. [148], reduced models were generated with 0D PSR and auto-ignition

cases. Ignition delay times computed with the reduced models displayed no observ-
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able error with respect to the detailed GRI-3.0 mechanism [11] from which reduced

models were derived, and errors in predictions of laminar flame speeds and species

mass fractions were below 10%. As a result, the author concluded that models derived

for 0D conditions can be successfully applied in 1D flame problems. This approach

has since been used in numerous applications [138, 149–151] where models have been

derived exclusively with zero-dimensional cases. Indeed, models reduced with 0D

simulation data are sometimes assumed to be appropriate for use in engine-relevant

simulations without validation in 1D diffusive flame systems (e.g. [152]).

While this strategy has worked well for reducing mechanisms with small user-

defined thresholds and tight error constraints on 0D combustion target predictions, as

was demonstrated in [148], it may not work well for generating highly reduced models.

Consider for example MAI , which is derived from data sampled in 0D cases, and

performs reasonably well at predicting laminar flame speeds in a 1D configuration.

If a newMAI is constructed with an increased threshold, ε = 0.01, errors in ignition

delay times remain minimal. Notably, laminar flame speed predictions evaluated with

the newMAI diverge more significantly from predictions generated withMD, with

differences exceeding 6 cm/s at rich conditions, as shown in Figure 4.7. Compared to

predictions generated withML, the maximum error in laminar flame speed jumps to

an unacceptable 17.6%. However, building reactions onto this model in 1D premixed

flame test cases with the same threshold, ε = 0.01, results in the addition of only

11 reactions and reduces error in laminar flame speed predictions from 17.6% to 5%,

highlighting the importance of considering premixed flame cases to inform reduction

of a model valid at those conditions.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between results obtained by the detailed model (symbols)
and an Auto-Ignition Built model (solid lines) constructed with threshold ε = 0.01.

4.1.4 Concluding Remarks

Several key insights can be derived from this work.

First, reduced models constructed in 0D canonical problems must be validated

for conditions similar to those for which the model will be applied - there is no

guarantee that a model that works well in a 0D problem will work well in more

complex problems, particularly if the model is highly reduced.

Second, if DRG-EP coefficients are used to select reactions and species to include

in a reduced model, and the reduced model will be applied in diffusive flame con-

ditions, sampling rates from both 0D and 1D simulations is preferable compared to

sampling rates exclusively from 0D auto-ignition problems.
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Third, reduced models MAI and MPF , generated with 0D auto-ignition and

1D premixed flame test cases respectively, contained far fewer species and reactions

than the reduced model,MPaSR, constructed with the PaSR test case. Furthermore,

MPaSR did not predict particle compositions in a PaSR any better thanMPF . As

the large number of reactions added in the PaSR test case appears to be a result of

numerical noise and small perturbations in composition space, we strongly recom-

mend applying some form of filtering (e.g., using integrated rather than instantaneous

rates) whenever possible for evaluating DRG-EP coefficients so as to not mis-identify

dominant chemistry.

On a final note, reduced mechanisms constructed for the n-dodecane/iso-octane

surrogate in this application retain upwards of 70 species, and as such are rather

large for use in simulations of complex flows. However, alternative reduction strate-

gies such as DRG-EP species elimination, sensitivity analysis, isomer lumping, and

quasi-steady-state (QSS) species have not yet been considered. Application of these

strategies can yield further reduction, permitting use of multi-component real-fuel

surrogate models in more complex geometries. This will be the focus of the following

application.
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4.2 Generating a Compact Reduced-Order Model for a Jet-

Fuel Surrogate

Due to the high computational expense associated with finite-rate chemistry, most

kinetic mechanisms used to simulate complex flows have been restricted to single-

component fuels and small hydrocarbons. For example, since the year 2000, LES sim-

ulations of complex geometries and realistic combustor configurations have employed

mechanisms containing between 8 and 57 species, and have primarily focused on hy-

drogen and methane combustion [153]. Indeed, the simulations performed in [153]

using a lumped jet fuel decomposition description generated with HyChem [124]

were some of the first to describe both the evaporation and combustion of a realis-

tic multi-component fuel in a complex configuration: a lean direct injection (LDI)

combustor. However, as previously mentioned, deriving a HyChem model requires

experimental data to calibrate lumped reaction parameters and manual selection of

fuel pyrolysis products. Using the lumping approach presented in Chapter 3, we can

efficiently identify similar lumped reactions to describe the decomposition of various

fuel blends directly from numerical simulations, facilitating the analysis of current

and emerging fuel blends and additives.

As a final application, a compact reduced-order model is created to describe the

high-temperature combustion of a jet fuel surrogate. By lumping fuel decomposition

reactions and applying a multi-stage reduction strategy, a reduced model is obtained

in a fully-automatic fashion with a sufficiently small number of species and reactions
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so that it could be used to predict finite-rate chemistry in computationally expensive

simulations.

4.2.1 Surrogate Description and Detailed Mechanism

Jet fuel can refer to numerous blends including JP-8, used for military applications,

and Jet-A, used for commercial purposes. Similar to other transportation fuels, jet

fuel is a mixture of hundreds of molecular components, and its exact composition

can be quite diverse [64].

In this study, we employ a pre-formulated jet fuel surrogate [7]. Surrogate com-

ponents are selected based on availability of detailed kinetic mechanisms to represent

the major hydrocarbon classes of jet fuels: n-dodecane to represent paraffins, methyl-

cyclohexane to represent napthenes (also known as cyclic paraffins), and m-xylene

to represent aromatics.

The composition of the surrogate was initially formulated in [64] to match the

heating value, molecular weight, reactivity, and sooting tendency of an average jet

fuel. Subsequently, the composition was optimized in [7] to match experimentally

obtained ignition delay times and flame speeds for Jet-A. The final surrogate contains

43.735% n-dodecane, 34.375% methyl-cyclohexane, 21.875% m-xylene by mol%, and

its composition and properties are compared to POSF 4658 in Table 4.5, as POSF

4658 represents an average composition of Jet-A.
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Jet-A (POSF 4658) Jet Fuel Surrogate
Formula C10.174H19.913 C9.4H18.4

Molecular weight
[g/mol] 142 ± 5 131

H/C ratio 1.957 1.95
CN 47.1 ± 0.3 56.5
TSI 21.4 14.1

Composition (vol %)
Aromatics

Linear paraffins
Cyclic paraffins

∼20%
∼60%
∼20%

15.8% m-Xylene
58.5% n-Dodecane

25.7% methyl-cyclohexane

Table 4.5: Properties of POSF 4658 [4–6] and the jet fuel surrogate [7] used in this
study.

A detailed kinetic mechanism for this surrogate is constructed with the component

library approach by combining base chemistry and high-temperature n-dodecane,

methylcyclohexane, and m-xylene mechanisms, which were extensively validated

against experimental data in [64] for each neat component and for the initial for-

mulation of the surrogate blend. The resulting detailed mechanism consists of 226

species and 1362 reactions (forward and backward reactions are counted as a single

reversible reaction).

4.2.2 Reduced-Order Model Generation

To generate a reduced model from the detailed kinetic mechanism, the following

steps are taken:

1. Fuel decomposition reactions are first replaced with lumped reactions and large
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hydrocarbon intermediates are removed.

2. Species and reactions are removed based on their DRG-EP coefficients. Isomer

lumping and DRG-EP-aided sensitivity analysis are then applied to further re-

duce the remaining species set. This reduction step is performed automatically

using the Arcane software package [87].

3. Quasi-steady-state species are automatically identified using the Arcane soft-

ware package [87].

Previously in this work, lumped reactions were generated by assuming that fuel

molecules decompose rapidly at high temperatures and that fuel decomposition chem-

istry can therefore be decoupled from small species (C0 - C4) oxidation, and subse-

quently lumped. While this works quite well for aliphatic fuels, the aromatic jet fuel

surrogate component m-xylene decomposes slowly, as shown in Figure 4.8, due to

a resonance-stabilized unsaturated ring, which largely does not crack to form small

hydrocarbons. As a result, most hydrocarbon products derived from m-xylene have

carbon numbers greater than or equal to 6. According to the lumping approach

outlined in Chapter 3, if m-xylene is a component of the lumped fuel molecule,

these products would be classified as large hydrocarbon intermediates and would be

entirely removed from the kinetic mechanism. Furthermore, m-xylene has a near-

unity H/C ratio, so including it in the lumped surrogate fuel could pose a problem

for maintaining element balances in lumped reactions - most C0 - C4 products have

H/C ratios greater than or equal to 2. As other aromatics also decompose slowly and

have near-unity H/C ratios, a reasonable conclusion is that some form of an aromatic
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product is needed in a lumped reaction if there is an aromatic fuel component.

Figure 4.8: Evolution of jet surrogate component mole fractions over time normalized
by the ignition delay time for auto-ignition in a constant volume reactor with initial
conditions T0 = 1200K, P0 = 1bar, φ0 = 1 and air as the diluent.

In the HyChem approach [154], toluene and benzene are manually selected as

lumped reaction products whenever aromatics are present in the fuel mixture. As a

more automatic strategy is desired here, we restrict reaction lumping to aliphatic fuel

decomposition reactions. While m-xylene is included in the lumped surrogate species

(SUR), it is also added as a product in the lumped reactions with a stoichiometric

coefficient equal to the molar fraction of m-xylene in the surrogate. All reactions

involving m-xylene decomposition are kept intact in the kinetic mechanism.

The detailed reference data-set used to formulate the lumped model is assembled

from a series of constant volume auto-ignition simulations at stoichiometric condi-

tions, initial temperatures T0 between 1100 and 1600 K, and initial pressures p0
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between 1 and 10 atm. An ensemble of 9 lumped models are generated with cutoff

parameters near the values selected previously, α− = 0.02 and α+ = 0.1. Out of

these models, the selected one is generated with cutoff parameters α− = 0.01 and

α+ = 0.206 and produces the smallest DTW errors in species concentrations and

ignition delay times evaluated from auto-ignition simulations initialized with condi-

tions used to generate the reference data-set. Arrhenius pre-exponential factors and

product stoichiometric coefficients corresponding to reactions in the selected model

are then optimized following the approach outlined in Chapter 3. Optimization is

performed for stoichiometric 0D constant volume auto-ignition cases to minimize

the difference in ignition delay time predictions and species profiles generated by

lumped and detailed kinetic mechanisms at 6 initial conditions: T0 = 1100, 1300,

and 1600K and p0 = 1 and 10 bar, selected to span the conditions used to gen-

erate the lumped reactions. The final lumped model, containing lumped reactions

with optimized parameters, is displayed in Table 4.6, and thermochemical and trans-

portation parameters for the lumped jet fuel surrogate species, SUR, are presented

in Table 4.7.

Unnecessary species and reactions remaining in the kinetic mechanism after

aliphatic fuel decomposition reactions are replaced by the lumped model are ini-

tially eliminated using DRG-EP, with DRG-EP coefficients evaluated from constant-

volume auto-ignition simulations with initial temperatures T0 = 1100, 1300, and

1600K, initial pressures P0 = 1 and 10bar, and equivalence ratios φ = 0.8, 1, and

1.3, and from premixed flame simulations at atmospheric pressure, equivalence ratios

φ = 0.8, 1, and 1.3, and unburnt flame temperatures T = 403 and 470K. Premixed
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Reaction A E
SURR + H → 0.2033 CH3 + 1.15 C2H4 + 0.2722 C2H5 + 0.4347 p-C4H9 + 0.0685 p-C4H8 7.64× 1014 31.34+ 0.0673 H2 + 0.2508 H + 0.6166 n-C3H7+ 0.2467 C3H6 + 0.2187 m-Xylene

SURR + O → OH + 1.9528 C3H6 + 0.3683 p-C4H8 + 0.1062 A-3H5 + 0.0092 H2 9.20× 1014 33.72+ 0.2187 m-Xylene

SURR + OH → H2O + 1.2405 p-C4H8 + 0.461 C3H6 + 0.1737 H2 + 0.4351 A-C3H5 4.73× 1013 14.63+ 0.2187 m-Xylene

SURR + HO2 → H2O2 + 0.0284 H2 + 1.2398 C2H4 + 1.559 C3H6 + 0.1446 A-C3H5 8.41× 1014 84.75+ 0.015 p-C4H8 + 0.2187 m-Xylene

SURR + CH3 → 0.1063 H2 + 0.2275 CH4 + 0.1972 C2H4 + 1.1646 p-C4H8 + 0.0023 n-C3H7 2.97× 1014 59.590.1585 H + 0.1233 C2H5 + 0.9605 CH3 + 0.7187 C3H6 + 0.2187 m-Xylene

SURR → 0.07615 H2 + 0.5052 C3H6 + 0.1702 C2H5 + 1.6606 C2H4 + 0.0286 p-C4H8 1.23× 1017 330.90+ 0.5897 p-C4H9 + 0.2187 m-Xylene

Table 4.6: Lumped fuel decomposition reactions for the jet fuel surrogate model,
post-optimization. Arrhenius parameters are in cm, s, mol, K, and kJ. For display,
product stoichiometric coefficients are rounded to the nearest 10−4, and Arrhenius
parameters to the nearest 10−2.

nC nH Linearity εSUR/kB σSUR

9.4 18.4 2 596.8 6.43
NASA polynomial coefficients

Temperature a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
300 - 1000 K -1.36E0 9.6E-2 -3.82E-5 0.0 0.0 -2.48E4 0.0
1000 - 2000 K 2.50E1 4.20E-2 -9.63E-6 0.0 0.0 -3.35E4 0.0

Table 4.7: Thermochemical and transport parameters for the lumped jet fuel sur-
rogate species. nC and nH are rounded to the nearest 0.1 to fit into a Chemkin-
formatted thermochemical file, and NASA polynomials are rounded to the nearest
0.01 for display.

flame simulations and non-unity equivalence ratios are included in the chemical do-

main to ensure that the highly reduced mechanism is capable of predicting flame

speeds, following recommendations made in the previous section. Targets used to

compute DRG-EP coefficients include CO, OH, heat release, and the fuel surrogate

species. Once all unnecessary species and reactions are identified with DRG-EP, iso-

mer lumping is attempted to further reduce the number of species in the mechanism.
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Unfortunately, no isomer groups could be lumped without introducing significant

error in laminar flame speeds. DRG-EP-aided sensitivity analysis is then performed

by systematically removing species from the kinetic mechanism in order of increasing

DRG-EP coefficients. Species that do not introduce a significant error upon removal

are permanently eliminated, otherwise they are added back to the kinetic mechanism.

Finally, suitable quasi-steady-state (QSS) species are systematically identified

using a level-of-importance (LOI) method described in [67, 81]. In this method,

species with a long lifetime and small sensitivity to the chemical system are potential

QSS candidates. Potential candidates are selected as QSS species if they do not

introduce a quadratic coupling into the system of algebraic equations describing their

concentrations. QSS species are not removed entirely from the kinetic mechanism,

but differential equations governing the evolution of their concentrations are replaced

with algebraic relations, which are much faster to evaluate.

Reduced models generated by each step - aliphatic fuel decomposition reaction

lumping, reduction, and QSS identification - are shown in Figure 4.9.

4.2.3 Reduced-Order Model Validation

The performance of the reduced kinetic mechanism containing 44 species and 13

QSS species is compared to the performance of the detailed kinetic mechanism in

a zero-dimensional constant-volume reactor configuration and in one-dimensional

premixed flame simulations. Relevant experimental results for Jet-A in shock tubes
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Figure 4.9: Procedure for deriving a reduced jet-fuel surrogate mechanism

and premixed flames are included wherever possible for comparison.

The reduced model is found to reproduce ignition delay times computed with the

detailed mechanism and obtained in shock-tube experiments well for conditions at

which the reduced models were generated - namely, low pressure, high temperatures,

and stoichiometric conditions, as shown in Figure 4.10. Indeed, for auto-ignition

simulations used to generate the reduced model, all ignition delay errors computed

with the reduced model with respect to the detailed mechanism are below 20%, and

average ignition delay errors are below 10%. The model also extends quite well to

rich and lean conditions outside those used to generate the reduced mechanism, as

shown in Figure 4.11.

The relative error on flame speeds is also very low over the equivalence ratios used

to reduce the kinetic mechanism, φ = 0.8 - 1.3, as shown in Figure 4.12. Average er-

rors remain below 2.5%, and maximum below 5%. However, larger deviations at rich
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of jet fuel auto-ignition delay times τig computed at
constant-volume and stoichiometric conditions for various initial pressures. Mod-
els compared are the detailed (solid lines), lumped (dashed lines), and QSS (dotted
lines) mechanisms. Shock tube experiments for P = 3 and P = 6 bar are taken from
Zhu et al [17] (circular symbols), from Wang and Oehlschlaeger [18] (circular sym-
bols) at 8 bar, and from Dean et al. [19] (square symbols) at 9 bar. The definition of
ignition delay time is taken to be the same as in the experiments, namely, the time
at which peak OH production occurs.

conditions caused by the lumping step result in errors of up to 10% at φ = 1.4. Hy-

Chem lumped models for jet fuel merged with USC Mech II to provide small species

chemistry appear to produce a similar trend - the merged mechanism can predict

experimental flame speeds at lean and stoichiometric conditions, but more notable

differences arise at rich conditions [125]. Methods for improving the performance of

lumped fuel decomposition models at rich conditions should be addressed in future

work, with one solution proposed in Chapter 5.
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constant-volume and atmospheric pressure conditions over an extended range of
equivalence ratios φ. Models compared are the detailed (solid lines), lumped (dashed
lines), and QSS (dotted lines) mechanisms. Ignition delay time is defined as the time
at which the maximum rate of change in temperature occurs.
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Figure 4.12: Flame speeds SL at various equivalence ratios φ computed with detailed
(solid lines) and QSS (dotted lines) mechanisms at atmospheric pressure. Symbols
represent experimental data, taken from Dooley et al. [20] (squares) and Hui et
al. [15] (circles).
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Summary and Perspectives

Two novel strategies for generating reduced-order models for representing multi-

component fuel combustion are proposed in this work to complement the component

library framework.

The first of these strategies is a bottom-up reduced mechanism building pro-

cedure, which identifies key reactions directly at the reduced level and constructs

mechanisms or adds to existing component library modules over the course of ref-

erence simulation. Results indicate that this approach efficiently generates reduced

kinetic mechanisms comparable to those produced by typical top-down reduction

strategies and provides flexibility to users of component library frameworks by en-

abling reactions to be appended onto existing reduced kinetic mechanisms directly

at the reduced level.

The second strategy facilitates lumping of high-temperature aliphatic fuel de-

composition reactions in a detailed mechanism in an autonomous manner. Key

features of this technique include automated identification of the fuel decomposition

sub-mechanism, the use of a reference database and a fitting procedure to com-

pute lumped reaction parameters, rather than relying on literature, an optimization

method to adjust both rate and stoichiometric coefficients, and general applicability
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to both single and multi-component fuel descriptions. Integration of this algorithm

into a multi-stage reduction procedure yields reduced mechanisms that perform very

well compared to their detailed counterparts.

5.2 Future Directions

Several achievements were made in developing new means to generate reduced-order

models for simulations of multi-component fuel combustion. The following sections

highlight two remaining challenges related to this work.

5.2.1 Merging Kinetic Mechanisms

In order to combine mechanisms in a component library, or to build a reduced

model onto an existing kinetic mechanism, identical reactions should be identified

and merged, and kinetic incompatibilities should be resolved a priori. To this end,

an automatic tool was presented in [67] to handle these types of incompatibilities.

Unfortunately, even with this tool, ensuring the compatibility of kinetic mechanisms

arising from different sources is difficult, in part because reaction rates can vary

widely and are often adjusted to fit experimental data [10]. In the case of duplicate

reactions with disparate rates, it is difficult to know which to select for inclusion in

the final model, as the choice of reaction rate could play a significant role in the

accuracy of the merged model. For instance, combining a n-heptane mechanism
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with GRI-Mech 3.0 and selecting the reaction from GRI-Mech 3.0 whenever a dupli-

cate reaction was encountered led to large errors in the predictions of ignition delay

times [67].

Ideally, detailed mechanisms would include all essential reactions with accurate

reaction rates, thermochemical, and transport properties [155]. By extension, these

perfect mechanisms would be compatible with each other, as tuning parameters

to match experimental results within experimental uncertainties would be rendered

unnecessary. While more accurate rates and properties are indeed becoming increas-

ingly accessible through the use of quantum chemical calculations, this goal is still

firmly set in the future (if even possible) due to the computational power required

to perform these calculations.

In the interim, modifications can be made to reduce manual input needed for

mechanism merging tools. Duplicate species and reactions should be identified based

on a structural basis, such as with SMILES strings, rather than by relying on incon-

sistent nomenclature or species formulae, which provide less information. Sensitivity-

based tools to identify duplicate reactions which could highly influence simulation

results computed with a merged model could be added to existing kinetic mecha-

nism merging tools, and an automated trial-and-error approach could be taken for

the most sensitive reactions.
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5.2.2 Reaction Lumping for Expanded Conditions

Earlier in this work, it was shown that by employing a lumped fuel decomposition

model, a reduced kinetic mechanism describing a complex multi-component surrogate

can be generated with a small number of species. As proposed, this model had a few

drawbacks:

1. If a fuel blend has a high fraction of aromatic, or non-aliphatic, components,

those components do not break down rapidly to C0 - C4 products due to their

stable de-localized electron orbitals, and therefore lumping these reactions in

an automatic fashion is challenging.

2. At low temperatures, fuels do not decompose quickly, and fuel decomposition

cannot be decoupled from rate-limiting chemistry and simplified. This limits

the applicability of lumped models to high temperature conditions.

3. At rich conditions, the makeup of fuel decomposition products is quite dif-

ferent from that at lean or stoichiometric conditions. Furthermore, a more

significant fraction of mass in the system will be contained in large hydrocar-

bon intermediates. By allowing the fuel to decompose directly to small species,

over-predictions of small species concentrations would be amplified. Inaccu-

racies in predicting small species concentrations at high equivalence ratios is

likely the cause of increased errors in flame speeds at those conditions evalu-

ated with lumped mechanisms in this work and in the similar model presented

in [154].
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The approach proposed in Ranzi et al. [123] largely addresses these drawbacks. In

that work, large hydrocarbon intermediates are grouped into an expertly-defined set

of lumped molecules, corresponding reactions are grouped into a limited set of lumped

reactions, and reaction rates are assigned to these lumped reactions from external

literature. Both low-temperature and rich conditions can be captured accurately, and

reactions involving aromatic decomposition can also be lumped. However, lumped

reactions were defined separately for each fuel component of interest, which would

lead to a larger model than necessary for a surrogate fuel with numerous components,

and reaction rates are derived from literature.

A hybrid approach between that technique and the one proposed here may prove

to be an optimal strategy. Lumped molecules could be identified in a structural

pre-processor from expertly-defined molecular classes, and reaction rates could be

identified from a data-driven approach similar to the one presented in this work.

Furthermore, lumped reactions of surrogate components with similar structures and

behavior could be combined into a single set of lumped reactions, which would restrict

the size of kinetic mechanisms describing surrogates with a large number of fuel

components.
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APPENDIX A

USER-GUIDES

A.1 Building Reduced Models

The code package to build reduced models is available on Bitbucket, or by request

from the author. The library is contained in the /BIM/ folder, and includes:

• An implementation of the DRG-EP algorithm [81] to select important reactions

(drgep.py)

• Mechanism manipulation routines (mechanisms.py, mechanism_tools.py) to

build reactions onto existing mechanisms

• Functionality to call the building algorithm and to test mechanisms using in

various configurations in Cantera [94] (cases.py, automatic.py, and pasr.py)

• Graphing, pre- and post-processing methods (graphs.py, fileio.py, tools.py)

The building code interfaces with a specific version of Cantera available in the

Cantera_Yarc code package, branch cantera_yarc_update. Cantera_Yarc was

initially developed by Dr. Pepiot and CERFACS, and later modified by the author

to get and set CVODE stepsizes. Cantera_Yarc is also available on Bitbucket, or by

request.
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To use the building code, the user must write a short python input file to specify

mechanism names, configurations of interest, and other user-defined input param-

eters. If so desired, post-processing and error evaluations can also be specified in

the input file. Multiple sample input files are available in the /examples/ folder for

building reduced models with 0D, 1D, and PaSR configurations. The contents of one

such input file are provided below, with comments to provide guidance to the user.

Current configurations available for use are 0D isochor and isobar auto-ignition,

1D freely-propagating unstretched flames, counter-flow diffusion flames (in devel-

opment), and partially-stirred reactor (PaSR). Burner stabilized flames and PSR

configurations can be simulated with Cantera, but are not currently implemented in

the building code.

Example input file:

##################### Python imports ###########################

import BIM. mechanisms as mechanism

import BIM. ca s e s as ca s e s

import BIM. automatic as automatic

import BIM. graphs as graphs

##################### User d e f i n i t i o n s #########################

# Cantera−formatted mechanisms

detailed_mech = ’ grimech30 . c t i ’ # Deta i l ed mechanism f i l ename

seed_mech = ’ ’ # Seed mechanism f i l ename − none s p e c i f i e d
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nsubsteps = 100 # Number o f sampled s t ep s in one i n t e r v a l

e p s i l o n = 0.01 # DRG−EP rea c t i on s e l e c t i o n c u t o f f

s t a r t i n g_spe c i e s = [ ’CH4’ , ’O2 ’ , ’N2 ’ ] # Spec i e s with nonzero i n i t i a l mass

drgep_targets = [ ’CH4’ , ’ HeatRelease ’ , ’CO2’ , ’OH’ ] # DRG−EP ta r g e t s

a i r = "X/O2/0.21/N2/0.79" # Composition o f a i r or bath gas

f u e l = "X/CH4/1" # Composition o f f u e l

# 6 i n i t i a l s imu la t i on cond i t i on s used to bu i ld model

temperature_range_0D = "1200:1600" # I n i t i a l temperatures

pressure_range = "1 e5" # I n i t i a l p r e s su r e

phi_range = " 0 . 8 : 1 : 1 . 2 " # I n i t i a l equ iva l ence r a t i o s

s epa rab l e = False # Don ’ t s epara t e r e v e r s i b l e r e a c t i o n s

################### Build Reduced Model #######################

# Create d e t a i l e d mechanism and t e s t mechanism ob j e c t s

detmechobj = mechanism . DetMechanism ( detailed_mech , s epa rab l e )

testmechobj = mechanism . TestMechanism ( seed_mech ,

detmechobj , case_targets , s t a r t i ng_spec i e s , s epa rab l e )

# I n i t i a l i z e s imu la t i on case database

ca s e s . in it_case_database ( ove rwr i t e=False )
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# Set up ca s e s f o r bu i ld

c a s e l i s t = [ ]

c a s e l i s t . extend ( ca s e s . c reate_case ( r e a c t o r="0DIsochor " ,

ctmech=test_mech . ctmech ,

f u e l=fue l ,

o x i d i z e r=a i r ,

p r e s su r e=pressure_range ,

temperature=temperature_range_0D ,

phi=phi_range ,

t a r g e t s=case_target s ) )

# Build model

auto = automatic . Automatic_Build ( c a s e l i s t , testmechobj ,

detmechobj , ep s i l on , nsubsteps )

bui ltmechobj , nsamples = auto . bu i ld ( )

# F i n a l i z e b u i l t ob j e c t f o r e r r o r an a l y s i s

bui l tmechobj . f i n a l i z e ( )

################### A−Po s t e r i o r i Error Ana lys i s #######################

# Run bu i l t mechanism ca s e s

c a s e l i s t = [ ]

c a s e l i s t . extend ( ca s e s . c reate_case ( r e a c t o r="0DIsochor " ,

ctmech=bui l tmechobj . ctmech ,
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f u e l=fue l ,

o x i d i z e r=a i r ,

p r e s su r e=pressure_range ,

temperature=temperature_range_0D ,

phi=phi_range ) )

auto = automatic . Automatic ( c a s e l i s t , bui l tmechobj )

auto . basic_run ( )

# Run de t a i l e d mechanism ca s e s

d e t c a s e l i s t = [ ]

d e t c a s e l i s t . extend ( ca s e s . c reate_case ( r e a c t o r="0DIsochor " ,

ctmech=detmechobj . ctmech ,

f u e l=fue l ,

o x i d i z e r=a i r ,

p r e s su r e=pressure_range ,

temperature=temperature_range_0D ,

phi=phi_range ) )

auto = automatic . Automatic ( d e t c a s e l i s t , detmechobj )

auto . basic_run ( )

# I n i t i a l i z e graph c l a s s and s p e c i f y which mechanisms to compare

graph = graphs . Graph ( )

mech_list = [ detmechobj , bui l tmechobj ]

# Pr int e r r o r s o f i n t e r e s t
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graph . pr int_ign i t i on_de lay_error s ( c a s e l i s t , mech_list )

A.2 Generating Lumped Fuel Decomposition Reactions

The code package to generate lumped fuel decomposition reactions is available on

Bitbucket, or by request from the author. Using this package, lumped reactions can

be defined using detailed simulation data and parameters can be optimized if desired.

Additional plotting and comparison scripts enable fast, easy assessment of a lumped

mechanism compared to the detailed mechanism from which it was derived.

All methods in the package are called by a wrapper, written in Python and avail-

able in the /wrapper/ folder. The various steps in generating lumped reactions,

hereafter referred to as functionalities, are called in the wrapper according to spec-

ified functionalities in a user-created input file. A comprehensive README file is

available in the code package to outline all the possible user-defined parameters, and

several example input files are contained in the /examples/ folder.

A typical workflow is as follows, with a list of the wrapper functionalities that

should be specified in the input file for each workflow step:

1. Identify fuel decomposition reactions and create the detailed reference data-set

Wrapper functionalities: get_pyrolysis_specs, run_detailed

2. Create the lumped model and the corresponding lumped mechanism
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Wrapper functionalities: get_reactants, get_initrates, get_initcoeffs, cre-

ate_lumpedmech

3. Compare the performance of the lumped mechanism against the detailed mech-

anism (evaluate DTW errors and create plots)

Wrapper functionalities: plot_runs, compare_runs

4. Make sure that the results computed in Step 3. with the lumped mechanism

are within your desired error range. If not, you may want to alter the cut-

off parameters for selecting the number of reactants and products in lumped

reactions.

5. Optimize the lumped model and create the optimized mechanism. Note that

the ’general_run’ functionality should be called with the ’Optimize’ argument.

Wrapper functionalities: general_run, get_optdata, create_optmech

6. Compare the optimized mechanism to the detailed mechanism as in step 4.

A sample input file to construct a lumped model for a two-component surrogate

fuel (it is assumed that the reference data-set has already been generated, and that

fuel decomposition reactions in the detailed mechanism have already been identified

using the run_detailed and get_pyrolysis_specs functionalities) is shown below.

Example input file:

###### Which f u n c t i o n a l i t i e s to use ######

Sec t i on s to run : get_reactants g e t_ in i t r a t e s g e t_ i n i t c o e f f s create_lumpedmech
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###### Path to code package ######

Path to code : /Users /username/lumping_code

###### The name o f the output lumped mechanism ######

Lumped mechanism f i l e : mech_lumped .mech

###### Cuto f f s to s p e c i f y the number o f lumped r ea c t an t s and products ######

Cutof f f o r r e a c t an t s to in c lude : 0 . 2

Cutof f f o r products to in c lude : 0 . 1

###### Fuels to in c lude in lumped model ######

Fuels : N−C12H26 I−C8H18

Fuel mass f r a c t i o n s : 0 .04 0 .03

###### Spec i f y the r e f e r e n c e s imu la t i on cond i t i on s ######

Oxid izer : O2

Oxid izer mass f r a c t i o n : 0 .22

In e r t : N2

Pre s su re s : 1 5 20

S ta r t i ng Multirun Temperature : 1100

Delta T Runs : 200

Fina l T Run : 1600

In this input file, we first identify which code functionalities we want to run,

listed in the order that they will be called. Here, we have assumed that the reference
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data-set has already been generated, and that lumped fuel decomposition reactions

have already been identified. The functionalities we call select the lumped reactions

and reactants (get_reactants), compute the rate coefficients (get_initrates), select

the products and compute the product stoichiometric coefficients (get_initcoeffs),

and finally create the mechanism containing the lumped reactions in place of the

detailed fuel decomposition reactions (create_lumpedmech).

Also specified in the input file are the the path to the code package, the name

of the output lumped mechanism, cutoffs with which to select lumped reactants and

products, the list of fuel components to lump, and the conditions used to generate

the reference data-set.

To call the wrapper with the above input file, the user must enter the following

command in the terminal:

~/path_to_code/wrapper/wrapper . py input_fi lename

It is important to note that necessary variables in the input file will vary based

on which wrapper functionalities are called, therefore it is highly recommended to

consult the README file before use.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTING THERMOCHEMICAL AND TRANSPORTATION

PARAMETERS FOR A LUMPED SURROGATE FUEL

In the second case study presented in Chapter 3, a two-component surrogate is com-

bined to form a single lumped species. To represent the fuel as a single species,

various thermochemical and transportation parameters must be pre-computed fol-

lowing conventional formatting so that the species can be added to standard data

files. An overview of the approach to compute these parameters is as follows.

Thermochemical parameters including the atomic composition and NASA poly-

nomial coefficients are first computed. The lumped surrogate atomic composition is

computed with a mixture-averaged formula as:

nE
SUR =

nF∑
i=1

XFi
nE
Fi

(B.1)

where nE is the number of atoms of a given element, nF is the number of fuel com-

ponents F in the surrogate blend, X is the mole fraction, and M is the molar mass.

Molar heat capacities Cp and molar enthalpies H0 of the individual fuel components

are used to compute the NASA polynomial coefficients of the lumped fuel. Two

databases of temperature samples are generated, one containing low to intermediate

temperatures (300− 1000K), and one containing intermediate to high temperatures

(1000 − 2000K). Temperatures are sampled at every 10K. Heat capacities Cp,F and

enthalpies H0
F are computed for each fuel component F at each sampled database

temperature T . Mixing rules are applied to component heat capacities and enthalpies
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to generate quantities for the lumped surrogate:

Cp,SUR(T ) = MSUR

nF∑
i=1

Cp,Fi
(T )Yi/Mi (B.2)

and:

H0
SUR(T ) = MSUR

nF∑
i=1

HFi
(T )Yi/Mi (B.3)

where M is molar mass. NASA polynomial coefficients a1 - a3 for the low and high

temperature ranges are obtained by fitting molar heat capacities with a quadratic

polynomial function at temperature samples in the desired range as:

Cp,SUR(T )

R
= a1 + a2T + a3T

2 (B.4)

Coefficients a1 - a3 and the surrogate enthalpy are then used to compute the coeffi-

cient a6:
H0

SUR(T )

RT
= a1 +

a2
2
T +

a3
3
T 2 +

a6
T

(B.5)

Other NASA polynomial coefficients are set to zero.

Transportation parameters including the Lennard-Jones collision diameter σ and

Lennard-Jones potential well depth ε/kB are also computed based on fitting and

mixing rules. A single temperature database is created (300− 2000K), with temper-

atures again sampled at 10K increments. For every temperature entry, viscosities η

of each fuel component are computed as [156]:

ηF (T ) =
5

16

√
kBTMF√
πσ2

FΩ
(2,2)
F

(B.6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and the collision integral Ω(2,2) is a function

of ε
kB

and T . The viscosity of the surrogate species is computed with a mixing rule
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as [157, 158]:

ηSUR(T ) =
nF∑
i=1

XFi
ηFi

(T )∑nF

j=1XFj
ΦFi,Fj

(T )
(B.7)

with ΦFi,Fj
(T ) defined as:

ΦFi,Fj
(T ) =

1√
8

(
1 +

MFi

MFj

)− 1
2

(
1 +

(
ηFi

(T )

ηFj
(T )

) 1
2
(
MFj

MFi

) 1
4

)2

(B.8)

Lennard Jones parameters εSUR/kB and σSUR for the lumped surrogate are com-

puted from a least squares minimization of:

ηSUR(T )− 5

16

√
kBTMF√

πσ2
SURΩ

(2,2)
SUR

(B.9)

over all temperature samples, where ηSUR(T ) is computed in Equation B.7.
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APPENDIX C

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR LUMPED REACTION CASE

STUDIES

In Chapter 3, we presented two case studies to demonstrate the application of

the lumping algorithm to a single-component fuel, n-Dodecane, and to a multi-

component fuel containing both n-Dodecane and iso-Octane. Additional data from

these case studies is contained in this appendix.

C.1 Supplemental Material for n-Dodecane

The first case study demonstrates how reactions for high temperature n-Dodecane

decomposition in a detailed kinetic mechanism can be lumped into a select number

of representative reactions. Parameters for the lumped reactions can be found in

Section C.1.1. Lumped reaction rates and stoichiometric coefficients are adjusted

to better predict detailed combustion phenomena in what we call optimized reac-

tions, then lumped and optimized reactions replace the fuel breakdown chemistry

in the detailed mechanism, yielding lumped and optimized mechanisms respectively.

These mechanisms are validated in a plug flow reactor under pyrolysis conditions in

Section C.1.2. Following this, pre-reduced mechanisms are used to derive lumped

and optimized reactions, with parameters available in Section C.1.3. Results of

comparisons between these mechanisms and the detailed mechanism is available in

Section C.1.4.
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C.1.1 n-Dodecane Lumped Model

Table C.1 contains lumped parameters prior to optimization for the pure n-Dodecane

test case. Lumped reactions are generated using a reference data-set of stoichiometric

0D isochor simulations run with the detailed mechanism at 1100 ≤ T0 ≤ 1600 K and

P0 = 1− 20 bar.

Reaction A E
n-C12H26 + H → 0.6673 C3H6 + 0.8583 H2 + 2.1504 C2H4 + 0.2928 C2H5 5.01× 1015 41.85+ 0.3027 p-C4H9 + 0.6879 n-C3H7 + 0.4593 p-C4H8

n-C12H26 + O → OH + 0.0478 n-C3H7 + 0.02575 C2H4 + 0.4748 p-C4H9 4.25× 1015 37.43+ 0.2357 C3H6 + 0.2256 H2 + 2.2866 p-C4H8 + 0.0262 C2H5

n-C12H26 + OH → H2O + 0.4632 p-C4H8 + 0.0816 n-C3H7 + 0.4215 p-C4H9 3.81× 1014 17.19+ 0.491 C2H5 + 1.4116 C2H4 + 1.4704 C3H6 + 0.00295 H2

n-C12H26 + CH3 → 1.2971 CH4 + 0.1183 p-C4H9 + 0.1349 n-C3H7 + 0.1525 C2H5 5.21× 1013 62.74+ 0.4271 C2H4 + 0.8726 C3H6 + 1.762 p-C4H8 + 5e-5 H2

n-C12H26 + HO2 → H2O2 + 0.04525 H2 + 0.4045 C2H4 + 0.0622 C2H5 + 0.7848 C3H6 1.96× 1015 96.38+ 0.4914 n-C3H7 + 1.4536 p-C4H8 + 0.3559 p-C4H9

n-C12H26 → 0.752 C3H6 + 0.0564 n-C3H7 + 0.0134 C2H5 + 0.3544 C2H4 4.16× 1016 330.90+ 0.7644 p-C4H8 + 1.4454 p-C4H9 + 0.2424 H2

Table C.1: Lumped reactions for the n-Dodecane model. Arrhenius parameters are
in cm, s, mol, K, and kJ.

C.1.2 n-Dodecane Pyrolysis in a Plug Flow Reactor using the

Lumped and Optimized Mechanisms

The lumped and optimized mechanisms are validated for n-Dodecane pyrolysis in a

plug flow reactor case at pyrolysis conditions (T = 1050 K and P = 1 bar) against

experiments and the detailed mechanism. Key species mole fractions and the percent

of fuel converted as a function of residence time are shown in Figure C.1, with
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experimental data taken from Dahm et al. [21]. The simulation configuration is the

same as in Narayanaswamy et al [133], namely an isobaric configuration with an

initial fuel mole fraction X = 0.00336 and the rest N2.

Many of the mole fraction profiles compare favorably to the experiments with the

exception of p-C4H8 and CH4, primarily because the detailed mechanism is used as

a baseline and does not predict experimental results well. The optimized mechanism

does not substantially improve predictions compared to the lumped mechanism be-

cause the optimization process employed auto-ignition delay times as targets with

cases run at stoichiometric conditions. Furthermore, we find that both the lumped

and optimized mechanisms under-predict the formation of C3H6 compared to the

detailed mechanism because lumped reaction R = OH is no longer present for the

pyrolysis conditions. If more accurate predictions of pure pyrolysis are desired, it

would be advisable to include species profiles for a φ = ∞ case as additional opti-

mization targets, or to use a pure pyrolysis case to generate the reference data-set

as well as cases with oxidative pyrolysis. However, in general, we find that pyrolysis

yields generated with the lumped and optimized models are within the level of error

between the detailed mechanism and experimental results.
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Figure C.1: Comparison of select species profiles obtained using the detailed (solid
line), lumped (dashed line), and optimized (dotted line) mechanisms for a plug flow
pyrolysis case at T0 = 1050K, P0 = 1 bar with X = 0.336 n-Dodecane, remainder
N2. Experimental data (symbols) is taken from Dahm et al. [21].

C.1.3 Lumped and Optimized Models Derived from a Pre-

Reduced n-Dodecane Mechanism

Lumped and optimized reactions for the case in which the detailed n-Dodecane mech-

anism is reduced to within a 1% error in auto-ignition delay time over all conditions

desired (0D isochor configuration, φ = 1, temperatures between 1100 and 1600 K and
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pressures between 1 and 20 atm) prior to lumping are found in Tables C.2 and C.3.

The mechanism containing lumped reactions generated by this pre-reduced mecha-

nism is called MR→L, and the mechanism containing optimized reactions is called

MR→L→O.

Reaction A E
n-C12H26 + H → 0.6406 C3H6 + 0.8901 H2 + 1.75215 C2H4 + 0.3072 C2H5 4.99× 1015 41.80+ 0.3261 p-C4H9 + 0.5865 n-C3H7 + 0.7239 p-C4H8

n-C12H26 + O → OH + 0.0059 n-C3H7 + 0.0414 C2H4 + 0.425 p-C4H9 4.21× 1015 37.35+ 1.4835 C3H6 + 0.11825 H2 + 1.1527 p-C4H8 + 0.5691 C2H5

n-C12H26 + OH → H2O + 0.0774 H2 + 0.0999 C2H4 + 0.2208 C2H5 + 1.8077 C3H6 3.79× 1014 17.14+ 0.2597 n-C3H7 + 0.9244 p-C4H8 + 0.3647 p-C4H9

n-C12H26 + CH3 → 0.764 CH4 + 0.5068 p-C4H9 + 0.3448 n-C3H7 + 0.3696 C2H5 5.21× 1013 62.73+ 0.31615 C2H4 + 0.5011 C3H6 + 1.5749 p-C4H8 + 0.1254 H2

n-C12H26 + HO2 → H2O2 + 1.1431 p-C4H8 + 0.0574 n-C3H7 + 0.5522 p-C4H9 1.95× 1015 96.31+ 0.0585 C2H5 + 0.92505 C2H4 + 1.0265 C3H6 + 0.16595 H2

n-C12H26 → 0.6817 C3H6 + 0.5359 n-C3H7 + 0.09495 C2H5 + 0.20645 C2H4 4.10× 1016 330.73+ 0.5669 p-C4H8 + 1.3692 p-C4H9

Table C.2: Lumped reactions for the MR→L model. Arrhenius parameters are in
cm, s, mol, K, and kJ.

Reaction A E
n-C12H26 + H → 0.3203 C3H6 + 0.6874 H2 + 2.4062 C2H4 + 0.499 C2H5 4.7× 1015 41.80+ 0.4021 p-C4H9 + 0.7241 n-C3H7 + 0.362 p-C4H8

n-C12H26 + O → OH + 0.0118 n-C3H7 + 0.08285 C2H4 + 0.1879 p-C4H9 4.74× 1015 37.35+ 2.2655 C3H6 + 0.11825 H2 + 0.7811 p-C4H8 + 0.5632 C2H5

n-C12H26 + OH → H2O + 0.0263 H2 + 0.0823 C2H4 + 0.4406 C2H5 + 2.0845 C3H6 1.90× 1014 17.14+ 0.2565 n-C3H7 + 0.6799 p-C4H8 + 0.3029 p-C4H9

n-C12H26 + CH3 → 0.5209 CH4 + 0.7132 p-C4H9 + 0.1755 n-C3H7 + 0.2777 C2H5 3.06× 1013 62.73+ 0.4757 C2H4 + 0.433 C3H6 + 1.5735 p-C4H8 + 0.3959 H2

n-C12H26 + HO2 → H2O2 + 1.0962 p-C4H8 + 0.0524 n-C3H7 + 0.9023 p-C4H9 1.04× 1015 96.31+ 0.0452 C2H5 + 0.71655 C2H4 + 0.7751 C3H6 + 5e-5 H2

n-C12H26 → 1.1249 C3H6 + 1.0718 n-C3H7 + 0.0792 C2H5 + 0.36535 C2H4 8.20× 1016 330.73+ 0.2838 p-C4H8 + 0.8464 p-C4H9 + 0.0013 H2

Table C.3: Optimized reactions for theMR→L→O model. Arrhenius parameters are
in cm, s, mol, K, and kJ.
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C.1.4 Validation of Lumped and Optimized Mechanisms De-

rived from a Pre-Reduced n-Dodecane Mechanism

Ignition delays and species profiles comparingMR→L→O to the detailed mechanism

are found in Figures C.2-C.3.
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Figure C.2: Ignition delays of 0D isochor cases with initial conditions used to generate
reference data-set (φ = 1), using the detailed (solid lines) and MR→L→O (dashed
lines) mechanisms.
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Figure C.3: Comparison of select species profiles obtained using the detailed (solid
line) and MR→L→O (dashed line) mechanisms for a constant volume auto-ignition
case with initial conditions φ = 1.0, p = 5 atm, and T = 1400 K.
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C.2 Supplemental Material for n-Dodecane/i-Octane Surro-

gate

The second demonstration of the lumping algorithm was for a n-Dodecane/i -Octane

surrogate blend. The transportation parameters for this blend are presented in Sec-

tion C.2.1. Lumped reactions generated in this case study are available in Sec-

tion C.2.2. A comparison between select species profiles produced from a simulation

using the optimized mechanism with optimized lumped reactions and a simulation

using the detailed mechanism is in Section C.2.3.

C.2.1 Transportation Parameters

Transportation parameters for the lumped surrogate species containing 50%n-

dodecane and 50% iso-octane by mole % are found in Table ??, computed as outlined

in Appendix C.2.1. In this case, species linearities are identical; otherwise the linear-

ity can be computed by taking a molar averaged combination of the fuel component

linearities and rounding to the nearest integer. Flame speeds of freely-propagating

un-stretched flames have been found to be fairly insensitive to the transportation pa-

rameters of the fuel such that molar-based estimates and parameter fits to compute

these values are sufficient.
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nC nH Linearity εSUR/kB σSUR

10 22 2 580.18 6.74
NASA polynomial coefficients

Temperature a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
300 - 1000 K 7.32E-1 1.05E-1 -4.14E-5 0.0 0.0 -3.55E4 0.0
1000 - 2000 K 2.93E1 4.63E-2 -1.05E-5 0.0 0.0 -4.50E4 0.0

Table C.4: n-Dodecane/i -Octane (50/50 mol %) surrogate thermochemical and
transport parameters.

C.2.2 Lumped Model

Lumped reactions for the two-component surrogate model are found in Table C.5.

Reaction A E
SUR + H → 0.5572CH3 + 0.70115 H2 + 1.7215 C2H4 + 0.1976 p-C4H9 + 0.1586 p-C4H8 4.19× 1015 44.30+ 0.1427 C2H5 + 0.1529 C3H6 + 0.3567 n-C3H7 + 0.3467 i -C4H8 + 0.3435 t-C4H9

SUR + O → OH + 0.411 CH3 + 0.0555 H2 + 5e-4 C2H4 + 0.16 p-C4H9 + 0.737 p-C4H8 2.51× 1015 38.37+ 0.154 C2H5 + 0.83 C3H6 + 0.092 n-C3H7 + 0.6595 i -C4H8 + 0.072 t-C4H9

SUR + OH → H2O + 0.217 CH3 + 0.0934 H2 + 0.0546 C2H4 + 0.204 p-C4H9 + 0.255 p-C4H8 2.49× 1014 18.53+ 0.0827 C2H5 + 0.8898 C3H6 + 0.103 n-C3H7 + 0.976 i -C4H8 + 0.2065 t-C4H9

SUR + CH3 → 0.601 CH4 + 6e-3 CH3 + 0.03205 H2 + 0.3299 C2H4 + 0.186 p-C4H9 + 0.607 p-C4H8 3.32× 1014 79.72+ 1.0959 C2H5 + 0.4038 C3H6 + 0.226 n-C3H7 + 0.4 i -C4H8 + 0.22 t-C4H9

SUR + HO2 → H2O2 + 1e-4 H2 + 0.3845 C2H4 + 3e-3 p-C4H9 + 0.65 p-C4H8 2.74× 1015 107.32+ 0.7898 C2H5 + 0.5108 C3H6 + 0.189 n-C3H7 + 0.717 i -C4H8 + 0.018 t-C4H9

SUR → 0.104 CH3 + 0.09245 H2 + 0.0357 C2H4 + 0.81 p-C4H9 + 0.34 p-C4H8 1.08× 1016 310.82+ 0.2133 C3H6 + 0.1906 C2H5 + 0.3505 n-C3H7 + 0.428 i -C4H8 + 0.36 t-C4H9

Table C.5: Lumped reactions for the surrogate (50% n-Dodecane / 50% i -Octane)
model. Arrhenius parameters are in cm, s, mol, K, and kJ.

C.2.3 Species Evolution for the Optimized Mechanism

Validation cases for select species profiles using the optimized surrogate mechanism

compared to the detailed mechanism are found in Figure C.4.
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Figure C.4: Comparison of select species profiles for the surrogate (50% n-dodecane /
50% i-octane) in air, obtained using the detailed (solid line) and optimized (dashed
line) mechanisms for a constant volume auto-ignition case with initial conditions
φ = 1.0, p = 5 atm, and T = 1400 K.
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